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Nationalism and national identity have always figured large in terms of the Venice

Biennale of Art. In 1932, Oskar Kokoschka’s work was vilified by Benito Mussolini.

While Italian fascism did not have an official ideological policy in terms of art and

culture, modernization and the dictum that art should follow life (as defined by 

fascism) underscored such manifestations as the Venice Biennale.

In 1934, Adolf Hitler was a special guest of the exhibition. This historical marker 

was the subject of an important Hans Haacke work for the German pavilion of 1993.

Today, it can be argued that the Venice Biennale has waned somewhat in terms of

importance, especially in the context of growing numbers of Biennales that are

staged throughout the world, many of which are more avant-garde than the Venice

version and are not burdened to the same degree by the signifiers of nationalism 

and national identities.

These latter two terms course through the Biennale not only philosophically but 

spatially as well, duplicating the geopolitical imbalances that exist in the world.

The Giardini is where all the major nations of the West are located. Smaller and 

economically weaker nations are mostly found outside the area of the Giardini,

often at some distance away. In recent years, the accompanying shows of the Biennale

have been especially inclusive of many artists from outside of the West, and many

diasporic artists based in the West. But nationalism and national identity remain

abiding frames of reference for the Biennale and many of its participants. Scotland

has participated to show off Scottish cultural identity. Hong Kong and Taiwan 

officially participate for the same reasons.

This year’s Biennale will include the first ever official pavilion by the People’s

Republic of China as well as a large exhibition in the Arsenale by the Chinese French

curator Hou Hanru. So Chinese contemporary artists will be well represented in

both official and accompanying capacities. What are the implications for the cultural

situation in China of an official pavilion by China at this year’s Venice Biennale? In

this issue, Yishu will survey the Chinese components to the Venice Biennale with the

question of national identity always mise en cause.

Ken Lum

 



Dreams and conflict. There is a gap, a zone between these two entities. This year’s

Taiwan pavilion includes work from four artists who explore and reflect this 

area—one that can be called the Limbo Zone. It is part of the human experience to

dream, to imagine. We strive to make our aspirations reality. Realizing our dreams is,

in a sense, our destiny, our art. Utopian dreamers have attempted to generate whole

eras, and whole states as well. As our humanity insures our imperfection, these

dreams lead to inevitable conflict. These conflicts comprise the greatness and the

failures of human history. This phenomenon is nothing new, yet the experience of

it is constantly re-enacted.

What happens when our dreams change, when our vision of the world, its 

possibilities, and our definitions no longer apply? What happens when the world

changes—when the boundaries between nations change or become insignificant?

What happens when institutions once vested with respect and authority are exposed

as corrupt and unreliable? Recent events have spurred these changes. They have

introduced new levels of economic stress, doubts about the benefits of technological

advancement, fears about physical security.

To be in limbo is to hang suspended in a world without boundaries or limits. It is 

an endless nightmare, emotionally unstable, neither light nor dark. Events appear to 

be unclear, undefined. Present day life can be experienced as constant transition,

constant anxiety, and constant unclarity. Limbo. Like the rest of the world, Taiwan 

is experiencing a dizzying rate of change in terms of the technological, economic,

social, and political. How do we perceive them and how do they affect our sensibilities,

our sense of who and what we are. We may feel a growing gap between our inner and

outer world, the present and past, and a general disorientation. It is as if we are 

hanging suspended in time and place, somewhere between heaven and hell, between

the conscious and unconscious, distrustful of our perceptions.

How much of the past is useful or relevant as we survey Limbo? The vagaries of

memory and the passage of time conspire to weaken our understanding of the past.

There are new species, new inventions that seem to push the limits of our old 

knowledge and understanding. New paradigms are unproven and the past keeps

echoing in the present. People want to predict the future and hope for a better world.

Authority to manipulate and deceive can use this desire; it can also lead to a turn to
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the supernatural, to the world of spirits or of chance. So our sense of past and future

becomes confused. Our limbo is an eternal present. Perhaps our adaptive, survival

instincts bring us to familiarize, domesticate and eventually express limbo. We 

eventually learn its contours, shapes and forms. Four Taiwanese artists, all very active

internationally, have been selected for this exhibit. In concept and through their

media, each has created an individual visual code. A language from Limbo. These

artists are Shu Lea Cheang, Daniel Lee, Lee Mingwei, and Yuan Goang-ming.

Shu Lea Cheang’s Garlic = Rich Air is a piece set in the year 2030. Garlic has become

the currency of exchange. It may be virtual, real, or in the form of credit cards. It is 

a foil to our present economic system, raising questions of value and the meaning of

money. What is something worth? How is a currency used? What is an object value?

The piece includes a performance component of bartering with gondoliers in Venice.

It exists in a futuristic, after-the-crash marketplace.

Daniel Lee’s works, 108 Windows and Origin, are both about transformation. In 

108 Windows, sound from the bells of Han-Sun Temple confer a blessing to those

engaged in the circle of reincarnation. It is a temple to a world outside of time and

space. In Origin, the transformations are evolutionary. Again, the present is comprised

of parts of the past. Here, hybrids are created from existing species. Things real

become not quite real. Both pieces raise the question: where did we come from and

how did we get to the present Limbo Zone? 

The Sleeping Project is a conceptual piece by Lee Mingwei. It is an exploration of

boundaries using the idea of sleep as a starting point. The essential intimacy of

falling asleep, with its release from the conscious is shared with a randomly selected

stranger. It is a non-sexual experience, but one that does open the door to an 

exploration of encounter. What do you bring to the meeting? What does it mean?

How do the boundaries of personal space and contact shift or hold up during the

experience? It is a nightly experience of the random and the human.

Yuan Goang-ming’s work, entitled Human Disqualified, was pieced together from

three hundred photographs of the Ximen District in Taipei. Omitting people, he has

compressed all that fades in and out of visibility by means of a moving light and

phosphor powder. The German appellation Doppelganger would describe the result.

A double image. A public space devoid of the public. A haunting vision of an urban

space made ghost-like. Is it the past, the future, or like Limbo itself, somewhere else? 



SHU LEA CHEANG /  TAIPEI AND NEW YORK

Consider an “after-the-crash” scenario. Garlic is ordained as the new social currency

in year 2030. Wanted but scarce in the prevailing GM produce world, organic garlic

is the golden bulb, the stinking rose, much sought after when the harvest time comes

in the summer season. Garlic credito trueque (exchange) club re-enacts the stock

market exchange on the Internet. Digital pixels and bytes are the trading commodities

for garlic credito. The virtual garlic accumulated can be redeemed  by organic garlic

when the crops are made available to the public in the marketplace.

Garlic = Rich Air models after Argentina’s credito trueque club when its peso currency

failed in the late twentieth century and the country’s economy was only sustained 

by locally certified credito as currency alternatives. Garlic = Rich Air sets up its rule 

of the game for online garlic trading. Through the public’s engagement, the 

exchange rate of digital immateriality are in constant fluctuation. The project further

questions the exchange rate between material and immaterial goods with the 

virtual and actual garlic economy.

Shu Lea Cheang 

Shu Lea Cheang, Garlic = Rich Air (2030), 2003, Internet installation. Courtesy of the artist







DANIEL LEE /  TAIPEI AND NEW YORK

My motivation came from the upcoming millennium. The new millennium 

(year of 00) reminds me the grand beginning of everything. My concept started a 

few months after New York Times Magazine gave me the opportunity to create a 

self-portrait, which applied to a special technology issue in 1997. I made a sequence

of four portraits which shown our past as the monkeys and our future in perspective.

To push this concept further, I theorized that all of the mammals, the reptiles and

even the fishes were related to us originally.

Daniel Lee

Daniel Lee, Origin, 1999-2002, digital animation/video presentation. Courtesy of the artist







LEE MINGWEI /  TAIPEI AND NEW YORK

The English word “sleep” is rather straightforward, denoting the normal and daily

loss of consciousness we all require in order to function properly when we are not

asleep. Even in its metaphorical usage, it only suggests a lack of awareness or 

understanding, as when certain Eastern texts speak of the unenlightened as being

“asleep,” or describe enlightenment as a kind of “awakening.”

This straightforwardness is mysteriously lost, however, as soon as we follow the word

“sleep” with the preposition “with.” Suddenly, and through no fault of its own, “sleep”

takes on a distinctly sexual connotation. I suspect this is due to our Victorian heritage,

which went to great lengths to avoid speaking directly about body parts and functions

(“legs” became “limbs,”“belching” became “eructation”), and which, in its (at least

public) avoidance of sexuality (a repression

which undoubtedly gave sex an enormous

amount of extra power), could apparently not

imagine how any two (and no more than two)

mature individuals could possibly sleep together

without having some sort of sexual contact 

(or perhaps they felt any contact in bed was 

by definition sexual).

The Sleeping Project invites us to re-examine our feelings about the differences

between “sleeping” and “sleeping with.” What does it mean to spend a night with a

stranger—conversing, preparing to sleep, lying down in proximity, sharing one’s

unconscious hours with someone largely unknown, and encountering him or her

after this night’s sleep and other interactions? What happens to a “one-night stand”

when it is treated with respect, reflection, and careful forethought (the artist and

gallery will require a preliminary interview for the security of all involved)? What,

indeed, does it mean to spend the night together for spiritual and intellectual rather

than sexual reasons? And what does it say about our culture that such a spiritual

encounter does not even come to mind when we think of “sleeping together”?

Lee Mingwei

Lee Mingwei, The Sleeping Project, 2000-2003, multi-media
installation. Photo credit: Anita Kan



YUAN GOANG-MING /  TAIPEI

Yuan Goang-Ming is like a contemporary Sisyphus who endlessly rolls a stone up 

the slope. In his art, he has continuously and slowly repeated the process of adding,

erasing, lightening, and dimming in his digital photographic manipulation 

technique. His technique has the effect of creating the circulation of bright and faint

with luminous powder and expanding it in a slow-motion action. Here, the 

definition of “disqualify” refers to “fracture” and “lost.” But it is also an attempt to

grasp the moment that might or might not exist by repeating the actions of

capturing and deleting.

Yuan Goang-Ming spent several months taking hundreds of photographs and 

then collaging them together. He was as patient as Georges Seurat, who spared no

effort to depict a certain scene and moment that looked everlasting. On the streets 

of Taipei in the twenty-first century, the era consumes science and technology; a 

technical revolution took place, just like the discovery of the secret of light and 

shadow. Although the media vary, the pursuits of artists are the same.

Amy Hui-hua Cheng

Yuan Goang-Ming, City Disqualified: Hsimen District at Night, 2003, digital photographic print. Courtesy of the artist
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Like China’s recent entry into the World Trade Organization and its hosting of

the 2008 Olympics in Beijing and the 2010 World Expo in Shanghai, the establishment

of a National Pavilion at the Venice Biennale in 2003 demonstrates yet again that

China has become an inseparable part of the international community. These 

important events also underscore the social and cultural changes that are taking

place in China today. Underlying these changes are the realities of a country 

undergoing dramatic “urbanization” and the scapes of a culture increasingly 

subject to “globalization.”

For Chinese artists, the process of “urbanization” provides new kinds of individual

experience. And, in as much as artists are impacted at both the psychological and

visual level by the unprecedented contradictions and incongruities separating the

traditional and the modern, the individual and the public, man and his surrounding

environment, their works are thus inescapably subject to these real issues. The 

psychological impact on them as they witness the changes in urban landscapes in

amazement (if not shock), along with the visual experiences they register as they

thread through the city spaces, finds expression in their works in the form of various

kinds of non-specific visual and sensual qualities. At the same time, “globalization”

has replaced “modernization” as the new centre of the Chinese cultural imagination,

enhancing the experimental nature of the artist’s language in what is both an attempt

to participate in international cultural discourse, and an effort to maintain a balance

between the inner self and the external world. Thus, within the confines of the China

Pavilion, I hope to form two spaces that are separate but interactive. One space will

be centred on how artists relate to public space. In this space, a fictionalized or 

synthetic scape will give one a sense of the “alienation” one might experience within

a “public space.” Like a mirage of sorts, it should be both sublime and at the same

time unattainable. The other space will be constructed around how the artist relates

to “individual” or “private” space. Artists will employ various media to meticulously

relate both their sensual and psychological experiences within their own existential

reality. The resulting works will be highly personal. I hope in this way that

the exhibition will be able to make manifest many of the cultural characteristics 

of Chinese art today.

Within this curatorial framework, I have selected Wang Shu and Zhan Wang. Wang

Shu is an architect. He has done extensive research into the possibilities of employing

traditional architectural concepts and language into today’s urban architecture. His

research into China’s traditional residences, especially those in the south of China,

will enable him to transform the entrance of the China Pavilion into a space that



resembles a classical Chinese garden. This kind of symbolic representation and his

transforming methods as they exist between “demolition” and “construction,” provide

a subtle metaphor for today’s realities and at the same time express the ideals of

the artist. Working with Wang Shu, albeit from a different perspective, will be Zhan

Wang. This artist uses stainless steel to replicate traditional scholar rocks commonly

found in classical gardens. Within Chinese tradition, the scholar rock represents 

a kind of nostalgic longing for nature in an ideal sense. Zhan Wang uses modern

material to “replace” real scholar rocks. This kind of “substitution” reflects the 

transformation of cultural symbols in China and seeks to address the psychological

schism separating tradition from modernity. In an urban setting built around 

stainless steel scholar rocks and stainless steel eating utensils, an enormous synthetic

reality will present itself to the viewer. The works of these two artists will occupy 

one floor of the China Pavilion, providing a document of “urbanization.”

In the end, the experience the viewer will take away might be likened to that of a 

foreigner visiting China for the first time. Faced with China’s urban landscape, some

will find satisfaction in that it is what they had imagined while others will be 

disappointed as it does not meet with what they had long since concluded about

China. In truth, even those who live and work in China experience many of the 

same feelings—the process of “urbanization” is like a train that carries us 

ineluctably forward.

On the second floor of the China Pavilion, I have chosen three artists. Their works

express their own distinct personal dreams and aspirations. Yang Fudong is a young

video artist based in China’s largest city, Shanghai. In his work, he depicts the emotions

and faith of a young couple in Shanghai. Lu Shengzhong works with books and book

covers to piece together a giant classical Chinese landscape painting. Similar to the

scholar rock, the landscape painting in traditional Chinese culture is a symbol of

nature, an idealized world in which “one can wander and reside at leisure.” For the

viewer faced with Lu’s work, the landscape painting made from books pieced together

will provided a scape-sense of the traditional scholar’s studio. But, as the audience

“participates” by taking down and replacing books that make up the work, the 

painting will be gradually “deconstructed” and “diffused.” Liu Jianhua kilns porcelain

material into various kinds of everyday objects. The artist’s final installation will be 

a scape that is dream-like. In each artist’s work, personal dreams and aspirations 

will become, even if just temporarily, a kind of reality.

If reclaiming individual truth is important in the age of globalization, the possibility

of such reclamation can only exist within the realm of relationships. When artists

create something to behold, they are in fact engaging in the work of “creating 

something public.”



WANG SHU /  HANGZHOU

In his project Reconstruction, Wang re-designs the entrance and corridor of the

Chinese pavilion. He replaces the classical Italian portal with the elegant style of

Chinese gardens. By taking advantage of the natural light shining in from the yard,

he builds the “wall and sift wall” by steel mould and grey bricks, successfully turning

the corridor into a Chinese-style “courtyard.” The whole construction is sober and

elegant, especially the mirror on the corridor ceiling that helps to construct a 

poetic ambience. Wang’s design is a good example of integrating traditional 

elements with modern tendency, embodying the wisdom and spirit of Chinese 

architectural culture.

Huang Du



Wang Shu, Reconstruction, 2003, installation: steel mould and grey bricks. Courtesy of the artist



ZHAN WANG /  BEIJING 

Whether he is forming sculptures from steel and stone, or orchestrating a happening

in a demolition zone, Zhan Wang is concerned with the relationship between the

opposing forces of old and new, natural and human-made form. These forces have

always formed a yin-yang dichotomy within which we negotiate our lives. However,

living between these forces is becoming increasingly difficult for China’s urbanites 

as cities in China grow into modern steel and glass metropolises almost overnight.

Zhan Wang is not concerned merely with the impact of the changing physical 

environment upon the quality of life. He also considers the effects of social 

engineering upon humanity.

Britta Erickson (from Zhan Wang)

Zhan Wang, Urban Landscape, 2003, installation: stainless-steel mountains and tableware. Courtesy of the artist





YANG FUDONG /  SHANGHAI

The Chinese approach is often to focus on a concept, something that I too am 

relatively enthralled by. A concept is something that is difficult to make tangible,

yet it might be right at your side. It might be anywhere. When you pour your heart

into your film, you find many elements that provoke the mind and heart, so-called

flashes of inspirations. Whether you try consciously or unconsciously to bring them

out, they will find their way into your film. I personally have an affinity for what we

refer to as literati short films. They are not major productions. Nor do they employ

large techniques. They come from the heart, something that you want to express.

Yang Fudong (from An Interview with Yang Fudong by Chen Xiaoyun)



Yang Fudong, Flutter Flutter, Jasmine Jasmine, 2002, three-channel video installation. Courtesy of the artist



LU SHENGZHONG /  BEIJING

In his research of traditional and folks arts, Lu has accumulated a great deal of

theoretical knowledge as well as practical experience. In his work Landscape Study,

he interprets the art of ink and wash as a “space” of conceptual culture. He constructs

an installation of bookshelves. On the shelves he stacks literature books are arranged

in such a manner that the spines compose a huge ancient landscape of ink and wash.

In this special “study,” the viewers can relax and randomly read the books on the

shelves. In a wise way, Lu guides us through a novel experience of “appreciation.”

Huang Du

Lu Shengzhong, Landscape Study, 2003, installation: bookshelves and books. Courtesy of the artist





LIU JIANHUA /  KUNMING

Liu Jianhua’s post-modernist sculptures are like photographic reproductions in terms

of their visual effect. The relatively small size of his model and props intensifies the

allegory’s visual drama, and the use of lustrous ceramic as the material is a means of

putting sculpture on the level of conceptual art. Fantasy is the games the masses play.

As a result, contemporary art has found a mode of expression well-suited to a culture

of mass-consumption and politics concerned with finding an equilibrium. On the

broader level, it is an intrinsic requirement that this mode of expression belong to a

form of post-political conceptual art based on a moral and political legitimacy 

appropriate to the here and now. As we move towards the future, the art of post-

political society must move in the direction of self-revelation if there is any hope in

discovering a new moral centre. Just like the allegorical scenes in Liu Jianhua’s works,

we are leaving behind the uncertainties of the past in a time of social transition.

As the resultant inner turmoil causes our bodies to be ill at ease even in repose, we

need to step outside our bodies and treat them as objects for detached observation.

This is the point of Liu’s allegory.

Zhu Qi (from How Does the Body Adorn Itself with Clothes? The Everyday Nature of Post-Political Society)



Liu Jianhua, Daily and Fragile, 2003, ceramic installation. Courtesy of the artist
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The size of Hong Kong on the world map is no more than a dot—merely visible to those who 

care. The dot hardly exists in relation to the international art world. Whenever Hong Kong 

participates in international art events, the issues of visibility, orientation, and positioning in 

relation to her counterparts emerge. Para/Site Collective is well aware of these issues and turn

them into the strength of their work.

The theme “Dreams and Conflicts” of the 50th Venice Biennale is, in fact, a reflection of the artistic

development of Hong Kong contemporary artists. Hong Kong contemporary art started to 

blossom locally during the 1990s. The artists in the collective see Hong Kong as their base and 

the international arena as a platform to actualize their dreams. Nevertheless, there are conflicts in

their artistic pursuit. Diachronically, contemporary art practice is not a continuation of the 

previous generations. Synchronically, it is detached from the West. The practice of Hong Kong

artists seems to be international but, in fact, Hong Kong contemporary art is marginalized 

culturally from the contemporary art centres in North America and Europe. These artists struggle

between the dream of being members of the international art community and the reality of that

community’s control over their reachability.

Lacking the opportunity to take part in the international art discourse, Hong Kong artists tend to

adopt an introspective approach to connect their art with the world. The banality of their lives is

repeatedly revisited with disconnected cultural references. They search for a transnational position

in order to locate themselves. Most of the artists are locally born but have parents from Mainland

China. With resourceful local and international references, the artists are able to widen the vision

of their predecessors and started to rethink the qualities of being Hong Kong Chinese artists.

It was not until the 1980s that the issue of identity was raised in the Hong Kong art community.

The Sino-British Joint Declaration in 1984 clearly delivered the message of the handover of

Hong Kong’s sovereignty to China. The change in the socio-political environment triggered the

artists’ uncertainty in relation to their identity. Most of the artists are educated locally in 

Hong Kong. However, the free flow of art information and increased opportunities of overseas

travel have made them aware of the current development of contemporary art. Their concerns of

the changing social-political environment help to build their confidence in appropriating local 

references not born simply from total imagination but also from their everyday life experiences.

Most of the members of Para/Site Collective are the first generation in their families born in 

Hong Kong. They have experienced a long period of cultural rootlessness during the British rule.

Instead of using their art to intervene in the socio-political environment, the artists try to find

their voices in their homes, where banality is the key components of life. The navigation of their

artistic development emerges from their internal needs and the desire to mirror their personal

experiences by reaching out to the urban environment where they spend their lives.





PARA/SITE COLLECTIVE 
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Para/Site Collective is a team of artists, architects, curators, critics, designers,

educators, and researchers. The collective generates ideas by discussions through

meetings, e-mails, telephone calls, sketches, photographs, and models. Indeed,

in an actual world intensely linked up by virtual space, how do we orient ourselves?

How can we respond?

In the borrowed time and borrowed space in the Venice Biennale, Para/Site Collective

continues to play the role of a facilitator. Always already global and local, Para/Site

Collective builds compartments in the Hong Kong Pavilion to interrupt the Venice

Biennale sight and site. What kinds of interruption are possible? Will the compart-

ments serve as resting places, docks, temporary shelters, dwellings, or little theatres

for visitors? The meanings are up for visitors to imbue, for seeing, walking, smelling,

touching, and listening are all creative acts as is engaging in dialogues and indulging

in dreams. For the collective, the compartments offer multiple possibilities and 



Para/Site Collective, Navigating the Dot, 2003, installation (left and above). Courtesy of the artists





starting points for interrupting visitors’ familiar experiences. The Hong Kong Pavilion

is to become a Visitors’ Pavilion where boundaries are blurred. Visitors—as much as

members of Para/Site Collective—are everywhere at home, yet nowhere at home.

The horizontally and vertically placed cylindrical compartments are borrowed time

and borrowed space on another level, for they provide timely resting places for 

visitors after an exhausting journey of art touring. Thus, the compartments become

a space for dreaming and daydreaming. Visitors are encouraged to navigate their

path in the art work and, of course, navigate their dreams in whatever posture they

find comfortable. Upon navigating their route in the art work the visitors experience

the frustration and joy of floating, disorientation, lost and found. The fluidity of

the artwork reflects the collective’s thoughts of navigating Hong Kong in the 

international art arena.



Para/Site Collective, Navigating the Dot, 2003, photograph. Courtesy of the artists
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Globalization, urbanization and explosive expansion of urban spaces are the most dynamic and

challenging aspects in our mutating world today. In different parts of the world, especially in areas

like the Asia-Pacific region where modernization and integration in the global economic and 

cultural systems are taking place in unprecedented speed, urban expansion, often going ahead of

any long term planning, radically prompts social divisions and restructuring. Everyone living in

this situation has to confront urgent questions of development, competition and survival while

established social and urban fabrics are being deconstructed and re-organized. Traditional urban

planning has been surpassed by “post-planning” reality: the city has become a collage of zones 

created out of urgent demands instead of regular planning. Certainly, this situation, along with the

global migration movement and economic globalization, is increasingly influencing the Western

world as well. Urgent solutions have to be invented and practiced in order to create conditions 

for sustainable development and life.

Today’s city becomes a zone of urgency.

It is against this background that artistic and cultural activities, closely related to the urban trans-

formation, are brought to a new frontier. Artists, intellectuals, activists, in groups or as individuals,

along with architects and urban planners, are struggling to create projects, actions and works to

negotiate this reality. It is out of this process that new ideas and works are generated and become

essential elements of redefinition of contemporary art; culture, knowledge and modes of life while

spaces for imagination and innovation are opened.

In different parts of the world, especially in “non-western” regions like the Asia-Pacific, new

understanding and models of modernity, or different modernities, are being experimented with

and provide the most active platform of creativity. Artistic practices, emphasizing the interventionist

motivations and performative forms, are being developed into a real force of social transformation

while multidisciplinary collaborations are highly encouraged. On the other hand, to negotiate

with the urgency of lack of traditional institutional infrastructures, the art world tends to 

experiment with more flexible, self-supporting and inventive solutions to create new communities

by means of do-it-yourself kind of self-organizations. They reflect the alternative strategies of

resistance and developments initiated by “marginal” communities under the pressure of globaliza-

tion. Art and culture practices are brought out to the zone of urgency, and in turn, they are also

opening up “oppositional” zones of urgency as responses to the reality.

The project Z.O.U.—Zone of Urgency, under the general theme of “Dreams and Conflicts”

proposed by Francesco Bonami, intends to articulate this urgency-response tendency in today’s 

art experiments and works, notably by those acting in the Asia-Pacific regions. In the meantime,

similar experiences from Europe and other regions will be also presented as manifests of the 

global necessity of such strategies. About forty artists have been invited to participate in the 

project with multimedia works ranging from painting to installation, from video to performance,

from internet website to architectural design. They are covering large domains from urban actions

to personal imagination, from historic-geopolitical critiques to political protests. Designed 

especially for the specific site of the Arsenale, the exhibition’s realization is to become a process 

of opening up a unique Zone of Urgency for artistic adventures and dialogues with the public in

the conditions of the urgent reality of social transformation.



BIG TAIL ELEPHANTS / GUANGZHOU 
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In 1990, after a decade of development, the city of Guangzhou entered a period of transition,

changing from a traditional urban area into a modern city. Many problems emerged here for the

first time in a Chinese city. Although never seen before in China, these were very typical problems,

including the demolition and relocation caused by the rebuilding of old neighborhoods and the

road expansion and new road network development required to resolve traffic congestion. The

entire city appeared to be involved in full-scale reconstruction, projecting a strong contrast

between the old and the new structures. During the same period, a great number of people from

rural areas poured into the city. A rather interesting phenomenon occurred. On the one hand,

the city was moving in the direction of an international metropolis. On the other, new villages

emerged in certain parts of the city. Rapid business growth occupied an overwhelmingly domi-

nant position on people’s agendas. Everyday hard working people traded their spiritual desires for

indulgences and debauchery in entertainment venues and newly emerged sex establishments.

Everything became money driven; even colleges and universities, where high-minded 

intellectuals cluster, were no exception. The cultural and artistic communities, which had been

affected by the Tian’anmen tragedy in 1989, now went into a downcast mood.

Within such a social environment, the Big Tail Elephant group was formed. Its initial members

included Chen Shaoxiong, Liang Juhui and myself. At a later date, Xu Tan joined in, and Zheng

Guogu also worked with the group occasionally. In addition, Chen Tong always offered us his 

support. What we value the most, however, are the many precious photos taken by photographer

Zhang Haier, starting from the very early days of the group. In 1994, Hou Hanru cooperated with

the Big Tail Elephants for the first time, and named his exhibition No Room. He published several

articles about the Big Tail Elephant group and its members before incorporating the group into

this year’s Venice Biennale as part of the exhibits under his curation. Looking back, the Big Tail

Elephant group, though comprised of merely four artists, has been a “small room,” bringing

together people in Guangzhou who share the same ideas and goals. As a group, we often get

together in local bars, street food stalls and at Chen Tong’s bookstore.

The enthusiasm and excitement shared among us has generated an infinite amount of energy,

which has translated into consecutive exhibitions by the Big Tail Elephants. For nearly a decade,

since 1991, we have organized an exhibition or event almost every year. Most exhibitions have

been held in Guangzhou. Although each artist focuses on different issues and employs a different

artistic approach, we clearly draw our energy from the city of Guangzhou. In this relatively 

open-minded town, situated in southern China where new ideas seem easy to root, our view is

open-ended. While taking heed of the local urban development, we also watch the evolution of

Western art. In fact, we have used a few Western contemporary art forms to address many of the

issues we have encountered. This is a plight that intellectuals in Third World countries face under

globalization. Our objective goes beyond this, however. Inspired by a greater ambition, we aspire

to break through the boundaries in artistic languages between Eastern and Western art. At its

inception, the Big Tail Elephant group did not make any position or guideline statements. It is

rather an open space, where artists have opportunities to make their own statements as indepen-

dent individuals. It is also a self-reliant space. Each artist has found his own way of expression in

over ten years of pursuit.



We began employing installation and performance art forms since the first Big Tail Elephant 

exhibition. Subsequently, we have gradually waded into video, graphic, multimedia and network

art. Throughout the entire 1990s, art forms were constantly evolving as China developed. Working

in an unshaped art system, artists could choose, at free will, different directions to pursue, until

they found their own artistic language. However, on one hand, artworks created outside a system

do not have the needed exposure to an audience. In most cases, they are displayed only once with 

a very limited number of viewers. The Big Tail Elephant group has faced the same problem as well.

We have had to showcase our work at any site that was accessible and available to us in the city.

Experimenting with various media has been an effective way to interact with those sites. As these

creative forms intimately relate to our everyday lives, what we have experienced is not simply an

exploration in art media or form. Compared with Western-trained artists, we have skipped over

the classroom training in the new media. This explains why we, in our application of these media,

tend to demonstrate their crudeness and forcefulness. On the other hand, there is often no way to

identify the context of artistic language manifested in Chinese contemporary art. In this shaking-

up and cutting-apart period, Chinese contemporary art has been neither a logical product of

Western art evolution, nor a continuation of its indigenous culture. It appeared as a nondescript

monster, which, like present-day cities in China, abruptly came into existence. Driven by the

insane and irrational consumerism and hedonism permeating China’s cities, people have been

continuously in a state of unaccountable enjoyment, utter ignorance of the future and an excite-

ment aroused by fierce competition. Within such a scenario, the Big Tail Elephants’ art, covering

urban issues such as urban development, consumerism, traffic, population and sex culture, is

inevitably imprinted with marks of the times. Its artistic language seems unlikely to be pure, but

rather whimsical or even straying.

Like other Chinese artists, the Big Tail Elephants are striving to establish their own context, while

being brought into the official movement in China or into the Western system. The transition

from underground to onstage is represented by frequent invitations to showcase at domestic and

international biennales of different sizes. To Chinese artists, this change in situation poses an 

even greater challenge, which involves seduction by commercial interests and the re-expansion 

of cultural context. Chinese artists of our generation have to contemplate more complex cultural

issues across a wider span than our predecessors did in any other historical period. To repeat a

cliché, what we are presented with is both an opportunity and a challenge.

Lin Yilin, Basic Content, 2002, installation: bricks, sand, golden paper, 550 x 600 x 210 cm. Courtesy of the artists



FIGHT TERRORISM WITH CUNNING

When authorities in the Washington DC area were afflicted with the terrible headache

of trying in vain to catch the mysterious snipers shooting at people in the streets,

someone suggested that pedestrians should walk in a zigzag to avoid being assaulted.

When talking about issues involving the establishment of direct trade, mail and 

transportation connections across the Taiwan Strait, some people also suggested that

airplanes should fly in a corkscrew pattern to prevent being pursued by missiles.

“Will it hit?” My three-year-old daughter always asks me this question, whenever she

sees an aircraft flying around a high-rise. The 9-11 pictures that she saw on television

are causing her to make this association in her mind. Having watched air show

maneuvers on television, I wonder if buildings could behave just as airplanes do.



Chen Shaoxiong, Anti-Terror Variety, 2003, video, wood sculpture, furniture. Courtesy of the artist





Chen Shaoxiong, Anti-Terror Variety, 2003, video, wood, sculpture, furniture. Courtesy of the artist

Fight Terrorism with Cunning is my solution to combating terrorists. Highrises could

dodge aircraft hits in all sorts of different ways, without damaging airplanes carrying

innocent passengers. This is the most perfect idea I could come up with to prevent

and fight terrorism. For the present, no architects are able to construct such a building.

I hope, however, that someday they will acquire this capability. My intention today is

for my solution to dispel people’s nightmares. If, in their extreme agony, the American

people have become suspicious of everything, and accuse me of looking on at their

troubles with indifference, I will have nothing to say.

Chen Shaoxiong



In a circular space, videotapes and Internet pages are projected on the walls. One of

the videotapes is the documentary of a Chinese expert of ceramics talking about the

authenticity and forgery of blue and white porcelain. The background is New York

City. The content of the other two tapes are Chinese and Americans talking about

the experiences of lovemaking and the bodily communication of different races and

cultures. For my installation at the Venice Biennale, I am planning to set up a chat

room. At the time of exhibition opening, two Chinese ceramic experts from London

and New York will be invited to join the chat room. Individuals from all over the

world will be able to ask questions or chat with the ceramic experts. After the 

opening day, they may leave messages and receive answers from the Internet.

Xu Tan



Xu Tan, Blue and White Porcelain, 2003, installation: photographs, video, Internet. Courtesy of the artist





Today’s city looks like an anthill. It has risen and grown as bamboo shoots spring 

up after rain. The human-made world has replaced the integral natural one. The 

living space we now experience is just an enormous artificial hole. The towering

structure in City represents our living reality which combines individual life with a

chaotic world. The combination of the square windows and the figures facing the

same direction form a sequenced cycle of natural movement. The projected image

and sound coming from above in the work creates a human “paradise” where things

crash together in order to expand and become dramatized.

Liang Juhui

Liang Juhui, City, 2003, installation: wooden tower,
projector, DVD player (top and bottom). Courtesy of the artist





VITAMIN CREATIVE SPACE / GUANGZHOU
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The opening ceremony of the 50th Venice Biennale and the Canton Express

exhibition will be sent via the Internet by live transmission to the Vitamin Space 

in a building in Guangzhou. The artists in Canton Express will be invited to make

proposals for the renovation of a space. Through the two-way Internet transmission,

both sites in Guangzhou and Venice are connected with each other and the public

will be able to participate.

Vitamin Creative Space



Vitamin Creative Space, Main Site, Other Site, the Other, then Other Site, 2003, installation: projector, laptop computer. Courtesy of the artists





YANGJIANG GROUP / YANGJIANG
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A zone that attracts attention is a zone of urgency. My job in this project is to build

an overall spatial structure for the Canton Express: street frameworks and an overpass

bridge. These are the tangibles. On the other hand, the intangible elements include

preparing artistic renderings, remaking models, making phone contacts, sending 

e-mails, and pressing for and talking over solutions. I desire to strike a balance

between individual works, while giving consideration to both the limitations and

possibilities of the space. Do the positions of the Big Tail Elephant group, the Liberia

Borges, the U-thèque Organization, and the Vitamin Creative Space, as well as those

of Yang Jiechang, Sha Yeya, Jiang Zhi, Yang Yong, Feng Qianyu, Liu Heng and Duan

Jianyu fit into the space properly? Is the inevitability of their spatial interrelationship

unmistakably portrayed? The project itself stands as an artwork and a process of

urgency. The collective space created by the collective spirit of the Canton Express has

evolved into a dream combination of contradiction, conflict and competition

between individuals, each of whom feels it worthwhile to rack their brains over this

space issue. In June 2003, please do not miss this grand Canton Express accelerating

towards Venice’s Zone of Urgency from Guangdong, China.

Zheng Guogu

Zheng Guogu, Software and Hardware of the Place, 2003, installation (image preview). Courtesy of the artist





A building is constructed out of four doors of normal size. When a door opens,

one can see a reduced scale staircase in a private building of Yangjiang. There is 

an electric meter, a circuit, a mail box, and four television monitors.

Sha Yeya

Sha Yeya, Yangjiang: Venice, 2003, installation: electric equipment, monitors, 100 x 100 x 350 cm. Courtesy of the artist



As an artist, Feng Qianyu prefers not to reveal her occupation as an employee of

the telecommunication industry. Normally, an amateur artist would do something

that her society could identify with—such as making watercolours of the seascape 

of the Zhapo. But Qianyu has deliberately adopted a special concept to interpret her

experiences in art. Her art practice has recently entered into a stage in which even 

the question of “who is the author” is not clear. In an era flooded by images,

Qianyu has reduced the meaning of “author” to a minimum. Within the context of

contemporary art, she questions the myths of art and artists that have created one

after another, Qianyu questions them by her art. She questions the cultural privileges

that work to control the art establishment.

Chen Tong (from Creating and Questioning while Facing Ordinary Life)



Feng Qianyu, Fear of Sex, 1998, photograph (1 of 10). Courtesy of the artist



BORGES LIBERIA / GUANGZHOU AND WORLD 

BOOKSTORE / YANGJIANG

 ,  

When we started the bookstore, we did not have any money. We did not have many

books. And we certainly did not sell paintings. My real interest, then, was in publishing

and in understanding literature and film. I thought that running a bookstore would

be conducive to these goals. So, in 1993, I began to work with some other people to

open a bookstore—first on a temporary basis. Some conflicts arose a few months

later and the cooperation ended. Borges opened formally in 1994 and has been 

running now for over eight years. Through 1997, business was very good. At this

time, we began to organize activities, exhibitions, and lectures. I am, after all, an

artist and a teacher at an art academy—not an ideal store manager. But the situation

with the arts in Guangzhou is quite interesting and sometimes we are able to do

some very unconventional things. Still, I remain skeptical of how many more things

we can do in such a limited environment. Every time I go out, friends in art and 

literary circles ask me if I will keep running that bookstore. This is tough to answer.

Chen Tong 



Chen Tong and Lu Yi, Borges Liberia and World Bookstore, 2003, installation: calligraphy, slide projector, bookshelves, newspaper clippings. 
Courtesy of the artists



In the summer of 1999, two poets from Sichuan, Yang Li and He Xiaozhu, took over Cinematic

Works, a magazine published by the Emei Film Studio. After being recommended by a female poet,

Di Yongming, I became the designer for the publication. At the time, I had already met Shu Qi in

Hong Kong and had bought quite a few cinematic books, magazines, and original VCDs of artistic

movies from his POV Bookstore. As artistic movies were seldom shown in China in those days,

I decided to organize regular movie screenings to allow people to share my VCD collection. I also

wanted to look for contributors for the Cinematic Works via these events.

The first screening was held in a home theatre equipment manufacturer’s showroom in Shenzhen.

We named our club “Yuan Ying Hui” (the U-thèque). In Chinese this means: “we get together for

movies.” We attracted many movie enthusiasts because we had in our possession a few rarely avail-

able titles, including some banned films  directed by the sixth generation Chinese directors. Prior

to pirated DVDs of artistic pictures flooding China, the U-thèque had always tried—through

movie screenings—to popularize the classics in the history of world film production while provid-

ing many more people with access to the endeavors and explorations of Chinese filmmakers.

U-THÈQUE / GUANGZHOU 

 ,  

 - :      

 

Ou Ning, Les Cingles du Cinema, 2000, photograph (in cooperation with the photographer Lin Gang). Courtesy of Modern Weekly China



At the end of 1999, we showed Index Finger, a documentary from Shenzhen by Jiang Zhi, and

Imbalance 257, a short video by Cao Fei from Guangzhou, in the “Best Independent Short Movies

of Beijing, Shenzhen, Guangzhou and Hong Kong” program. Jiang and Cao became the first 

U-thèque members to embark on independent productions. Later, we played Jia Zhangke’s Little

Wu and Wang Xiaoshui’s A Vietnamese Girl, both of which were shown for the first time to a

Guangdong audience.

In the spring of 2000, the U-thèque expanded to Guangzhou. We moved our venues from closed

spaces in commercial office buildings to open spaces such as bars. In order to maintain the ritual-

istic nature of movie watching, we opted for screenings during bar non-business hours—usually

in the afternoon—when our screenings could be free from the interference of the bars’ regular

business operations. In addition to bars, we used a commercial exhibition center (the Shanmian

Convention and Exhibition Center in Guangzhou) and a national art gallery (the He Xiangning

Art Gallery in Shenzhen) for screening events. In our view, it was quite exceptional for the He

Xiangning Art Gallery to be involved in our programs, as most government-run art centres,

museums and movie theatres would not allow us to host such events on their premises. As a result,

most of our showings took place in retail spaces (such as bar rooms, coffee houses and bookstores).

In our heyday, we had simultaneous access to four venues in Shenzhen and Guangzhou, though

none of them were available on a regular basis. The U-thèque worked through the use of

guerrilla-style showing schedules in different, ever-changing venues.

During the same year, many private movie societies sprang up in other Chinese cities. In

September, the Beijing Film Academy held the first Unrestricted New Image Festival. Members 

of several movie societies from Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Nanjing, Wuhan, Shenyang, and

Chengdu took part in the event, by which the trend of private screenings and independent 

productions reached its peak. With the advent of VCD—an inexpensive “guerrilla technology for

the Third World” —pirated copies have filled up a long-standing movie information vacuum in

China. A great number of titles have been distributed among the population, feeding a horde of

hungry film buffs. Group viewings have become the most popular way for the enthusiasts to learn

and share. Meanwhile, the Internet has also served as a free forum for them to publish their

reviews. In southern China, the U-thèque has been the epitome of this extensive urban movie

enthusiast movement.

While planning and organizing a screening program, the U-thèque has also been committed to

authoring and publishing critical reviews. We published our own newsletter, U-fax, which was

photocopied for circulation. The newsletter provided detailed information about the movies we

put on screen, helping our members apprehend movies and providing a space for them to share

their views. Produced in a least refined, yet most handy manner, U-fax offered its full support to

amateur writers who sent in their work. It was our wish that the newsletter would be an outlet for

fervid enthusiasts to release their emotions, as were the punk magazines in the 1970s. In support

of our featured screenings, we also published some fine themed issues, such as an issue on

Japanese movies, as well as issues on pictures by Jia Zhangke, Tian Zhuangzhuang and Ning Ying.

In 2002, we published the second issue of Yinghua (Talking about Film), in which the Dogma 95

film movement from Denmark was first introduced into China. The Dogma 95 movement 

promotes the shooting of movies on digital video, in opposition to “bad” filmmaking.

“Being independent is a spirit of doing it yourself,” I stated in my Editor’s Afterword of the second

issue of Yinghua. “Independence should not be a camouflage to cover up our weakness.” Our 





Notes
I We changed the name of the magazine to Cineaste Magazine, which was edited primarily by Wu Wenguang and myself. It was handed over to 

other editors after one issue.
2 A film director, critic and publisher in Hong Kong, he started the Creative Workshop, which has published over two hundred artistic movie 

titles worldwide.
3 For the relationship between banned movies and private movie societies, see Zhang Xianmin, “History of Banning Movies in the 1990s,”

Phoenix Weekly (Hong Kong: 2002).
4 Among early pirated VCD copies circulated in China, only big Hollywood pictures and Hong Kong commercial films could be found.

It was not until about 2001 that a large number of pirated DVD copies of artistic pictures began to emerge in the market.
5 For information about private movie societies in different Chinese cities and the first Unrestricted New Image Festival, see stories in 

Nanfang Weekend (29 March, 2001 and 27 September, 2001).
6 See Darrell W. Davis and Yeh Yueh-Yu, “Flexible Accumulation and Consumption: VCD and Class Consciousness in the Pan-Asian Region,”

Movie Screening 113 (Taipei: 2002).
7 Yinghua was launched by Gao Xiaolong and Ou Ning in 1998. Its first and second issues featured, respectively, advertising pictures and 

independent films.
8 Ou Ning, “Be Surrealistic in a Realistic Way: China’s Independent Movies in the Post Fifth Generation,” Ming Pao Weekly 1741 

(Hong Kong: 2002).

promotion of an independent attitude

and an advocation of an amateur spirit do

not imply that we object to professional-

ism or take pride in rough and crude 

filmmaking. We have invited many movie

industry insiders—directors, actors and

senior critics—to host workshops,

lectures, seminars, and symposiums to

share their filmmaking experiences. Most

of these events were held in conjunction

with screenings, allowing artists to 

corroborate their works, and vice versa.

Since 1999, the U-thèque has organized

meetings and seminars for the directors

Xu Anhua, Shu Qi, Fang Yuping,

Zhang Zeming, Lou Ye, Jia Zhangke,

Tian Zhuangzhuang, Ning Ying, and Wu Wenguang, for the actress Wei Wei—who played a 

leading role in Springtime in a Small Town (1949) directed by Fei Mu—for the critics Luo Ka,

Li Zhuotao and He Siying, as well as for other younger filmmakers.

Having studied and digested numerous classical productions, and shared with many professional

filmmakers, a few of our members have started to be actively involved in movie criticism. Some

members have begun to make their own pictures, from a buff to a maker. The U-thèque has also

shifted from movie screening to identifying and nurturing talent in creating and producing

movies. The popularity of digital videography has made it possible for more and more youngsters

in China to pursue their filmmaking dreams. Whether academy trained or simply amateurs, they

all have experienced the waves of pirated VCDs and DVDs, and been baptized by private screenings.

Even if their exquisite sense of lighting and imaging may have been damaged by the low quality of

pirated copies, even if they rarely have had opportunities to watch movies on the big screen in 

theatres, they are certainly not short of ideas. They are not likely to make sophisticated pictures,

but will strive to reflect the reality under their feet. This is one reason for me to believe that a neo-

realistic aesthetic has emerged in independent filmmaking among China’s post fifth generation. As

a member of the private screening movement, the U-thèque will continue to add momentum to

this tide. We do not believe in the myth of big pictures. We will liberate our cameras, by refocusing

them on the real world, and by reviving them as a means for presenting individualized images.

Cao Fei, Chain Reaction, 2000, digital colour video (5 minutes). 
Courtesy of Dr.Uli Sigg, Switzerland





SAN YUAN LI: AN ART PROJECT FOR THE 50TH VENICE BIENNALE

Considered to be a “Village in the City” (cheng zhong cun), San Yuan Li was 

originally located in the north countryside of Guangzhou. “Village in the City” is 

not a phenomenon confined to Guangzhou. There are also such sites in Shenzhen,

Zhuhai, Xi’an, Shijiazhuang, Taiyuan, Shaoxing, Kunming, and Hangzhou. “Village

in the City” epitomizes urbanization in China. In the expansion of the Guangzhou’s

border, San Yuan Li was assigned to the district of Baiyun. In 1999, due to the 

prevalence of drugs in the area, San Yuan Li was listed as one of the seventeen “key

zones for punishment and renovation” by the Department of Public Security. San

Yuan Li was an important site during the anti-Britain war of 1841, when villagers led

a counter-strike against the British. There is a street in the village named “Anti-

Britain Street” (kang ying dajie) and a museum named “Anti-British Museum”

(kang ying bowuguan). The historical event has been narrated through photographs,

sculptures and texts put on display in museums and official text books. But is there

another version of history? Is the current circumstance of post-colonization and 

globalization another detour to the Opium War of a hundred years ago? For this 

project, we have decided to focus on San Yuan Li through which to present a slice of

Guangzhou. The production of a film entitled San Yuan Li will be realized through

the cooperation of a collective of artists.

Ou Ning and Cao Fei



U-thèque, San Yuan Li, 2003, black and white film stills in DV format (40-60 minutes). Courtesy of the artists









YANG JIECHANG /  PARIS

Yang Jiechang’s oeuvre consists of a variety of artistic media: painting, collage,

installation, site-specific works, performance and sculpture. Painting for him, is a

way of contemplation, not a means of representation. The concepts inspiring his

painting, such as repetition and the overlapping of images, reoccur in his works 

in other media, such as his multi-media installations Recreate Dong Cunrui (Zai zao

Dong Cunrui) (1999-2002) or I Saw It in the Sky (2002). In Yang’s works such as

Hundred Layers of Ink (Qianceng mo) series or Eye of the Storm (2000), Chinese 

tradition and contemporary art form a stirring coalition. How to implant Chinese

traditional painting, aesthetics and thought into a contemporary context is one of

his main concerns. Daoist thought, post-structuralist deconstructive strategies and 

an iconoclast attitude, which Yang has kept from his times as a Red Guard, are

important means to attempt this integration.

Martina Köppel-Yang

Yang Jiechang, No Plane Hit the Pentagon, 2003, multi-media installation: painting, calligraphy (3 x 8 m. each), web-site, sound. 
Courtesy of the artist





YANG YONG /  SHENZHEN

Yang Yong belongs to the youngest generation of Chinese artists and can be regarded

as, in Jonathan Napack’s words, a representative of a Southern “counter-culture.”1

Originating from Sichuan Province, he now lives in Shenzhen, the new metropolis in

the Pearl River Delta. The pseudo-mundane character of Shenzhen culture, reflecting

the aesthetics and values of Hong Kong-style soap operas and nightlife, finds its

reflection in Yang Yong’s early videos, such as his 1997.12.20 as well as in Women Are

Beautiful, a series of colour photographs (1999) exhibited in his first personal show

in the Liberia Borges in Guangzhou. This exhibition featured young country girls

trying their luck in the southern Chinese metropolis. Yang portrays these girls, who

often earn their living as prostitutes, with a prosaic approach, not wanting to question

their social environment and status but rather trying to define a kind of visual 

language that reflects the banality of urban reality. Yang understands photography

not as an aesthetic distance but as reality, similar to Nan Goldin or Wolfgang

Tillmans. Nevertheless, the notion of reality itself becomes quite ambiguous if one

considers how Yang Yong stages his photographs. The presentation of his photography,

the employment of light boxes and projections, as well as the luminosity of his works,

further underline this aspect of ambiguity. The actual stylization of banality and

reality evident here can be regarded as typical of the Cantonese avant-garde, which 

is recently becoming a trendsetter within the Chinese art scene.

Martina Köppel-Yang (from the catalogue Living in Time)

Yang Yong, Goddesses’ Dusk, 2000, photograph, 180 x 120 cm. Courtesy of the artist

NOTES
1 Jonathan Napack, “Yang Yong and the Four Elephants,” Art News online (www.artnewsonline.com) (March 2000)



JIANG ZHI /  SHENZHEN

SUCKER: A PROJECT FOR THE 50TH VENICE BIENNALE

Sucker is based on an invented Sucker tribe and their kingdom, using photos,

installation, print media and music to create an exaggerated reality. In other words,

the work “sucker” is an invented societal response to real society. Sucking is a 

physical motion, a social motion, a national motion and a global motion. We suck

and are sucked. Sucking energy, sucking capital, sucking emotions…the more we

suck, the less we are satisfied.

Jiang Zhi



Jiang Zhi, The Big Shoe is Counting Time from the photographic series What are You Afraid of? The Big Shoe, 2002, 150 x 225 cm. Courtesy of the artist



LIU HENG /  GUANGZHOU

These are two transformations that occur during the course of the accelerated

urbanization in the Pearl River Delta area, which leave behind two significant 

wastelands—abandoned quarries and abandoned artificial landscapes (such as 

“broken tail” buildings that are mainly made up of concrete construction—aggregates,

rebar mixed with sand, water and cement). The abandoned often stand next to each

other and pose a brutal yet powerful coexistence in the current urban setting. They

mark permanent damage on an already-broken environment. My proposal is to

reflect such harsh and inconvertible intercourse. Both raw and finished materials 

will be used as spatial components.

Liu Heng



Liu Heng, The Abandoned, 2002, installation: mirror, rebar structure, video screen 
and projector, 240 x 420 x 360 cm. Courtesy of the artist



DUAN JIANYU /  GUANGZHOU

A search is conducted, in two-dimensional and installation forms, to find insignifi-

cant, trivial, fragile and secretive details of life, which are calmly, somewhat clumsily,

seemingly rationally or politely presented in a falsified or fabricated fashion. Full

passion and zeal are given to unimportant odds and ends in life, while showing no

interest in all forms and contents related to perfection and nobility.

Duan Jianyu

Duan Jianyu, Schnabel: Vulgar Chinese Landscape 2, 2002, oil on canvas, 190 x 150 cm (top). Courtesy of the artist 

Duan Jianyu, Art Chicken, 2002, photograph, 200 x 50 cm (bottom). Courtesy of the artist 





CHANG YUNG HO /  BEIJING

The boundaries of art are so blurred that even though I am not doing anything 

that falls outside the realm of architecture, I am touching the boundaries of art.

Chang Yung Ho



Figures 1-4. Chang Yung Ho, Architecture Design for Exhibition, 2003. Courtesy of Hou Hanru
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GU DEXIN /  BEIJING

Plastic goods suddenly flooded daily life in Gu Dexin’s childhood. The Internet 

properties of plastic, its instability, and vulnerability left a profound impression

upon him. In 1984, he began to create artworks by means of burning plastic. In an

intuitive way, Gu’s work seeks to remind people of the vulgarity behind lofty, glorious,

and pretentious ideas. It combines the beautiful with the obscene, and the grand

with the capricious. These transitory works mock eternity as well as the act of

collecting and the commercial value of artworks. Gu usually titles works with the

exhibition date. He believes that it is a privilege for artists to explain their works;

one that he has deliberately given up so that the audience has more space to 

contemplate his work freely.

Li Xianting (from the catalogue Reinterpretation: A Decade of Experimental Chinese Art [1990-2000])



Gu Dexin, B8, 2001, digital animation (10.3 seconds) (top). Courtesy of the artist

Gu Dexin, A4, 2002, digital animation (8.2 seconds) (bottom). Courtesy of the artist



HUANG YONGPING /  PARIS

Perhaps

Perhaps it was a lucky coincidence. On May 27, 2001, I was on a flight from Paris

bound for Shanghai en route to Shenzhen to inspect the site of the Sculpture

Exhibition. On board, a brief item with the eye-catching headline “EP-3 Crated and

Returned” in a Chinese newspaper caught my attention. That day, after the successful

negotiation between the governments of China and the United States, the spy plane

EP-3 that had landed quite close to Shenzhen was transported back to the US in

pieces in an A-124. The news item stayed with me as I went about looking at the

exhibition space in Shenzhen. If the spy plane had been repaired and flown back

with fanfare to the US, it would have been a rather ordinary outcome of the incident.

But when the plane was dismembered and flown back in another plane, the whole

process reminded me of an art work.

In early July 2001, when the Americans left China with the dismembered plane, the

media coverage of the event came to an end. But I kept the “tail” of this event. While

political incidents are easily forgotten, art allows for experiment and contestation.

In the case of my installation, time is really a transformative mechanism that 

produces many layers of meaning. When a sculpture remains in the same place for 

a few years, the new turns to the old and the strange to the familiar.



Huang Yongping, The Dismantling of Bat Project II at the First Guangzhou Triennial, Guangdong Museum of Art, 2002. Courtesy of the artist



The dismemberment of the plane by the Americans was constructive and rational.

However, my act of dismemberment was non-constructive and irrational so that 

cutting up one airplane is like slicing a baguette. My installation incorporates sections

of the dismembered airplane. On the surface, it seems like a mocking imitation or

the reflection of a news event; but there is a portent that is refracted from within,

a sentiment against contemporary globalization and Americanismus. As Heidegger

suggested, Americanismus is something that is European, some monstrous 

mutation that is yet to be understood. Anti-Americanismus is a continuation of

anti-Eurocentrism. The monstrosity of this airplane is alluded to in terms of size 

and material. Paradoxically, the empty shell of the airplane also evokes a kind of

fragility of power.

A work may continue to develop at different times and in different places analogous

to the building of a plane in different stages. The Bat Project in Shenzhen in 2001 was

about the rebuilding of a part of the EP-3 spy plane from its tail to the middle of the

body. In Bat Project II in Guangzhou in 2002, the entire body measured 15.61 meters

with the addition of the left wing. As for the right wing: where and when? 

A piece of work, prohibited, destroyed, or dismembered, always carries with it 

the desire and the possibility for another attempt at display or reconstruction.

Someone may want to reconstruct “a cathedral,” remake the “Leifeng Pagoda,” or

rebuild the plane EP-3. Generally, destruction itself plants the spiritual seed of a 

new re-emergence.

Huang Yongping



Huang Yongping, Bat Project, 2001, installation: steel, 2000 x 1000 x 600 cm. Courtesy of the artist





YANG ZHENZHONG /  SHANGHAI

After exploring installation and photography, Yang Zhenzhong has begun to engage

in a large number of video experiments. The style of his art is intelligent and his

works reflect an individual inspection of seemingly ordinary and simple subjects.

Let’s Puff, the artist’s video work for the 2002 Shanghai Biennale, reflect his humor.

In front of a fashionable girl, “real” city scenes become unreal game properties. Reality

and unreality paradoxically overlap to create a miraculous illusion.

Li Xu (from the catalogue for the 2002 Shanghai Biennale)

Yang Zhenzhong, Let’s Puff, 2002, video installation. Courtesy of the artist





YAN PEI MING /  PARIS

Like many portrait painters, the most expressive parts of Ming’s paintings are 

often the eyes of the figures he represents. Emitting a kind of radiant gaze directed 

at the viewer, these eyes absorb our attention and haunt our memory. Ming has lived

in France for more than a decade but visits his native China regularly. The amazing

modernization of the country, represented by the urban expansion of Shanghai,

has provided him with a new source of inspiration. He has recently shifted from 

“anonymous” landscapes to a focus on the urbanscape of Shanghai. The dynamic

and spectacular boom of the city, prompted by the brilliant symphony of lights,

colours, movements and speeds, is now entering Ming’s studio. Ming is always 

looking for new images. Bruce Lee and Buddha are now among some of the most

interesting references for him. As a Chinese living in the West for more than two

decades, he is no doubt highly sensitive to globalization. In our globalizing world,

the tradition of Eurocentric modernity is gradually recessing in the face of the

emerging economic, cultural and geopolitical powers. China is certainly a major

player in the formation of the contemporary global map. Today, to be Chinese

implies that one is to become a global being, an integrated and vital part of the

world. This concept also provides Ming’s art with a totally new dimension.

Hou Hanru (from Ming: Between Painting and Humanity)

Yan Peiming, International Landscape: Shanghai by Night, 2003 , oil on canvas, 350 x 350 cm (left). Courtesy of the artist 

Yan Peiming, Big Invisible Man: Anti-riot Cops, 2003, oil on canvas, 350 x 500 cm (right). Courtesy of the artist





YAN LEI AND FU JIE /  HONG KONG AND BEIJING

Artists Yan Lei and Fu Jie express some amazing thoughts in their group sculptures.

These thoughts are subtly disguised under the semblance of minimalism. The body

parts represented in their work are the physical records of the two artists in their 

different dwellings over the years. Yan and Fu describe in detail familiar kinds of

“spaces.” They ponder the relationship between space, size, the movement of human

beings, and ways of living.

Ai Weiwei (from Junction: Architectural Experiment of Chinese Contemporary Art)

Yan Lei and Fu Jie, Project 3, 2002 , installation: mixed-media. Courtesy of the artists 





ZHENG PEILI  /  HANGZHOU

Francesca Dal Lago: As an artist from the Mainland who has traveled a lot and 

participated in many international exhibitions, do you think that the attempt by

Chinese expatriate artists to discuss through their art a possible dialogue with

Western culture made by Chinese expatriate artists is successful ? Do you think 

they have succeeded in establishing such a channel of communication?

Zheng Peili: As the situation is now, you could say this strategy is quite successful.

But I do not know of what level of success we are talking about. In fact, there is still

quite a basic ignorance about China and Chinese culture on the part of the Western

art world, so it’s easier to accept works which are quite conceptualized—such as

those dealing with traditional culture or Eastern philosophy. On the other hand,

works dealing with themes directly related to the reality of life in China cannot be 

as easily accepted or with the same immediacy since this public lacks a deeper 

understanding of China’s daily life. Still, I think, it is a question of time. If under-

standing is to increase, it will be harder to deal with philosophical and esoteric

themes and to avoid discussing topics which are directly connected with China’s real

life experience in order to create a “dialogue” with the West. I do not know how deep

such a dialogue can go. I think all artists need to invest some part of their personal

experience in their art so to make a real difference—to create an impact. I doubt that

there can be a long-term dialogue just based on very conceptualized subject matters.

Francesca Dal Lago (from Contemporary Chinese Art: Neither Panda Bears nor Student Homework. An

Interview with Zhang Peili)

Zhang Peili, Safety Instruction, 2003, video installation. Courtesy of the artist



ZHU JIA /  BEIJING

In the middle of a gallery space, three long vertical screens are suspended with three

projected video images. The images are cut and edited in a narrow vertical format 

so that they appear as three separate scenes from different perspectives. The images

express the personal experience of interpreting spatiality. They are detached from

their original functions and meanings. These seemingly meaningless images slowly

move along the long narrow screens and create in the viewer an inexorable desire for

vision. The title is suggestive of a point of transformation in which the viewer is

asked to contemplate the space beyond the boundaries of the visible. The sounds of

unnatural “hisses” are intended to call up the space that lies beyond vision.

Zhu Jia



Zhu Jia, Passage, 2003, video installation. Courtesy of the artist





Ken Lum: What’s the idea behind Z.O.U. or

Zone of Urgency for the Venice Biennale?

Hou Hanru: I’m responding to the main

theme of the Biennale this year. Francesco

Bonami came up with the title for the 

exhibition—Dreams and Conflicts. I have had

an interest in the issue of the relationship

between art and society and especially in 

the context of urbanization and globalization

for quite some time. In the context of the

Biennale everyone talks about dreams and

conflict, so it’s very much about utopias and

reality. Coming to the context of urbanization

and globalization, I think it is very much

about how to negotiate with a lot of urgent

problematic conflict happening at this time.

So, maybe you have seen some information about projects like Cities on the Move or the Kwangju

Biennale. It’s very much about urban extension in the Asia-Pacific and how the urban explosion

becomes the new context for art activity and how artists are reacting to all kinds of urgent situa-

tions and how they come up with very different kinds of strategies now, which are not completely

similar to what is happening in the established part of the world. Based on this, they come up with

alternative solutions, organizations articulating on spontaneous guerrilla kinds of strategy. This

actually implies a lot of alternative thought about what is the relationship between art and society,

art and other activities like economy, like new technology and other domains. I think my project

will be focusing on the question of how different kinds of alternative strategies can be proposed by

the artists in response to all kinds of social, economic, political and personal urgencies.

Ken Lum: Do you think that artists can offer something that non-artists can’t in terms of the 

question of urban problems?

Hou Hanru: I think it is difficult to answer that in a very absolute way but I think the most 

important part of art activity is to propose imagined utopian projects to society, including urban

development. This has been a very important issue for many artists. That’s one part. Another 

part is in the process of this activity; the artists have actually opened up temporal kinds of spaces

in which the so-called utopian idea can be punctually realized.

Ken Lum: Town planners, architects, all these people have some influence over the physical address

of these problems. Are they actually looking at these artists, or are these artists working on these

solutions apart from them?

    
 

Hou Hanru, Paris, April 2003. Photo credit: Ken Lum





Hou Hanru: I think more and more discussions and even collaborations among artists and 

urban planners and architects and other social workers are happening in this kind of context.

What we have been showing in other projects like Cities on the Move and even in the Kwangju

Biennale and the Shanghai Biennale is that there have been projects which celebrate this kind of

collaboration. That is one thing. Another thing is the connections between different intellectual

domains. Discussions happen with intelligentsia and policy makers. I think this is quite influential

on the artists and I think it is a very complex kind of system being organized. This is why I think

an exhibition like this, for me, at first, is to construct a kind of complexity, a kind of complex

structure to provide a kind of space for dialogue. This is why the exhibition has a general architec-

tural design. This provides a very interesting platform for the activities happening around it.

Basically, the idea was to create a ramp to cover most parts of the stage so people could come in

from underneath the ramp. It creates a very interesting kind of urban theatre situation. I think the

specific situation happening in China and the Asia-Pacific, in an urban context, is more and more

discussed and even brought back to other parts of the world, especially to the west. There is a very

interesting kind of back-and-forth connection between two parts of the world and this project not

only covers the Asia-Pacific region but also covers the European situation, especially some projects

about suburban transformation.

Ken Lum: Are almost all of these Asia-Pacific artists Chinese? 

Hou Hanru: They’re Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Filipino, from Taiwan, Thailand, Malaysia,

Indonesia. There are some who are overseas Chinese living in Europe. If we’re talking about urban

situations, it’s not only about architecture. I think it’s very much about social transformation so

somehow the show we deal with is very interesting. On the one hand, they have to deal with very

straightforward political or economic conflict and they try to construct a very independent voice,

an independent position. It’s very paradoxical somehow. I think this paradox becomes a tension

for many artists, to look for their own positions in the whole background and, of course, you must

think about immigration and non-western cultures having to transform the western cultural

structure. Also, some very individual reflections on their own freedom, their own imagination.

I think it’s also important to talk about pleasure, erotic relationships between man and the world.

This is something that is easily forgotten when one is dealing with large, social political issues.

Ken Lum: Now you have been away from China for how many years? When did you first arrive 

in Paris? 

Hou Hanru: 1990.

Ken Lum: So it has been thirteen years now. Certainly, you are the pre-eminent figure in terms of

the supporting of and advancing of Chinese contemporary art in the western world and in China.

What sort of reflection can you give me in terms of what the situation of art and culture is in

China today?



Hou Hanru: I think it is getting into a very specific moment now, very interesting and very 

particular. I might say, a historical moment. When you look back in history before 1989 or 1990,

there was a very straightforward, a little bit naïve avant-garde coming along with the opening of

the country. Then the country transformed into Asian capitalism and socialism and free market

and dictatorship, new technology and all those things. At the same time, I think that there was a

very interesting transformation of contemporary art from relatively underground activity to 

officially promoted events, under certain sanctions of the state, of course. This happened in the

last three to four years. The Shanghai Biennale contributed to the claiming of a legitimization of

contemporary art in the country.

Ken Lum: There was some backlash to that show as well.

Hou Hanru: There was some backlash. Things are actually going very fast and the public 

institutions and even the government now notice the importance of contemporary art. Probably

because there is a generation change with the leadership. Also there’s a necessity to understand

that culture is not something you can separate from economy.

Ken Lum: But to have the official recognition of art and still remain who they are: socialist.

Hou Hanru: It’s kind of a healthy thing. It’s what they call “acceptably healthy.”

Ken Lum: But maybe that points out the impotence or weakness of art.

Hou Hanru: Absolutely. After the Shanghai Biennale I was involved in the first Chinese contempo-

rary art exhibition abroad—supported by the cultural ministry of China. It was in Berlin some

years ago. After that, I kept going back to China and thinking that it’s important to support this

process but in the meantime it felt more and more urgent to preserve a possibility of critique, a

possibility of difference, a possibility of real independent space for independent free voices. This 

is why I said that Chinese art is at a very particular, very special, very delicate time. Many artists

can easily go into this institutional structure. Basically, it’s very difficult for an artist to not be

involved in the institutional framework, even in the west. Even in the west, it’s actually even more

difficult in a sense. But how to negotiate the possibility of keeping a distance, keeping your 

independence, keeping your different voice?

Ken Lum: It’s still different from what the west use to be—you’re not policed and monitored to 

the same degree. You don’t pay the same repercussions. You can accept to be outside the art world.

Hou Hanru: That’s totally possible. But, for example, in some European countries maybe it is

more obvious that one has to deal directly with political or ideological sanctions that are 

bureaucratic or more than bureaucratic.

Ken Lum: But it’s still not the same. That’s what I’m saying.





Hou Hanru: It’s not the same. What I am actually expecting to see is getting closer and closer,

these different systems. At this point, as long as it concerns China, I’m more and more focused 

on the reflection of culture and how to preserve independence. This is why for the Biennale 

project I invited some very, in my eyes, independent artists. Some people who are bringing about 

a lot of DIY self-organization initiatives to propose alternative forms of existence, like the 

Canton Express project. Canton is a place where there is really no art market, no art museums 

but now there is a new museum which just had its triennial, which had very safe kind of stuff.

Necessary, but very safe.

Ken Lum: I wanted to pick up on what you said earlier about how it’s becoming more and more

similar, this situation between artists in China and artists in Europe. I think that is probably true

but I wonder whether that doesn’t come at a kind of ironic cost in a sense that for the last several

years, I think you would agree, that the most interesting art is not coming from Europe or 

America so much, though we do have exceptional artists, but generally speaking, the most fertile

ground for that is in China, Cuba, South America, Malaysia and all these other places, Africa,

India, and so on. I wonder whether if you have a situation where it is becoming more and more

the same, the irony will be that art will be less interesting.

Hou Hanru: Absolutely. This is a high risk. This is why from now, for the last couple of years,

especially for the last year, I have been personally quite concerned about this question. This is why

the project for the Kwangju Biennale was very much how to resist this almost inevitable transfor-

mation and, before it becomes too late, how one can still propose other possible orientations or

directions to develop in the future. I think the whole situation in Asia-Pacific or other regions like

Latin America or in some parts of Africa, the economy is going up or it’s getting increasingly into

the global system. Everyone would think that the image of a modern society should be something

like New York or Hong Kong or Tokyo. Many people would think that the next step for Asia-Pacific

has to be like America, has to be like Europe. Even the policy makers are fascinated by one kind 

of modernist project and I think it’s really important to tell to the world there is a possibility to

think about another model. I think it is a very important question that you raise.

Ken Lum: Getting back to China, I want to ask a question about why there doesn’t seem to be 

that many interesting curators and writers of contemporary art, despite the fact that you have an

incredibly interesting scene artistically.

Hou Hanru: There is a very active group of people who are doing a lot of things. But the question

is, to be a curator, I think, or writer, one has to have a lot of time to think. One has to have the

capacity to criticize, to look at things in a critical way. This has been a really big problem for the

last ten years simply I think because society is so dominated by economic interests. Nobody has

the time or the possibility to think three times on one little thing. I think to be a writer, to be a

critic, you really have to have the courage or the luxury to think and that has been a problem.

Actually writing on art and curating art is really a very new phenomenon.

Ken Lum: But why is it that Chinese artists, because the art scene didn’t emerge until not that 

long ago, why is it that they were able to pick up on very interesting, relevant art that the rest of

the world could appreciate? Yet, somehow in the curatorial and critical writing sector they 

couldn’t match that.





Hou Hanru: I think there is a very important difference of language. I still have to say that some of

the best critics are artists. I still think one of the most important thinkers of our generation is

Huang Yongping. He is an artist and he has been writing a lot. His texts are much more interesting

than other papers on art.

Ken Lum: Still that doesn’t compensate.

Hou Hanru: That doesn’t compensate, but I think there is a very interesting difficulty on the part

of the writer. There have been many translations of modern contemporary philosophy or theory,

but there is a huge difficulty for them to have direct experience in the world. I think a writer needs

language skills and very direct experience to understand what is happening. They need to travel.

This is a great need and not there. Even if the writers travel these days, they had their first forma-

tion, their first training when they didn’t have that chance. That makes a very interesting difference.

Now they are pushed to produce projects and other things. To have critical thought, you have to

somehow have a distance, have a kind of solitude. If people don’t have solitude, it’s a problem.

Ken Lum: But the artists you said, Huang Yongping and so on, they have this isolation from 

China because they live in Paris and yet they are such sharp thinkers about art in China. Maybe

that says something.

Hou Hanru: One needs to have space, needs to have distance and when you are too much in the

space, you don’t have a moment. I think it is very important to be in the eye of the typhoon.

There are a few very interesting writers who are not professional art critics, who are not organizing 

exhibitions but are writing occasionally on art. One of them, for example, like Hu Fang, a young

writer living in Guangzhou and part of the Canton Express project, has been writing and collabo-

rating with musicians and visual artists. His writing is very sharp and very beautiful, incredibly

smart. He has pointed out some very crucial issues that he observes through the works of the

artists, how a new generation of Chinese, urban Chinese, struggle to invent a new identity, a new

attitude and social morality.

Ken Lum: I’ve asked you a few questions now and often you turn back to the question of China,

the greater Asia-Pacific. Certainly in the beginning of your career as a curator you concentrated on

building something in China and now that China really does have infrastructure building and all

kinds of exhibitions that are also being developed independently, you now speak of Asia-Pacific.

Could you tell me something about that transition?

Hou Hanru: I think it is very important because from the very beginning, from day one, I never

thought I should represent China or I should focus only on China. International or individual

things were always the focus. Even if I talk about some specific projects or context, this context is

the place where individuals can develop further their individuality. That is the most important

part for me. My interest in the Asia-Pacific region is, of course, an extension from China, the

neighbouring region in terms of culture. This is the logic of how things develop. Another thing is

that I have more occasions to observe what is happening there and I really think this is the most

exciting area in the world these days. Good things are produced and the worst things as well. It

produces more than many parts of the world.





Ken Lum: And it’s largely under-theorized would you not say?

Hou Hanru: Absolutely. This is not such a bad phenomena for me because if you start theorizing

everything at its beginning, there would be a high risk of freezing the situation. The whole social

situation is still very young. I think it is the moment when one should actually leave them, let

them go their own way, instead of giving too many guidelines. This is something very ambivalent

for me as someone who writes, it’s always important  to sum up certain things. In the meantime,

when you are curating exhibitions, when you are voicing certain personal opinions, you have to 

be very careful to not close the door. In a way, learning from this situation in the Asia-Pacific,

I actually learned how to not close the door.

Ken Lum: You have been curating and doing an immense amount of projects for some years now

and you still live as a nomad in the sense that you are not tied to an institution. That surely cannot

be easy. At the same time, I know that many other previously so-called independent curators are

now working for institutions and so on. You do not have that aim?

Hou Hanru: No, it’s not an aim in itself. If I should work for an institution, I should make it a

place where one could really continue to be experimental, to try new possibilities. This is a very

difficult choice, in fact. Actually, every day I imagine—should I apply for a job somewhere? Or

should I continue like this? And actually, I’m thinking about a kind of in-between possibility

again. Of course, this is very idealist, to find some people, some funding possibilities, some people

who can collaborate together, to build up a kind of organization you might call an institution.

That would not mean an art museum or gallery. Basically, it would be a kind of laboratory of

different activities happening inside and would propose new possibilities to work with art.

Ken Lum: Located where? In Asia?

Hou Hanru: It could be in Asia or here. I don’t think on the Internet. I prefer not leaving 

the virtual. We all use the Internet. I don’t think this is a place where things are really changing 

in a fundamental way. Ideally, it could be in the Asia-Pacific somewhere—China, Taiwan,

Hong Kong, Japan, or Korea.

Ken Lum: Are you working on that now?

Hou Hanru: I’m thinking. I’m in a period of testing and thinking. What is the real aim? I think 

the real aim is to propose a new way to define our activity.





From now on, I’m no longer human...not an ordinary person.

Wang Shuo

At the beginning of May 2001, the Chinese Ministry of Culture issued a public memorandum of

concern about contemporary art. The statement issued singled out contemporary art that used

animal parts, blood or human bodies, stating, “Some people have made bloody, violent and erotic

performances by abusing themselves or animals and exhibiting human corpses in public places in

the name of art.” Artworks of this kind “violate state laws, upset social order and damage people’s

mental and physical health. Performances broadcasting pornography, superstition and violence

are prohibited.” Moreover, the memorandum drew attention to a series of Constitutional Articles

pertaining to the “rules of social morality,” especially pornography and obscene or licentitious

behavior. Of the many Articles, Article 302 stated, “Anyone who steals or violates a corpse will be

sentenced to imprisonment for up to three years, or be put under public surveillance.” Article 22

reads as follows: “The State forbids the organization and presentation of the following performances

with the following content,” including “to present horror or cruel shows in which actors/actresses

are compromised physically or mentally.” The organizers of such exhibitions were subject to jail

sentences of up to three years for anyone organizing “erotic” performances and up to ten years for

“more serious crimes.”

This governmental response came in the immediate wake of a series of recent exhibitions from

Corruptionists (Beijing, November 1998), Post-Sense: Sensibility, Alien Bodies and Delusion,

(Beijing, January 1999), Life and Culture (Beijing, August 1999) to Food as Art (Beijing, February

2000), Obsession with Harm (Beijing, April 2000), Man and Animals (Beijing, Chengdu, Guilin,

Nanjing, Changchun, 2000), Useful Life (Hangzhou, 2000); and followed by two “unofficial”

exhibitions, Fuck-off and Unusual and Usual held simultaneously with the 2000 Shanghai Biennale.



    
 

Figure 1. Qiu Zhijie, All the Meat Here is Clean, 2001. Courtesy of the artist 



Curated by Wu Meichun and Qiu Zhijie, the exhibition Post-Sense was held in one of Beijing’s

hundreds of apartment blocks in the Peony residential district, rather than in a downtown and

foreign-owned gallery (fig. 1). Occupying a disused basement, the impoverished character of the

space became integral to the subject of the work. Pocket Theology by Zhu Yu displayed a severed

arm that hung from a grappling hook attached to the ceiling in one of the empty basement rooms.

Extending down towards the floor, the hand grasps a long rope that hangs beside it. Sun Yuan’s

work Honey occupied another similarly disused room with a wrought-iron bed, on which lay a

severed head of an old man and alongside which, as if whispering in his ear, lay a shriveled corpse

of a still-born child on a slab of ice. In an interview, Sun Yuan remarked, “I want to use real things

because I want people to stop and not be numb anymore…”1

Other comparable installations or performances include that of Gu Dexin (one of the artists

showing in the “Usual” section of the exhibition Unusual and Usual), whose work entailed a 

video showing tables of raw pork soaked in blood. Correspondingly, we may point to Peng Yu’s

performance (in Obsession with Harm) of dropping oil extracted from human fat into the mouth

of a medical specimen of a child corpse, or her Curtain piece, composed of a one thousand live

bullfrogs, grass-snakes and lobsters, each pierced through the stomach with wire and then hung

up. Alternatively, Yang Zhichao planted seeds in self-induced cuts in his body, while Yang Zhenzhong

produced a video entitled I Will Die (2000), in which people, speaking gently and with smiles on

their faces, acknowledge that they will die. Installed within the sphere of housing estates where

tens of thousands of Chinese live a life of relative anonymity and impoverished living conditions,

art becomes an arena for rehearsing endgame scenarios that shock people into confronting the

realities of everyday life, and the threat to and instability of human life. More specifically, such

work exposed the extreme discrepancy between the residual condition of a daily life of low wages

and standard of living for the majority of people, and an over-inflated market economy of

conspicuous consumption for a minority.

  

What is striking about the recent Chinese art is the appearance of what may be called the posthu-

mous subject, whose death constitutes not simply the negation of subjectivity—i.e., alienation,

anxiety—but its disappearance altogether into the post human selfhood. This condition implies 

a subject drained, as it were, of emotion, of memory, an amnesiac subject whose modus operandi

becomes one of survival and conformity. There is something so vehemently unconstrained about

these tableaux, so violently confrontational as to the limits of human endurance or human life

that it demands its rejection. Moreover, viewed within China, there is something profoundly

nationalistic in the way such artwork confronts its own people and government. In provoking

tremendous reaction from all quarters of the public and public sphere, it was as if this violent

anti-aesthetic had broken the taboos governing the practice of art and, the unspoken social 

conventions and mores governing the necessary civility culture needs to legitimate itself and be

seen within the public sphere.

The governmental response was not simply to officially condemn but, in one case, close down 

an exhibition as dangerously morbid, and therefore harmful to the Chinese public. The art was

hence interpreted as foreign, impure, polluted in a way that would cause moral and spiritual

harm. Only minutes before it was due to open, the exhibition Life and Culture was closed down 

by the Public Security Bureau, who suspected that a secret meeting of the Falun Gong religious

sect was being held.





The reaction from within the art world has been no less concerned and swift to condemn this art

as coming under the bad influence of recent contemporary art in the West.2 In a recent article 

entitled ”Contagious Desire,” the Beijing-based critic Karen Smith argued that the origin of recent

artworks containing scenes of violence and concern the subject of death is an offshoot of contem-

porary Western art, as distinct from works that “represent a truly original ‘Chineseness’.”3 Smith

sees the work as closely paralleling Western performance art and artists, especially that of Damien

Hirst and recent exhibitions, notably Sensation and Apocalypse, both held at the Royal Academy 

in London in 1997 and 2000, respectively. The Chinese “reworking of clearly traceable sources of

inspiration’” means “broader insights are conspicuously absent.”4 But then for Smith, this is

understandable for while the origin of Western contemporary art is based on religious taboo,

there is a “lack of a spiritually constraining paradigm in China, of a godly morality that might

deter acts of self-mutilation, the adulteration of flesh and natural forms, living and dead, and the

use of human corpses.”5 Hence, she concludes that, although there are social taboos governing

contemporary China that include “spiritual and ideological pollution, adverse political comment,

pornography and superstitious faiths,” the “use of animals and the human body in art is not a

moral issue.”6 It is rather a “chamber of horrors (rather) than a spiritual-intellectual exercise in

art,” symptomatic of what she calls a “godless society” that “swings like a pendulum between

superstition and moral anarchy.”7 For Smith, such anarchy is the result of “socialist rule that in its

early stages destroyed all cultural, social and individual ethics, integrity and principle on which

several thousand years of civilization rested.”8 Hence, although the author locates the work as

symptomatic of Chinese socialism (as distinct from communism), the terms of her critique are the

same as those of the Chinese Ministry of Culture, itself representative of the government about

whom she is critical.9

Similarly, in an article “How to deal with rights...” published online, the artist/writer Wang Nanming

has suggested that the contemporary art world has “decorated with the lipstick of performance

art” the “human rights disaster” of Mao’s Cultural Revolution.10 Moreover, for Nanming, it is

symptomatic of the exhaustion of Chinese contemporary art that, after pandering to the West, it

turns to the “tradition of Mao’s ruffian politics: a type of politics characterized by its use of power

to violate rights.”11 This tradition continues to “violate human rights in a society that has no

human rights in the first place.” By citing the “tradition of Mao’s ruffian politics,” signifying here

especially the initial period of the Cultural Revolution dominated by the violence of the Red

Guards, the author foregrounds also what became known as the “liumang culture,” a phenomena

within the period of Deng’s Reform era. As the Chinese scholar John Minford described it at the

time, this generation—the liumang generation—is a “lost generation...the children of the Chinese

holocaust,” composed of “rapist, whore, black-marketeer, unemployed youth, alienated intellectual,

frustrated artist or poet.”12

For many of these commentators, while this generation represents the legacy of violence produced

by the Cultural Revolution, it is for them the impact of Western values on China that has fostered

a climate in which moral corruption thrives. The West as an overarching concept, in other words,

is used as the foil against which something identifiably Chinese is made. Huang Du in his catalogue

introduction to the exhibition Post Material at Red Gate Gallery—an exhibition that included work

of a similar nature to Post-Sense—observed that Chinese art of today can be understood better if

viewed within a situation of global environmental pollution brought about by technological

advancement.13 Likewise, Zhu Qi, in the catalogue essay of an exhibition entitled Time of Reviving

and held at the Upriver Gallery in Chengdu, wrote that the artwork reflected a condition of “post-

subjectivity” resulting from an “invasion of capitalist information and globalized experience.”14





Alternatively, the gallery Director Chen Jiagang seeks to establish a more mediated reading that,

as reflected in the exhibition title, implicitly defends the work as a process of cultural consumption

insofar as it functions to renew Chinese culture. He writes, “the subject matters reflect the profound

changes of a self-reviving Chinese social system during the transitional period during the 1990s in

the fields of visual images, aesthetic orientation, and subjectivity. Through such changes, we could

see the fundamental impact of the free market, globalized reality and the remaining of the political

society in the 1990s.”15 Contemporary Chinese art is, in other words, seen as directly symptomatic

of the West, either subject to pollution, invasion or unavoidable consumption.

Without doubt, since 1979 when Deng Xiaoping ushered in his open door policy of economic

reform, Western consumer culture has seized not only the popular imagination but also cultural

values in general; to the degree that many feel that it has corrupted Chinese values. Moreover, as

the free market economy of the Deng era de-legitimated or deregulated high culture in favour of

mass consumer culture, Chinese artists turned westward. They began to not only reproduce

Western trends and earn their living from selling them back to an overseas audience, but the

majority of contemporary art in China continues to be bought by foreigners either directly from

the artists or through foreign-owned galleries in China.

As a result, this trend has been seen as a kind of export art that, emerging out of the Reform era,

properly belongs to the international market place rather than to a local Chinese context. What

these authors have in common is the idea that a consumerist-oriented global culture has, in some

manner, polluted or destroyed subjectivity, producing a post or anti-humanist condition. Within

this framework, their argument implies that contemporary culture becomes instead a shallow

reflection of Western values and loses touch with something of an essence of what constitutes

Chinese. There is, in other words, an appeal to something essential, incorruptible and authentic.

What is striking about these commentaries is the way in which they share the same language as

that of the State, and reflect the terms of an ideological debate that have subsumed intellectual

thought over the past twenty years and more within China. This discussion and debate has

focused on issues of morality and spirituality as a way of demarcating the difference between



Figure 2. Huang Yongping, History of Chinese Painting and Concise History of Modern Painting Washed in a Washing Machine for Two Minutes, 1987, installation



China and the West, that is, in other words,

between ideologies of socialism and bourgeois

capitalism, as well as the valuation accorded to

human life both in real and ideological terms.

And while we can presume that the critique from

within the domain of art criticism is intended to

question the avant-garde values of contemporary

art or its claims to oppositionality, it does so in

terms that remain within the hegemonic discourse

of the state. Notwithstanding, these remarks are

characteristic of a long tradition and debate 

within China as to the detrimental impact on

China of what is conceived monolithically as the

West. But more than that, this binary structure

defines in turn a concept of China as somehow

unified and homogenous. At the same time, while

these critics acknowledge the destructiveness

unleashed by the Cultural Revolution, they

diminish the issue of its legacy and the manner

with which it is either critically articulated or

reappears at an imaginary and symbolic level

within contemporary cultural practices.

Contrary to the governmental and art critical response, the artists involved have steadfastly argued

that the work is for and about China. The comments by artists like Zhu Yu and Sun Yuan or

artist/curator Qiu Zhijie suggest that the basis of their performance-based art and participation 

in exhibitions as, for example Post-Sense or Fuck-Off, is to move away from the dominant model 

of a Western gallery system or foreign market. Zhu Yu, the artist of Pocket Theology, states that 

compared to Damien Hirst, who is working within a tradition, there is a desire in Chinese art 

“to push the boundaries of current values and existence and to be destructive in order to provoke

thought about the present situation of mankind. You can’t negate the value of what is being done.

This is a period of experimentation.”16 Similarly, Peng Yu views her work as being more challenging

than that of Hirst because it uses live animals.17 For Wu Meichun, one of the organizers of

Post-Sense Sensibility, the aim of the exhibition was to reflect two distinct tendencies. On the one

hand it would reflect “alien” bodies which are “consequences of physical mutations, caused by

either natural diseases or by artificial transformations,” and secondly, “delusion,” which means 

“the mutation of the mind...dramas related to syndromes such as voyeurism, exhibitionism,

masochism and paranoia.” Delusion, she concludes, “becomes artistic illusion, it also becomes 

a means of healing and ridding of evil.”18

For Qiu Zhijie, the other organizer of Post-Sense Sensibility, contemporary Chinese art is 

“post-sensationalist,” and, unlike contemporary British art, overtly abhors the foreign market, and

to this extent is committed to the idea that it cannot be sold to the West, that the Western visitors

will simply not wish to buy “horrible” art.19 Hence, as Sun Yuan remarks about his work Honey:

“I want them to think for a second about themselves and not always about money.”20 Alternatively,

in another interview the artist commented that the image of embrace between the two figures was

appreciated by his audience as a “tender moment...not as something repulsive or brutal or ugly.”

Elsewhere, in the interview he remarked, “Modern life lets us accept that we are living, but we



Figure 3. Wang Ziwei, Hopeless (…in a Peapod Boat), 2002, acrylic on
canvas, 110 x 130 cm. Courtesy of the artist



refuse to accept that we are dying,” and “Yes, I’m disturbed in creating my work. But I have a

responsibility. I’m like a surgeon. If I give in to a feeling of disgust, how can I cure the patient? I

must be rational to help my audience confront mortality. For the artist it was not an exploitation

of the dead but rather a responsibility and refusal to be constrained by ‘simplistic morality’.”21

If taken seriously, these remarks suggest that there is far more at stake than a comparison with 

contemporary art in Europe and North America or that it is symptomatic of a moral or spiritual

malaise. And yet, what is true is that the interpretation and terms of this debate are very much a

part of a history of modernism and its reception within China stemming from the May Fourth

Movement, a history that by the late 1980s was entering into a period of crisis and ultimately 

radical transformation. What seems to be at issue (in a manner that remains constant over the

course of more than eighty years) is the defining concept of Chinese identity, that is of locating 

an essence that constitutes cultural difference as opposed to characteristics that are imported and

therefore superficial or superfluous to that essence. Who and how that identity is defined then

become critical to what is seen as authentic, of value or otherwise. If there is anything that is 

collectively shared during this period, it is the question of what constitutes human nature or being

human, and hence the relation between animal and human bodies, and the threshold between

human life and death. These issues hint at a concern with ethical and social questions that run

deep in China’s more recent cultural history. Moreover, while we may agree as to the deeply 

troubling character of the work and the ethical issues it raises, I wish to suggest that the power of

negation that characterizes this trend within Chinese art stands in a definably conscious and 

critical tension with the social formation of contemporary China. From this perspective, I wish 

to explore the historical formation of this body of work and how its antecedents and its reception

provide a way of identifying the terms by which the avant-garde is delegitimated and/or recuperated

within the hegemonic public sphere and consumer culture.

  

In 1979, Ye Jianying, one of the five members of the Politburo Standing Committee, called for

building a socialist “spiritual civilization” to combat what was perceived as a growing national 

crisis of faith and a emerging consumer-orientated culture. Taken up by Deng Xiaoping, the 

concept of a socialist “spiritual civilization” became critical to validating his call for economic

reform. Reform, he promised, would lead to a socialist material civilization, but one that could 

be only attained after spiritual civilization had been reached.

What was under attack was bourgeois decadence, and those who “worship things foreign or fawn

on foreigners.” By 1983, the concept had broadened into a campaign to re-establish a national

ethics based around hygiene, morality, decorum, manners, and discipline. The idea was to purify

both the party and the nation of violent and non-violent crime that had flourished during and

after the Cultural Revolution. But the campaign against spiritual pollution far extended that of

crime, reaching deep into the sphere of cultural production. Under the Communist party, cultural

production was not an autonomous sphere but rather instrumental in articulating the ideological

values of the party. As Deng Xiaoping remarked in an article published in the People’s Daily in July

of the same year, the responsibility of writers was to fulfill the spiritual needs of life in areas of

thought, culture and morality and to create a new socialist human image.22

At the Twelfth Party Congress in October 1983, Deng Xiaoping threw his support behind the 

campaign, remarking that “The substance of spiritual pollution as disseminating all varieties of

corrupt and decadent ideologies of the bourgeoisie and other exploiting classes and disseminating





sentiments of distrust towards the socialist and communist cause and to the communist 

Party leadership.” The result was the launching of the “Anti-Spiritual Pollution” campaign.23

Against this line of thought, eminent Chinese writers Wang Ruoshui, Zhou Yang, Li Zehou, and

Liu Zaifu viewed the emancipation of the self and the restoration of subjectivity as critically

important to the revitalization of Chinese culture and socialism. And to achieve this what was

needed was the rehabilitation of humanism that had been suppressed under Mao. The critical

issue was not only that the question of the individual subject and subjectivity had been sacrificed

in the name of the collective, or even that human nature had been reduced to that of class, but

that the legacy of the Cultural Revolution had been the debasement of the human and humanity.

In January of 1983, Wang Ruoshui, Deputy Editor of the People’s Daily (Renmin ribao) and one of

the most prominent writers and advocates of a return to social humanism, published an essay 

“In Defense of Humanism,” in which he argued for aligning rather than opposing humanism to

Marxism. Otherwise, what remained in the wake of Mao’s Cultural Revolution was what he called

the “spectre of the human” that, alienated from his or her sense of worth as a human being and

individual, would haunt contemporary China. Yet, restoring the idea of human worth to Marxism

and therefore creating a form of socialist humanism implied  “resolutely abandoning the ‘total 

dictatorship’ and merciless struggle of the ten years of chaos, abandoning the deification of one

individual....upholding the equality of all before truth and the law, and seeing that personal 

freedoms and human dignity of citizens are not infringed upon.”24 In a manner that seems to

uncannily evoke the work of recent art, Ruoshui wrote, “Humanism is opposed to two things,

one is ‘god-ism’ (the deification of the leader), the other, ‘animalism’ (the degradation of human

beings into animals.”25

Li Zehou argued for a discussion of humanity that would be an “anthropology of human practice”

or a “philosophical anthropology.”26 This had two basic implications: “one is to place human

beings as the practical subject within a historical movement...the other is to draw the activity,

self-autonomy, and creativity of the human spiritual realm.”27 Moreover, in a book Tradition and

the Chinese Person (1988), co-authored with the critic Li Gang, the hallmark of Chinese modernity

is identified as the emergence of individualist values and subjectivity.28 By linking subjectivity

together with Chinese modernity, the authors implicitly outlined a position contrary to the critique

of humanism by the Communist party. As Liu Zaifu had also proposed, a theory of subjectivity

entails moving the ontological question from the subject “Who am I?” to that of “Who is Human?”

Human nature was at the core of subjectivity, and therefore an appreciation of subjectivity was

critical to an understanding of artistic or literary creation. And yet, Li also warned that the

embrace of humanism could also lead to reinforcing a “leftist” campaign for absolute moral values

and moral purity, which would violently deny the interests, needs and rights of the individual.

It was precisely within these terms that the proponents of humanism, especially Wang Ruoshui,

came under fierce attack during the “Anti-spiritual Pollution” campaign.29 It was not only crime

and pornography that undermined the tenets of Socialism, but also the influence of what were

perceived to be certain bourgeois theories, most notably socialist alienation, individualism, and

humanism.30 On October 28th Deng Liqun, the Minister of Propaganda, addressed journalists

from the Associated Press, defining “spiritual pollution” as:

Things that are obscene, barbarous or reactionary; vulgar taste in artistic performances; efforts to seek

personal gain, and indulgence in individualism, anarchism, and liberalism; and writing articles or

delivering speeches that run counter to the country’s social system.31





While the “worship of individualism” was seen as most evident in the “hippy” style of Western

clothing, demeanor and music, the literary and art spheres were also identified as a negative 

influence on Chinese values. Xu Dehung, the president of the Jiu San Society argued that:

The influence of decadent bourgeois ideology and its corrosion have become more serious, and certain

books, magazines, audio tapes and videotapes which spread pornographic, absurd and reactionary

materials have become important causes of juvenile delinquency, and liberalization concepts of the

bourgeoisie, and all kinds of corrupt ideologies have invaded our society’s ideological, theoretical,

literary and art spheres.32

As Deng Xiaoping himself remarked, it was those artists and writers who favoured modernist

schools and therefore “blindly imitate and fanatically pursue foreign culture” at the expense of

Chinese traditions. Foreign cultural products were commodifying the local, and were therefore

contaminating the spiritual basis of Chinese traditions. Modernism, in other words, was swept
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into the Western stream of spiritual pollution because it appeared to reflect the worse traits of

capitalism, i.e. commercialization, individualism and social irresponsibility. At the Second Plenum

of the Twelfth Party Congress, Deng condemned writers and artists who “dwell eagerly on the

gloomy and the pessimistic,” of those who are “doing anything for money...indiscriminately giving

performances…using low and vulgar form and content to turn an easy profit,” and therefore 

“pandering to the low tastes of a section of their audiences.” We can already see intimated in this

kind of language what will return as the subject of taboo in 2001.

Yet, even before the Twelfth Congress the effect of the emergent campaign against “spiritual 

pollution” was being felt throughout the literary and artistic circles. In early 1983, the art critic 

Li Xianting (who would later curate the exhibition Obsession with Harm in 2000) was dismissed

from his position as editor of the art monthly Meishu33 by Deng Liqun on grounds of “spiritual

pollution.”34 The immediate cause was the publication of a two-part article on Chinese abstract art

and calligraphy written by Li Xianting and He Xin, a young academician at the Chinese Academy

of Social Sciences. In its pages, they had argued for a breaking free of realism, championing in 

particular the model of Western modernism. Li Xianting, who had graduated from the Department

of Traditional Chinese Painting of the Central Academy of Fine Arts, supported a dialogue with

the West and a level of experimentation on the grounds that it undermined the government-

endorsed aesthetic of realism and values for which it stood. Subsequent to his dismissal from

Meishu, Liu Xianting became the ideological foe of his previous collaborator He Xin, and a key 

figure in the promotion and critical reception of experimental and avant-garde art in China.



Figure 5. Yu Hong, Vanity Fair, 1992, oil on canvas, 177.2 x 182.9 cm. Courtesy of the artist



He Xin, a former Red Guard, on the other hand, became in effect a party ideologue, fiercely 

attacking the kind of art and literature of the avant-garde experimentalists that had been singled

out for condemnation by Deng Liqun. In an article “On Superfluous People,” published in 1985,

He Xin drew upon the nineteenth-century Russian literary tradition of the superfluous and the

absurd in order to attack certain tendencies within contemporary art and literature. To be 

“superfluous” (duoyuren) meant to be useless, unproductive, the product of a consumer-oriented

culture based on excess. It was not that the aesthetic of the absurd was condemned by the Party.

To the contrary, absurdity was sanctioned after 1984 when the Party called for artistic freedom.

Rather, what He Xin perceived to be a dangerous trend of cynicism amongst contemporary

Chinese authors was to be found in the message conveyed.35 Creating anti-heroes without illusion

or hope, they sought to describe the state of ennui experienced by the youth of China. However,

for He Xin, this was the work of cultural nihilism, founded on a tradition (especially Freudian and

Nietzschian) that was both alien and foreign to China. What is superfluous is linked to anything

that can be characterized as Western and therefore non-Chinese. From this perspective, the 

term superfluous begins to resonate with the Marxist concept of surplus, and specifically to the 

consumer-oriented culture that Deng’s open-door policy had introduced. Moreover, the concept

of surplus value resonated with alienation under capitalism. Reform, in other words, was trans-

forming Chinese culture into a spectacle of degradation, undermining the Chinese conception 

of the human and the individual subject.

It is against this backdrop that John Minford defined the concept of a  “ruffian” or “liumang culture”

in his article published in the same year as that of He Xin. Minford characterizes liumang as a term

for “loafer, hoodlum, hobo, bum, punk.”36 Rapists, whores, black-marketeers, alienated intellectual,

and artists or poets are linked together in what he describes a spectrum that “has its dark satanic

end, its long middle band of relentless gray and, shining at the other end, a patch of visionary

light.”37 Together, they constitute an “embryonic alternative culture” or “emergent counter-cultural

scene,” because in the void left in the wake of the Cultural Revolution, they were thrown back on

their own resources which gave them “an authentic sense of identity and culture” and a “radical

perspective, not only on the present but also on their own traditional culture.”38 Hence, one of

the ironies of the Cultural Revolution is that its failure “left behind [them] a generation capable 

of reconciling tradition and a true feeling for modernity.“39 It is for the writer not an imported 

but rather a “new indigenous culture” that, in discovering that many Western sources are from 

the “ancient Orient,” will bring “spiritual nourishment to the wasteland.”40

From this perspective Minford, like Wang Ruoshui and others, see the effects of the Reform move-

ment in a positive light. The opening created by the Reform movement helps to fill the void left by

the Cultural Revolution. The question was how to build a theory of emancipation in which indi-

vidual freedom and the recuperation of cultural identity could provide the means of overcoming

alienation, but without invoking a position of idealist voluntarism. To do so required recognizing

that the condition of alienation was as much produced by internalized oppression within the 

private sphere as by external oppression functioning within the public sphere. One of the problems

that remained unresolved throughout the work of these writers was the impact of economic

reform and conspicuous consumption. Writers like Wang Ruoshui and Li Zehou had welcomed

the new openness and economic reform that surrounded them insofar as it generated a new wave

of experimentation and collaborated with commercialization and mass culture. Yet in embracing

this openness, they found themselves implicitly endorsing the kind of excesses that He Xin had so

trenchantly attacked. The pivotal question remained as to how to foster modernity from within,

but without closing the possibility of dialogue and exchange with non-Chinese cultures.





While Minford does not name names, it is Wang Shuo’s satirical stories of crime and love that

became quickly associated with the concept of “liumang culture.” By the time of his first novels as,

for example The Masters of Mischief (1987), What I am Playing With is Your Heart Beat (1988), and

No Man’s Land (1989), the protagonists are rogue characters driven by anti-authoritarianism,

uniformity, emotional ennui and rogue humor. In Wang Shuo’s novel What I am Playing With is

Your Heart Beat, one of the characters remarks: “Standing in this yard immersed in the sunshine,

I am seized with the strong feeling that I have lost something.”41 At the end of Wang Shuo’s novel

No Man’s Land—a novel that appeared a few months after the Tian’anmen Square massacre—the

inhabitants of Tanzi Alley read out a “letter of appreciation” to the Party Leadership: “Praise be to

you, Lord Clear Sky! We the inhabitants of Tanzi Alley thank you for rescuing us from the bitter

sea, from the flaming pit, from hell itself.”42 Midway through the letter they describe themselves as:

... the little people knaves the black haired scum your children grandchildren tufts of grass little dogs

and cats a gang of liumang the cretinous crowds the great masses the hundred surnames and we feel

oh-so-lucky extremely moved exceedingly uneasy terribly embarrassed so pleased boundingly 

enthusiastic very very overwhelmed by our good fortune grateful as all get out tears o’fill our eyes 

our hearts swell like the seas and we’re utterly and thoroughly lost for words.43

While the ironic mimicry of a fawning, docile collective body is evident in this passage, what it

also reveals is the emptiness of rhetorical language and the ensuing emptiness of the speaking 

subject. The punning of “lost for words” suggests a sense of being overwhelmed, yet also vacant 

or empty-headed. It is this quality that is in part the object of He Xin’s attack on ”superfluous 

people” and that characterizes an emergent strand of liumang art, especially the work of such

artists as Fang Lijun. In 1988, Fang Lijun began drawing and painting singular figures or groups 

of men, staring out from the canvas, often with grimaces, small eyes and bald heads. It was not

Minford’s “embryonic counter-culture” that Lijun was depicting so much as the “band of

relentless grey.”

  -

By early 1984, there were signs that the extreme Leftism that had championed the “Anti-Spiritual

Pollution” campaign would destroy the possibility of economic reform. The result was its demise

and a return to a liberalization of culture. Within this short period of four years, a new avant-garde

flourished throughout the country, known as the New Wave or ‘85 Movement. This would include

not only the early work of artists like Wu Shan Zhuan, Gu Wenda, Xu Bing, and Qiu Zhijie who

were engaged in the strategic deconstruction/reconstruction of hegemonic language, but also that

of the New Xiamen Dada.44 Based on a participatory aesthetic—hence the reference to Dada—it

entailed radical iconoclastic gestures in which the work of art became a form through which to

articulate a critique of the State and public culture.



Figure 6. Zhang Peili, video stills from Hygiene No. 3, 1991, video. Courtesy of the artist



The Fujian coastal city of Xiamen had been designated as one of the four “Special Economic

Zones” (SEZ) established as part of the Reform movement in 1979 and reinforced in 1984-1985.45

In 1986, the New Xiamen Dada burnt all of their own work after an exhibition they had organized

themselves. This iconoclastic gesture was accompanied by the statement: “Don’t murder art. Life

should not be tranquil.” In this apparent contradiction, art becomes a disruptive social practice that

stands in dialectical tension with the acts of destruction against what were perceived as bourgeois

cultural artifacts during the Cultural Revolution and in the immediately preceding period of the

“Anti-Spiritual Campaign.” On the one hand, these actions convey a sense of purging or censoring

of the self and one’s attachment to things viewed as bourgeois commodities. On the other, these

actions disrupt the ideological complicity and complacency of those art practices celebrated by 

the party. To say “don’t murder art” is not then to re-sacralize art so much as to critique the way

the party endorsed its reification as an ideological commodity. As Huang Yongping noted in an

interview a few years later:

In the social politics of China, art is part of the ideology. Doubting the nature of art and destroying art

is to destroy the party system. If one thinks of art as a metaphor for reality, then to change the attitude

towards art means planning to change the way of thinking.46

The iconoclasm that was characteristic of New Xiamen Dada also appeared in the work of some of

its members, notably Huang Yongping who, in the following year, reduced to an indistinguishable

pulp in a washing machine A History of Chinese Painting by Wang Bomin and Herbert Read’s 

A Concise History of Modern Painting (fig. 2). Evelyne Jouanno has commented that the purpose 

of the artist’s work is not to cleanse culture so much as to “make it dirty” and therefore, does not

reflect a modernist nihilism but rather, forms “the will to radically deconstruct and transcend the

system and order of discourse that are founded on cultural difference.”47 Seen also within the light

of the “Anti-Spiritual Pollution” campaign and the subsequent concern about the “foreign,” Huang

Yongping’s gesture reduces to a level of indifference both the foreign and national while, at the

same time, by means of a modern form of labour (the washing machine) eradicates the artist’s

hand and authorial subjectivity. As with a number of other groups and artists during this brief

period, the artist conceived of him or herself as a producer or engineer who intervenes in the 

production of work that itself is already a readymade. In this manner, the iconoclasm and “decon-

structive” character of their artistic practice properly characterizes late modernism within China.

Other unofficial avant-garde artists and groups were formed during this period in Harbin,

Guangzhou and Hangzhou and Beijing. It includes the Northern Art Group in Harbin in 1985,

the Pool Society (Zhang Peili and Geng Jianyi) in Hangzhou (Zhejiang Province) at the end of

1985, and the Beijing-based New Measurement Group (Chen Shaoping, Gu Dexin, Wang Luyan)

in 1988.48 An intensely analytic engagement with what was called “social reality” characterizes

much of the work of each of these groups. Recently for instance, Wang Guangyi—a founding

member of the Northern Art Group—remarked that his call in 1988 for the liquidation of

humanist enthusiasm was necessary in order to re-establish a “relationship with social reality”49

This commitment to address contemporary “social reality” also characterizes both the Pool Society 

and New Measurement Group whose art practice entailed a direct engagement within the public

sphere, a dematerialization of the object and critique of both authorship and individualism. In

seeking to eliminate the art object and erase all signs of individuality this strategy lays the ground-

work for a materialist critique based on a rationalist analysis of human behavior.50 In the opening

exhibition of the Pool Society, the artists describe their practice as a “brave sacrifice for the

future.”51 One may well ask what the sacrifice is except that of the individual subject, and in effect

the work of art and group. This notion of sacrifice will remain an underlying issue in the 





articulation of later avant-garde and radical practices, and is intimated in the work of Gu Dexin

from 1987 in which he shows images of “kneaded beef” in gilded frames or plexi-boxes. Animal

(and by implication human) life is reduced to an object of display and of manipulation.

Although the avant-garde flourishes in this period of 1985-1989, the campaign against bourgeois

liberalization and drive towards a market economy increasingly diminishes the possibilities of its

occupying ground within the public sphere. National meetings of artists, scholars, critics are held

across the country, coming under much attack by the government and conservative forces within

the official art world. In February of 1989, the exhibition China/Avant-Garde was held at the

National Gallery in Beijing. Curated by Li Xianting and the critic/curator Gao Minglu, it was the

first showing of the avant-garde from across the country as it emerged in the 1980s. However,

it was swiftly closed when the artist Xiao Lu fired gunshots at the work she produced in collabora-

tion with Tang Song. The exhibition was subsequently reopened but then closed again following

anonymous bomb threats. In the following months and following Tian’anmen Square on June 4th,

the ‘85 Movement dispersed as artists moved away and groups disbanded.52

By the end of the 1980s, Geremie Barme, a historian and acute observer of trends within contem-

porary Chinese art, was already having doubts as to the authenticity of a dissenting avant-garde

that Minford had described four years earlier. “The end result of Reform,” Barme wrote, “may well

be the creation of a new avant-garde art to order: dissent on tap…The government’s erratic and

hedonistic policies tend to encourage a soul-destroying cynicism in artists of lesser genius.”53

The “patch of visionary light” that Minford had defined as belonging to a post-Mao “embryonic

alternative culture” had been displaced, in other words, by a colorless light of cynicism produced

by an era of Reform.

It is in this grey band of light we may imagine seeing the spectral appearance of the human and

the appearance of Fang Liqun’s paintings. Belonging to the third generation of post-Cultural

Revolution artists, Lijun grew up in an intense transitional moment in which the New Era came 

to a close with the violence of Tian’anmen Square and the closure of the China Avant-Garde

exhibition. On finishing his first series of paintings, the artist remarked “We would rather be

described as painters of loss, ennui and crisis or as rogues or as the bewildered, but we will never

again be deceived.”54



Figure 7. Zhang Huan, Angel, 1993, performance. Courtesy of the artist



In gaining currency in the immediate post-1989 period, the social base and significance of

“liumang culture” was transformed. It no longer represented a nascent or “embryonic counter-

culture” but was redefined to refer to both the government and protesters alike, one describing the

actions of the army, the other of the people. In an article “My Perplexities and Concerns,” He Xin

associates the iconoclastic intellectuals with the Red Guard, an idea that repeats Deng Xiaoping’s

earlier view. For He Xin, “the young agitators for political reform in China are rabble-rousers who

are carrying on from where the Gang of Four left off, their real aim being to overthrow the Party

and eliminate ‘capitalist roaders’.”55 While, on the other hand, Zuo Shula wrote of Wang Shuo: “So

and so’s father was penalized for hooliganism and still they let him have a position in the leader-

ship.”56 It is to this that Wang Nanming was referring when remarking on the “tradition of Mao’s

ruffian politics: a type of politics characterized by its use of power to violate rights.”57 Wang Shuo’s

hooligan reveals itself as a product of the duplicity of the elite class and leadership. There is no

moral authority and the oppressed and oppressors begin to mirror one another.

For critics, especially Li Xianting, the significance of “cynical realism” (a phrase he coined at the

time to describe the paintings of Fang Lijun and other artists like him)—was somewhat different.

It belonged to what he defined as a long radical literary and artistic tradition within China.58 Placed

within this historical context, the author argues for viewing the figure of the rogue as the enemy of

authoritarianism, whose cynicism and humor constituted a form of “spiritual self-liberation and

not merely signs of the Post ‘89 period.”59 With broad strokes, Li Xianting seeks to reclaim a Chinese

transgressive or avant-garde tradition that includes writers from the Wei-Jin period (220-420) and

the Yuan and Ming dynasties through to writers of the May Fourth Movement (1919), in particular

Zhou Zuoren and his brother Lu Xun.60

Written in 1996, the author’s allusion to the May Fourth Movement retrieves a key point of

reference in the debates of the 1980s. Specifically, it recuperates the movement as part of a Chinese

tradition—as distinct from being Eurocentric—and therefore defends the contemporary work 

as belonging to a Chinese tradition of modernity. Moreover, reference to Zhou Zuoren invokes 

an author committed to re-establishing the validity of individualism as the key to reinstating the

humanist subject. In referring to Lu Xun’s famous novel Diary of a Madman (1918), Li Xianting

also recalls a novel that was so strongly identified with the May Fourth Movement, but also received

extraordinary literary attention in the 1980s. As Xiaobing Tang notes, the novel dramatized “the

conflicts between conformity and individuality, between doctrine and interpretation,” and for

some of those writers, it meant the “difficult task of reclaiming a radical tradition of transgressive

politics.”61 Such politics belonged to the modernist project of representing the struggle of lower

classes to emancipate themselves from oppression. Similarly, Xianting’s reference to the famous

fourteenth century epic novel The Water Margin invokes a text whose interpretation became a key

site of ideological difference and struggle, especially during the Cultural Revolution and the Gang

of Four. The figure of the rebel and bandit hero as represented in the novel becomes identified

with the ordinary citizen and literati respectively. In the context of the twentieth century, from the

Republican Revolution through to the Communist era and after, it was viewed as either a faithful

rendering of peasant consciousness and rebellion or as a literary and reformist account of popular

rebellion.62 In 1991, the critic Mu Gong argued that “hooligan literature is an aristocratic genre

written within the mental configuration of plebian culture.”63 To speak then of “liumang culture”

was to refer to the fetishization of the popular by intellectuals, writers and artists as a way of

reclaiming an existing tradition of anti-authoritarian rebelliousness, as opposed to the State-

sponsored ruffian or violent “hooligan” culture. What was at issue was the leveling of privilege 

so that the elite is forced to jostle alongside the plebian working class. In this sense “hooligan”

culture’s ”unproductive and totally consumptive” lifestyle strikes a sympathetic cord.64





By 1992, the strengthening of China’s commitment to market reform had had a radical impact on

the way in which the liumang was being viewed. They had become the “last proletarians in the new

society” or alternatively, the “by-products of China's market economy.”65 Or, as Geremie Barme

also noted at the time, artists were  “exploiting and commodifying images of their world allowing

them to take part in the “international process of display and consumption.”66 Following this line

of interpretation, the cultural historian Jing Wang has more recently observed, ”Commercialism

could turn yesterday’s cutting edge into tomorrow’s museum piece.”67 In an editorial note to a

translation of a Wang Shuo story, Barme writes “Wang and his fellows have helped turn the rowdy

youth culture of the Cultural Revolution into the ethos of the Reform age. Many of them have 

also made a lot of money’s out of China’s further social and cultural degradation.”68 Ironically, the

critics who had identified cynicism as characteristic of the liumang undergo what may be called 

an effect of transference so that the authors themselves begin to experience the very cynicism they

have observed in others.

In a manner consistent with Marx’s critique of the processes of reification and religious fetishism,

the promise of “liumang culture” that Minford had identified as bringing “spiritual nourishment

to the wasteland” is achieved through the fetishization of art as commodity. What is striking in

this respect is how the artists associated with “liumang culture” became so marketable, as if the

very energies that had characterized them as a rebellious alternative culture and as “superfluous”

by-product of Western values were harnessed and converted into cultural surplus by the State, and

hence became valuable export. Consequently, we find that the liumang aesthetic gains the support

of the foreign experts and the international art market as a sign of the liberalization of Chinese

culture by the State. This view has been strongly argued by Hou Hanru, who writes that the 

“cynical realism” of these liumang artists is a form of “ideological centrism.” It is in his words a

“compromise between the avant-garde and the official ideology” insofar as their “languages are

popular or mannerist adaptations of the academic conventions” that “mingle the popular 

discontentments of political and everyday life with the market values.” This position represents a

cultural pragmatism, whereby both camps consciously identify with the values of the market 

system. As Hou Hanru points out “on the one hand, identification with the market values and their

promotion can become an ingenious means of preserving its own power and interests in the time

of ‘opening doors and reforms’ while, on the other hand, the market values seem to embody the

possibility of freedom of expression and, especially, the guarantee of their commercial interests.”69

Crucial to Hou Hanru’s analysis is the suggestion of complicity between the State and liumang

generation vis-à-vis the market, i.e. that pragmatism itself is a form of cynical realism.70 Moreover,

his remarks serve as a resignification as to what He Xin had referred to as the “superfluous man”

in 1985. For while concurring with the view that the spectacle of degradation has appeared as 

in part a consequence of a consumer- oriented culture, Hou Hanru turns it back to incorporate 

official Chinese ideology rather than simply the result of what is labeled as Western influence.

What is however, less remarked upon but of equal importance, is that the market values “embody

the possibility of personal freedom.”

The counter-cultural impulse of the “liumang culture” finds its liberation or autonomy in the 

marketplace of conspicuous consumption. It is within this framework that we may locate the 

sudden appearance and popularity of both “Gaudy Art” and “Political Pop,” as stylistic phenomena

that Li Xianting defined early on as belonging to the tendency of cynical realism as it emerged

within the Reform era: “intuitively responding to the ‘get-rich-quick’ attitude of the dreams and





realities of peasants, brought about or emerging to of the consequences of Western consumer 

culture in China.”71 While the paintings of Wang Guangyi, Wang Ziwei, and Qi Zhilong have been

lumped together, it would be important to distinguish them retrospectively as operating within

very different critical modalities (fig. 3). Doubtless, some of the work does entail a parodic 

recycling of political icons, consumer logos and celluloid stars, as well as advertising commercial

symbols. By virtue of their repetition and reification as art objects, they succeed in emptying out

meaning, and its seriality eradicates all signs of subjectivity for the glamorous sheen of mass-

produced objects. The critique of the auratic status of art and authorship that had characterized

the participatory aesthetic of the avant-garde groups in the second half of the 1980s has been

appropriated in order to facilitate the entry of contemporary art into the nascent culture industry.

In this sense, the work of these artists belongs to the tendency of “Cynical Realism” because the

public sphere is no longer a site of radical engagement but that of the alienated subject. “Gaudy

Art” and “Political Pop” offer the spectacle of consumption as an emancipatory antidote to the

condition of alienation.

As a counterpart to this body of work, the paintings of Fang Lijun offer no such antidote. The

sense of ennui and boredom that characterizes the work produced in the early 1990s, offer little by

way of comfort to the mundane reality of everyday life or alienation. The scene has been emptied

out, devoid of mesmerizing icons. Likewise, Gao Minglu, in his reassessment of this period, has

suggested that the paintings present “a neutralizing attitude and a new realistic technique that

duplicated the referent, not to represent but rather to project it into a decontextualized frozen

moment [...] by this means, then “ the real, original referent becomes the unreal.”72 The empty

skies and landscapes mean that there are no longer specific symbolic markers of the Cultural

Revolution or of collective utopia. For Li Xianting, the shaved head in the paintings of Fang Lijun

become a lexical signifier, “a rogue’s shaved head with a meaningless expression enabled a form of

non-meaning to dissolve a system of meaning associated with rebellion and satire.” The images are

without context, an emptying out of history as if collective memory has been erased, a condition

of amnesia that turns away from the past, but equally redefines symbolically the contemporary

human as primarily having to do with the self, as distinct from the collective. There is now 

nothing to which to refer. It has disappeared, both in real terms, and symbolically as a site of value.

Yet nor is there an interiority—a rogue’s life is vacuous, empty, detached. It becomes at best 



Figure 8. Zhan Wang, Temptation, 1994, installation. Courtesy of the artist



post-political, post-historical. The very idea of an emancipated subject is no longer possible,

by means of neither the social structure nor individual subjectivity.

As Xiaobing Tang notes in writing on experimental fiction of this period, the protagonist is 

“without a privileged position, having no control over events, and even less control over the cease-

less movement of language itself.”73 Following Raymond Williams’ description of the modernist

novel as a “narrative of unsettlement, homelessness, solitude and impoverished independence,”

Tang argues that while this characterizes the protagonist of both modernism and fiction today,

there is now a “foreclosure of anxiety” whereby the intensity of the narrative is “circumscribed 

and understood.”74 This foreclosure produces a sense of relief, but in so doing depoliticizes the

subject in a manner that aligns it with consumer capitalism and distinguishes it from the residual

modernism of an earlier period. It is a “postmodernist sensibility of residual modernism [in

which] the unconscious of residual modernism strives for such ‘masochistic relief ’.”75 In other

words, the kind of transgressive politics that had characterized the May Fourth Movement has all

but been emptied out of its oppositionality, reinscribed within the bounds of interiority rather

than within a larger social domain.

⁄   

Following the events surrounding Tian’anmen Square in 1989, the government restrengthens its

purge on what it called “bourgeois liberalization.” The humanism espoused by Wang Ruoshui,

Li Zehou, and Liu Zaifu, amongst others, in the 1980s, came under attack, and they were criticized

as belonging to an elite who had been responsible for the turmoil of Tian’anmen Square.76

Commenting on the era of the 1980s and work of Wang Ruoshui, Jing Wang has pointed out the

ways in which the issue of alienation overshadowed the question of emancipatory subjectivity,

i.e. subjectivity as a means of emancipation.77 Jing Wang acknowledges the difficulty of thinking

through these issues in a manner that was not couched within a broader cultural context of the

nation and of China’s relation to the West. That is, de-alienation was not conceived of as a subjective

practice within the private sphere, but rather as a means to identify both areas for party reform,

and, more importantly, those elements that reflected the influence of alienating bourgeois values

that needed eradicating. What was left out of the picture was the way in which emancipation had

to begin with the effects of internalized oppression. Moreover, as Jing Wang points out the “Anti-

Spiritual Pollution” campaign unleashed a “haunting spectacle of the perpetuation of oppression

by the oppressed themselves.”78 The author continues: “As long as the Chinese fail to acknowledge

that ‘the patterns of thought and action inculcated through the experience of oppression take on a

substantiality and a life of their own,’ alienation will be reproduced from within at any suggestive

call for the return of the oppressed.”79

In the early 1990s Liu Wei begins his series You like Pork? with its images of semi-naked women

grotesquely displaying themselves, surrounded by an overall field of images of slices of meat or

rotting flesh (fig. 4). While the artist has commented that they are paintings of trash, it is the 

confrontational nature of the image that seems most startling to a viewer. It is no longer the iconic

image of Mao who stares out from the canvas inviting worship, but the figure of a woman. Man 

is reduced to a voyeuristic plaything of the icon, woman to a fetish thing, and human nature to 

a chaotic libidinous frenzy.

From birth to death, we’re all one person, with no variation in kind, except perhaps that of our sex,

that’s all. When he (or she) is born into this world, he’s like a peeled egg, hot and steamy and very

fresh, even so, like the rest of us, he still eats, drinks, pisses, shits and sleeps.80







It is this kind of radical disturbance of the subject position and reduction of being human that

will lead the artist to later produce a series of paintings Who am I? (2000) in which the male 

subject is defaced. Cultural consumption is turned into a vulgar spectacle of China debasing itself.

There is also a degree to which the ethos of consumerism and youth culture within China begin 

to produce a critical dis-engagement from its effects. In Yu Hong’s painting Vanity Fair (1992),

the artist portrays a small girl amidst a group of unclothed mannequins (fig. 5). With all the 

characteristics of Western stereotypes, the image suggests the imposition of foreign cultural values

imported during the period of consumerism in China. Emancipation finds its place within the

realm of consumption and women become part of an economy of the spectacle, of desire.

Yu Hong’s painting suggests the ways in which contemporary China was experiencing a powerful

sense of dehumanization, and a de-realization of the everyday world in which citizens found

themselves. This heightened sense of superfluousness becomes characteristic of the period and is

found in the work of Yu Hong’s contemporaries, sometimes associated with the liumang. In 1991,

a young group of artists, amongst them Yu Hong, held an exhibition called New Generation, which

was one of the first major exhibitions to be held after June 4th. Shown at the Museum of Chinese

History, it marked the emergence of a new realist style that therefore distinguished itself from the

academic style favored by the government, as well as the avant-garde work shown in the cancelled

show of 1989 China/Avant-Garde. Wu Hung, writing on the work of Yu Hong and Liu Xiaodong,

has noted that their paintings were of “mundane scenes of daily life” in which the “figures …are

always engaged in trivial matters and often  seem at a loss,” a loss that expresses a certain attachment

and detachment from reality.81

The sense of alienation and dislocation from the real becomes increasingly prominent in the art 

of the 1990s. Scenes of waste and disintegration, of abandonment and decay become powerful

vectors for capturing a sense of powerlessness, a kind of “negative freedom” where the image of

“total abandon” is not easily filled by conspicuous consumption. The consequences are an economy

of excess, corruption and unproductive expenditure that veils a society in which not everyone can

participate in the emergent leisure culture but which, to the contrary, leads to greater impoverish-

ment and suffering by those unable to participate in such an economy.

Within this broad social environment two interrelated but distinct artistic tendencies emerge.

The first of these two tendencies represents a continuation of the pre-1989 avant-garde initiatives

and is exemplified in the work of the New Analysts group and the work of artists who had been

associated with the Pool Society, especially Zhang Peili, (one of its founding members). His early

work represents an exploration of relations between pollution and control, especially his video

piece Hygiene No. 3 (1991) in which he is filmed repeatedly washing a chicken to the point that 

the animal is reduced to a condition of total passivity (fig. 6). The artist becomes the master to the

slave as the chicken, whose image is likened by many to the shape of China, is reduced to little

more than a docile object. The second tendency appears through performance-based work based

on and around the body, a tendency that appears most forcibly in the early 1990s.

Both tendencies seek in different ways to address issues concerning social values and to implicitly

critique the fetishization of the material object and condition of alienation.82 In a manner that

marks their opposition to the “Gaudy Art” and “Political Pop” work of the same period, these two

tendencies distance themselves from the fetishization of the art as commodity, focusing instead on

the regulation and de-regulation of everyday life. As Hou Hanru writes, “it is a strategy to expose

the absurdity of the everyday under ideologically oriented regulations as the dominant force in





social and private life.”83 In fact, this increasing state of deregulation contributes to an undermining

of the attempt by certain avant-garde groups to base their work on a rationally based inquiry into

the conditions governing everyday life.

The idea of regulation and de-regulation of everyday life takes on a different valence within the

second tendency. Questions of taboo, perversion and violence begin to appear as symptomatic of

prohibition and over-regulated everyday life but equally, the unprecedented appearance of deregu-

lated desire within a consumer-oriented economy. For while the slogan of Reform: “To get rich is

glorious” is the basis on which a fetishism of the commodity is founded, it is also the enabling 

factor of access to other forms of fetishistic behavior or corruption; i.e. pornography, gambling,

smuggling, prostitution, etc. It is precisely this domain that the State identifies as “spiritual pollution”

and seeks to regulate, even though by marking it as taboo its illicit character will become all the

more the object of fascination. It therefore functions to re-inscribe the acceptable limits and values

within which contemporary art must perform. Fetishism becomes the object of a driving desire to

achieve change and fulfillment of individual needs and social goals.

Within this context, the emergence of performance art in this era of reform is not coincidental,

but rather functions to incorporate and corporalize the fetish power of the object. To act upon 

the body directly, to turn it into a fetish object, represented a libidinal investment in the object as 

a form of emancipation of the subject from alienation and a sense of impotence in their control

over their own actions. Under Mao, the Chinese people had been instilled with the belief that

change and the prospect of a rosy future was only possible through an embrace of the collective

values propagated by the party. The writings of those who had engaged with issues of humanism

and alienation in the 1980s had depoliticized the body, advocating an independent, autonomous

and self-regulating human subject that could demand recognition of both dignity and rights.

However, this detachment from society was for some no longer a viable option in a post-

Tian’anmen era. Moreover, it was also undermined by the appeal of a consumer culture in which

individual subjectivity was now championed by the party. And yet, we should also observe here

that this led not only to a continuing representation within the experimental and avant-garde art

of the disastrous effects of collectivization but also, to the appropriation of an inherently problem-

atic model of the cult of the individual body albeit, in this case, the cult of Mao Zedong and 

sacralization of the body of the leader.

I will mention in this context two works—Weeping Angels of 1993 by Zhang Huan and Temptation

of 1994 by Zhan Wang—which, in distinct ways, capture the complexity of these issues and suggest

how the humanist perspective that had characterized the New Era period had been hollowed out

of its utopian faith in the universal progress of humanity.

The work of Zhang Huan is a sculptural installation composed of a row of large upright cases and

a string of hanging baby dolls. This followed his Masters thesis for which he produced Weeping

Angel (1993)—a suspended plastic child on a wall covered in black felt. Authorities at Academy of

Fine Arts, Beijing, threatened to close the exhibition if he did not write a formal apology. He did

so, but the exhibition was nonetheless closed (fig. 7).84 With reference to that time, Zhang Huan

later wrote that:

Maybe it was because of the poor countryside in Henan where I grew up. I got hepatitis—because I

had nothing to eat. There were many deaths and funerals. I can never forget the funerals of my grand-

mother and other relatives. Maybe it was also because of my personal life in Beijing. You could not

keep your child when your girlfriend was pregnant...Girls of my generation have to go through many

abortions...Many unborn babies died. This is the situation of the Nineties.85





In 1994, Zhang Huan made his first public

performance work 12 Square Meters in which

the artist sits on a public toilet, his body 

covered in honey and fish oil. Flies quickly

swarm all over him. He then submerges 

himself in a polluted river close by. In the

same year, he performed 65 Kilograms in

which he suspended himself ten feet above

the ground, forcing blood from a wound to

his neck to drip into a metal bowl placed

directly below him on a stove.86 It is no longer

the scene of tough bravado, or inversely of

apathy and inertia, where subjectivity was

able to construct for itself a dimension of

interiority, however much it was filled by a

sense of ennui and disillusion. Rather, an

economy of surplus produces a sacrificial

economy in which heroism has been dis-

placed by self-destruction and violence. In

this regard, we should mention Yan Lei’s

exhibition Invasion held in the following year.

In it the artist showed videos and 

photographs of a sow waiting for slaughter

and himself as the object of violence.87

These performances recall a passage from Wang Shuo’s novel No Man’s Land (translated as

“Whatever you do, don’t treat me as human”) in which the anti-hero Tang Yuanbao remarks “From

now on, I’m no longer human...not an ordinary person.” In the martial arts competition held

between them is an “art of endurance,” who can tolerate the most enduring and humiliating 

treatment. The test includes being bound and tied. Tang is compressed into a smaller shape than

any other, he drinks the piss of someone who rides him like a horse, he submerges himself in water

whose temperature is lowered to freezing point, and performs his own trial of endurance by hit-

ting his own face until it is swollen and purple. The others put cats into their pants, use their teeth

to pull a rope connected to a lorry and place their heads into a gaping lion’s maw and tickle it.88

Comparatively, Zhan Wang’s sculptural installations confront more directly the process of

dehumanization, a process in which the image of death becomes the uncanny specter of human

life. Temptation (1994) is composed of a group of emptied-out Mao suits, molded to look like 

figures and placed on a mound of earth, or suspended from scaffolding (fig. 8). In an interview,

he commented that it was an image of cicadas transforming themselves, discarding their skins in

order to transcend the mortality of their body. Hung Wu has observed that it corresponds with the

ancient Chinese notion of the cicada as symbol of immortality, which can be found in the carvings

made for tombs. However, this correspondence may also function metaphorically whereby the

hollow shells allude to contemporary China. Against the classicism of the human figure expected

of the Academy the artist creates hollowed out figures whose distorted postures suggest both an

external and internal wound. Hence, we may better understand the suggestiveness of the artist’s

words when he comments, “the new body is nowhere to be seen. We have no idea what it has

become—either dead or reborn, in heaven or hell.”89 This reading is strengthened by Zhan Wang’s

Figure 9. Zhan Wang, Temptation, 1994, installation. Courtesy of the artist





dramatic elaboration of the work in the same year. Re-titled Temptation: An Outdoor Experiment,

he placed the hollowed-out figures in the ruins of an abandoned and partially destroyed building

in Beijing (fig. 9).90 The shift between these two works provides an intensely telescoped view of

on the one hand, a failed collective enthusiasm for the Cultural Revolution (symbolized by the 

Red Guards) and on the other, intimations of a future in which collective urbanization offers a 

dismal alternative. Not only does the hollowed out form capture the impoverishment of the spirit

and body, but the utter superfluousness of its form and therefore existence.

From this perspective, the artistic experiments of both Zhang Huan and Zhan Wang, as it emerged

in the early 1990s, should be seen as a critical engagement with what may be viewed as the super-

fluousness of human life in China. Moreover, a comparison between the two artists throws into

sharp relief the subject of masculinity and, in turn, a much larger history of how masculinity was

shaped by and articulated notions of liberation, emancipation, revolt or revolution. Reading back

on this history, the image of the bandit or rebel in The Water Margin, the Red Guard, the liumang

figure and the kind of performance work that dominates the 1990s through to recent times, is each

informed by the subject of gender as critical to self-definition and the cultural values. If their work

resonates with performance art from outside of China, it does so not to emulate but to find ways

to create a critical practice that is contemporaneous to issues confronting those individuals and

society. In this aspect, one can mention artists like Yuan Dongping, whose powerful photographic

series from 1989 of patients in a hospital for mental “diseases” or “disorder” expose what the artist

describes as the “inhuman conditions of the asylum” and an environment in which individuals are

treated as human waste.91

In these terms, the artistic practice of these artists turns the tables on He Xin’s attack on the

“superfluous” in contemporary Chinese literature as symptomatic of Western decadence and 

cultural nihilism. It now becomes evident that the Reform era unleashed and led, in turn, to the

kind of degradation of human life and perverse obsession with mortality and death witnessed in

contemporary Chinese art today.92 The “pornographic” then constitutes not so much a matter of

the debasement and exploitation of others as much as a symbolic expression of a culture of

conspicuous consumption and libidinal investment. The performances in which the human or

animal is the subject of degradation or in which there is fascination with the corporality of the

body and death cannot be understood as the consequence of Western values, or more simply 

an imported stylistic influence that therefore delegitimate its local significance and value.

In contradistinction, we might say that while American and European art has held up a certain

model to Chinese culture, Chinese artists recognize and rearticulate that model within their own

terms and as a belated response to the recent traumatic history of modern China. This belatedness

is symptomatic of a non-synchronic development of China since the collapse of the New Era,

and with it humanism and modernism at the beginning of the 1990s. In point of fact, it marks 

the disruptive transitional movement into a post-socialist economy and a postmodernist China.

Such work represents as much a “return of the oppressed” as the repressed for a society whose

government exerts on the one hand an extreme moral authority and on the other, expounds the

pursuit of material well-being through the embrace of a consumer-oriented culture even if this

implies a depoliticized and “manufactured consensus” that is orchestrated by the State.93
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An artistic tradition can evolve gradually, following paths that seem natural, almost predetermined,

like a river running its course. In his 1985 article, “My View of Contemporary Chinese Painting,”

Li Xiaoshan expressed the controversial opinion that ink painting had finally run its course of

development as a hermetic system and reached a dead end.2 An impassioned debate ensued. That

was seventeen years ago, and in the intervening period many efforts have been made to morph the

tradition into something new, invigorating it by introducing timely subject matter, a fresh colour

sense, or new methods of applying ink to paper. Such innovations result in a more modern idiom,

but the works created still resist engaging the broader artistic and intellectual currents. An alterna-

tive to such gradual or “natural” change is change in response to outside pressures, including the

forces of radically opposed movements. Such an extreme can have the benefit of opening up a

space for moderate change. This paper concerns artists acting on—or reacting to—ink painting

largely from outside the tradition. They adopt elements of this legacy to suit their own purposes,

creating new kinds of art. The fallout from such radical practice includes the highlighting of

distinct aspects of ink painting convention. A fresh perspective may result. Just as the artists I shall

discuss adopt elements of traditional ink painting to suit their needs, so have I adopted passages 

of traditional art criticism to suit my purposes. I do this partly with tongue in cheek, and partly 

in utter earnestness, beginning with a clichéd statement about ink painting:

“Actually, the method of forming brushstrokes in Chinese painting is the same as writing charac-

ters.”3 This statement is entirely unremarkable—until we look at its context. It has been written by

Xu Bing (b. 1955), a leading avant-garde artist best known for his print or animal-based installation

pieces, into one of his new Landscript works (2001; figs. 1-2). In his Landscript pieces, the artist

builds a landscape out of words written with brush and ink on paper. From a distance, the 

painting reads as a landscape; close-up, the components resolve into characters. It is interesting to

see an artist known for his deconstruction of signs of Chinese culture—most notably the written

word, in such works as the Book from the Sky (Tianshu, 1987-1991)—reifying a truism of Chinese

painting. Other contemporary Chinese avant-garde artists are turning their attention back towards

a serious reconsideration of ink painting, too. They are taking this action at the crest of an intensive

wave of deconstructive activity directed towards traditional ink painting. The deconstruction of

ink painting is the main topic of this paper.



   
‒ ‒
   

 

Figure 1. Xu Bing, Landscript, 2001, ink on Nepalese (mulberry) paper. Collection of the artist



If one aim of any avant-garde movement is to create something new, novelty can be established 

by referencing tradition and acting against it. Ink painting has proven itself a useful and versatile 

referent, and Chinese artists have pursued the task of deconstructing ink painting with increasing

fervor. There are a variety of approaches, all of them drawing attention to one aspect of traditional

brush and ink painting. The approaches fall into two major groups: those parsing the bimo

equation (that is, separating brush from ink); and those divorcing the face of traditional painting

from the substance. These two kinds of splits often result in art that refreshes our appreciation 

of the medium and the tradition of ink painting.

  

Avant-garde artists of several decades ago, for example those of the Fifth Moon Group, focused 

on the brush half of the bimo equation. Stressing the gestural qualities of Chinese painting 

(i.e., the brush), but transferring them to oils, their works carried on a dialogue with American

Abstract Expressionism. By contrast, over the last decade and a half the current generation of

avant-garde Chinese artists has disregarded the brush and demonstrated an uncommon fascination

with ink. An eclectic group of artists has been putting ink to many different uses, creating dense

fields of black by splashing ink in performances, displaying it in open containers for installations,

mixing it with herbs or hair before painting with it, applying it to paper layer upon layer until it

shimmers. What is the point of all this black? The artistic methods vary dramatically, yet the 

common usage of ink implies a unity of values on some level. At the very least, the artists all have

recognized the formal and symbolic advantages of ink as a medium, and revel in the nihilistic

purity of the black expanse.

Ink was central to the first instance of body art in China, Wang Peng’s (b. 1964) 84’s Performance

(1984; fig. 3). This work also numbers among the first examples of performance art produced in

that country. In 1984, Wang Peng covered his body with ink, dipped his hands in it, and plastered

his surroundings with hand prints. The choice of ink for this emotional event was instinctive

rather than intellectual. As a student at the Central Academy of Fine Arts Affiliated Middle School

in Beijing, Wang Peng felt creatively confined, his sense of oppression accumulating until it broke



Figure 2. Detail of Xu Bing, Landscript, 2001 (detail). Collection of the artist



through the boundaries of “acceptable” and normative art to find expression in 84’s Performance.

An early precedent for catharsis through ink spattering exists in the late eighth century painter,

Wang Mo (or “Ink Wang”; ca. 805), who would become drunk in preparation for painting.

“Then after he was drunk he would splatter ink. Laughing or singing, he would kick at it with his

feet or rub it with his hands, sweep [with his brush] or scrub, with the ink sometimes pale and

sometimes dark.”4 This performance was not the final work of art, however. After wildly deploying

ink on paper, Wang Mo took up the brush, adding lines and dots to create a landscape more in

keeping with Tang Dynasty standards of art production. Two centuries later, the monk, Zeren

(early eleventh century), as inebriated as Wang Mo had been, soaked a dishtowel in ink which 

he then splashed onto a wall. Like his predecessor he later modified the marks, resulting in a 

painting of unkempt trees.5

Clearly, Wang Peng did not intend to create an ink painting like Wang Mo or Zeren. As Wang 

Peng relates the story of his performance, he mentions merely that ink was available.6 Obviously,

however, the nihilism of black made ink more suitable than the bright pigments readily accessible

to him at the academy. Furthermore, for someone rebelling against conservative restraints on his

artistic development, to make use of ink in an almost blasphemous way, spreading it over his

naked body, was liberating.

Subsequent examples of the use of ink without brush abound. Zhang Jian-Jun (b. 1955) has been

working with ink as a component of installations for a decade. His early pieces in this vein,

Fog Inside (1992) and To Fuse (1994), explicitly identify ink with human  cultural and spiritual

consciousness. The more recent work, Footprint (1997; fig. 4), proposes a “human commonality

that denies our assumed differences,” inviting viewers to walk barefoot across an ink-covered

island, and then onto a surrounding canvas, leaving their footprints in ink. Here, the imprints of

the body stand as signs of commonality, applied in a more contemplative manner than those

resulting from Wang Peng’s exuberant 84’s Performance, where the body imprint served as a 

marker of extreme individuality. All Zhang Jian-Jun’s ink installations make use of the medium’s

cultural and visual weight, as well as its aloof odor, to create a heightened contemplative aura.

His ability to engineer mood may derive from his artistic training at the Shanghai Drama



Figure 3. Wang Peng, 84’s Performance, 1984, performance with ink recorded as photograph. Collection of the artist



Institute, but his fascination with ink

stems from his childhood practicing of

calligraphy with his father every morning.

Extreme examples of ink used alone, with

neither brush nor surface to receive its

mark include Gu Wenda’s (b. 1955)

Human Hair Ink Sticks (2001) and Wang

Gongxin’s (b. 1960) use of straight bottled

ink in The Dialogue (1995). The ink sticks

have been manufactured to Gu Wenda’s

specifications at the Shanghai Chinese Ink

Factory, mixing human hair powder into

the otherwise traditional recipe (fig. 5).

Molded into the ink sticks are three characters combining Chinese and English: B + hei (black),

S + si (silk), R + yu (rain). On the reverse are two seals, “Yan Huang jiyin” (Chinese genes or, more

precisely, genes descended from the fabled emperors Yandi [or Shen Nong] and Huangdi), and

“Gu Wenda.” While the recipe and title respectively synthesize old and new, Chinese and English,

the seals reaffirm a connection between Chinese identity and the essentials of traditional Chinese

culture. In mixing the essence of a human—the genes encapsulated in hair—with ink, Gu Wenda

is effectively stating that a Chinese person is inextricably bound up in his nation’s cultural 

heritage. This remains true even when there are external traces of outside influence, symbolized

here by the combined English and Chinese graphs. The ink sticks stand as compact symbols of

the artist’s complex personal situation. Born in China, he earned a Master’s Degree from the

Traditional Chinese Painting Department of the China National Academy of Fine Arts in

Hangzhou. Now residing in the United States, he is exceptional for his facility with both ink 

painting and contemporary modes of conceptualism. Heavily laden with both personal and 

general symbolism, the ink sticks feature as key components in recent installations by the artist.

Wang Gongxin’s The Dialogue (1995; fig. 6) features a large pan mounted as a table top and filled

with ink. With its table-sized ink surface, The Dialogue offers a large reflective expanse to the 

viewer. The viewer may observe her reflection there, or may look beyond the surface reflection 

to behold the seemingly limitless black. At table height, the black expanse is close enough to the

viewer to fill her field of vision, with an effect similar to that of color-field paintings. The

monochrome expanse seems limitless, hinting at the existence of the infinite. With ink as the

engulfing medium, the suggestion of mysteries is even stronger.

Other avant-garde Chinese artists have taken advantage of the visual power inherent in a broad

expanse of black ink to create powerful two-dimensional works on paper. Most notable among

them is Yang Jiechang (b. 1955), who has made effective use of the formal qualities of ink,

appreciating its denseness and sometimes oppressive darkness, as well as its somber beauty.

Yang Jiechang received an extended education in traditional ink painting, first in his hometown 

of Foshan, and then at the Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts. After graduating in 1982, he lectured

on traditional Chinese painting at the same institution. In 1989, he moved to Paris. Despite the

time and effort he devoted to studying and teaching traditional ink painting, Yang Jiechang has

created a series of works that void the significance of the individual brushstroke (fig. 7). The only

objective for the individual brushstroke within these paintings is to lose its identity by merging



Figure 4. Zhang Jian-Jun, Footprint, 1997, installation with stone, cement, water,
sumi ink, canvas. Collection of the artist



with other brushstrokes. The denial of individuality, along with the general

nihilism inherent in the fields of black ink he creates, reflects Yang Jiechang’s

deep involvement with spiritual thought. From 1984 to 1986 he dedicated

himself to the study of Daoism and Buddhism, to the exclusion of all other

activities, including painting. The work he has created since that period of

intense spiritual study expresses his understanding of the Dao.

Painting layer upon layer of ink onto the same piece of paper, Yang Jiechang

eventually produces a work that alternately absorbs and reflects light off its crinkled surface.9

To encourage this effect, he sometimes scrunches the paper before painting on it. At times he 

prepares the ink, too, by adding Chinese medicine to it. Ultimately and paradoxically, the layered

black, with its seemingly infinite depth, shimmers, revealing inherent opposing dualities.

The twelfth century painting critic Han Zhuo (ca. 1095-1125) remarked: “Now, if you rely too

much on ink, you destroy the real substance of things and injure the brushwork, as well as muddy

the painting. . . . Both excess and insufficiency are defects.”10 In the painting, A Hundred Layers of

Ink (1992), Yang Jiechang has pushed such defects to extremes. Not only do his brushstrokes lose

their individual identity as they are subsumed into the painting’s dark unity; the ink also loses 

its identity as a fluid shaper of form. It seems to return to a state near to its origin as soot, only 

in an elevated, glistening form exuding a powerful presence. The painting thus embodies the

opposing dual forces of nature, and also hints at the cycle of life.

    

In a post-modernist ploy, several artists are reworking early paintings and painting types, altering

them and reproducing them in nontraditional media. They reproduce the face but not the sub-

stance of early painting, working in such media as oil on canvas, photography, and acrylic on flesh.

Nine hundred years ago Han Zhuo wrote: “But what about a painting that, despite [many

admirable] qualities, confuses the traditional styles? Well, if one were to paint in the style of Li

Cheng [919-967], why mix it with that of Fan Kuan [ca. 960-1030]…Hence the saying: ‘If what is

grasped cannot be unified, then there will be discrepancies.’ How true this is!”11



Figure 5. Wenda Gu, Human
Hair Ink Sticks, 2001, ink sticks
made with human hair.
Collection of the artist

Figure 6. Wang Gongxin, The Dialogue, 1995, installation with ink, motor, table, and light. Collection of the artist



The contemporary artist, Zhang Hongtu (b. 1943),

has discovered that those discrepancies can be illu-

minating. In 1998 he began a series of works explor-

ing the visual conventions of Chinese landscape

painting, and Western painting of the late nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries. Selecting a monument

from the Chinese landscape canon, he recreates the

scene in oils in the manner of a famous Western

artist. To anyone even slightly familiar with Chinese

landscape painting, the resulting images appear

familiar but definitely “off.” With Zhao Mengfu—

Monet (Autumn on Qiao and Hua Mountains; 1999;

fig. 8), for example, where the original painting avoids representing shadows and reflections, the

remake revels in the effects of changing light, in the manner of the Impressionists. And while an

Impressionist would not mar the depiction of a landscape by covering the sky with text, in his

landscape oils Zhang Hongtu replicates the inscriptions and seals ubiquitous on historical Chinese

paintings. The artist both jars and humors us into focusing on the artificiality of landscape 

conventions in the two traditions.

The photographer Hong Lei (b. 1960), appropriates Song dynasty images of nature, including

landscapes and bird and flower paintings, to comment on the demise of traditional Chinese culture

and philosophy. He began with photographic remakes of bird and flower paintings, recreating the

preciousness of Song dynasty gongbi (“fine line”) vignettes, except that the birds and insects in his

arrangements are dead. While his full color bird and flower photographs exhibit a certain glory 

in the decay, his dreamy landscape images suggest nostalgia for a long-lost hyper-appreciation of

nature. The black and white photograph Zhejiang Province, Chunan Qiandao Lake (2000; fig. 9),

for example, conjures memories of spare ink paintings idealizing the calm to be found through

engagement with the natural world. Drawing on Southern Song compositional types, Hong Lei’s

photograph hints at the grand expanse while directly representing minimal land forms. He has

enhanced the sense of recapturing a painted image by manipulating the photograph during the

development process, lending a painterly feel to the waves and vegetation.

According to Deng Qun (twelfth century), the eleventh century master Guo Xi commanded 

workers plastering a wall to apply the material roughly, using their hands only, resulting in irregular

convexities and concavities. Then, “when it was dry, he traced the outlines with ink, turning them

into mountain peaks and forested valleys, and adding such things as buildings and human figures.

It was as if created by heaven. They were called “shadow walls.” Afterwards, such compositions

were extremely common.”12 At the request of her husband Huang Yan (b. 1966), Zhang Tiemei 

(b. 1968) has put her training in traditional landscape painting to use, adapting her images to fit

the natural irregularities of the painting surfaces he chooses. In Flesh Landscape II (2000; fig. 10),

for example, she allowed the bands of fat on a slab of pork to dictate the placement of the river

and then, just like Guo Xi, “added such things as buildings and human figures.” Do Huang Yan 

and Zhang Tiemei’s recent series of landscapes painted onto meat, bones, and flesh differ in any

significant respect from Guo Xi’s “shadow wall” paintings? Guo Xi was certainly the more 

accomplished painter, but subtle brushwork may not have been relevant to paintings executed 

on rough plaster. In both instances, it is the concept that is noteworthy.



Figure 7. Yang Jiechang, A Hundred Layers of Ink, 1992-1995, ink,
xuan paper, and gauze. Collection of the artist



    

For centuries, artists have been refreshing the ink painting tradition by rendering novel subjects,

or by introducing new methods of deploying ink on paper while simultaneously reaffirming the

importance of accomplished brushwork—the mainstay of the tradition. The myriad twentieth

century examples of these modes of revolution include Gao Jianfu’s (1876-1951) airplanes, Ding

Yanyong’s (1902-1978) exhibitionist beauties, Zhang Daqian’s (1899-1983) splashed ink and color,

and Li Huasheng’s (b. 1944) recent abstractions. C. C. Wang (b. 1907) has painted with scrunched

up paper; Mi Fu (1052-1107) reportedly sometimes painted with “paper screws, squeezed-out

sugar cane, or a lotus pod.”13 Within the conventions, such activity is acceptable or even laudable if

accompanied by masterful brushwork, thus maintaining the substance of the tradition, while

altering the face.

Xu Bing shows concern for the fundamental substance of ink painting,

yet produces paintings that do not appear to belong to the tradition.

With his Landscript works, mentioned above, he represents scenery

via Chinese characters, combining early pictographs with modern

characters to build up a convincing landscape. During the Tang

dynasty, Zhang Yanyuan (ca. 847) noted that “The character for ‘to

paint’ or ‘painting’ (hua) is [derived from] the raised paths and edges

of fields, and therefore is itself a drawing.”14 Xu Bing has pushed the

equating of characters and drawings further. In place of landscape

elements, he writes the denoting characters: where there is a wall of

piled rocks, for example, he layers heavy rounded versions of the character for stone. Occasionally

he is more verbally descriptive, even recording his personal experiences within the landscape in

such passages as “It seems that the cook prepares food in a Chinese way. I ordered Chinese chicken

because I have not eaten meat in three days.” Because the landscape filled his visual field as he

thought about food, his verbal thought took on the shape of the landscape as he wrote it out.

Many early Chinese landscape paintings combine paintings of mountains and water with poems

evocative of the scene’s mood, or describing the artist’s connection to the scenery. In Landscript,

Xu Bing has fused writing, painting, poetry, and personal chronicle, coming very close to the 

substance—if not the face—of ink painting.



Of the ten artists discussed here, three are trained ink painters. Gu Wenda and Yang Jiechang

underwent extensive formal training and can perform at a high level within the tradition. A

fourth, Zhang Jian-Jun, studied calligraphy as a child, and Xu Bing has embarked on serious study

of the art of calligraphy. Thus, half the artists should be considered “insiders” who choose to work

outside the tradition, or on its fringes. Others began their careers with oil painting, subsequently



Figure 8. Zhang Hongtu, Zhao Mengfu—Monet (Autumn on Qiao and Hua Mountains), 1999, oil on canvas. Collection of the artist

Figure 9. Hong Lei, Zhejiang Province,
Chunan Qiandao Lake, 2000, black and
white photograph. Collection of the artist
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Figure 10. Huang Yan and Zhang Tiemei, Flesh Landscape II, 2000, acrylic on pork, recorded as photograph. Collection of the artists

moving into conceptual art. All recognize the power of ink, derived from its long history and 

crucial cultural role. To use ink and to reference the ink painting tradition is to affirm the strength

of China’s long cultural history, even if the artist’s purported aim is deconstructive. While it is

impossible to know whether the artistic trends I have outlined will have any meaningful impact 

on mainstream ink painting, they undoubtedly encourage a fresh perspective. It is clear that the

symbolic potency of ink and ink painting continues to grow.



One of the most disturbingly problematic writings on visual art made in Hong Kong is writer

Jonathan Napack’s opening article for the Flash Art forum on Hong Kong, published in its

March/April 2002 issue. The problem lies not so much in the essay’s participation in a supplement

handsomely paid for by the Hong Kong Arts Development Council, but more for its glib reiteration

of the city as the site of East/West dichotomy. Napack writes that Hong Kong is “an orgy of

hybridity [which] is enough to give anyone bulimia.”1 His article was made especially ironic as

many of the writers involved in the forum were particularly cautious in avoiding the kinds of

stereotypes that afflict, and even pervert, any perception of Hong Kong and contemporary art 

that takes the city for its subject. Afflicted with severe naïvété, however, I had thought that the

East/West dichotomy had been put out of its misery within the past few years, thanks to the efforts

of some scholars and artists intent on exploding the perimeters of critical dialogue on visual art in

Hong Kong. Yet reading Napack’s invocation only confirmed the East/West dichotomy’s vise-like

hold on the imaginary of the art world, even to the point where it practically becomes the sign of

the “real” Hong Kong, the reassuring signifier of its exoticism to certain viewers. His celebration 

of this dichotomy in the fashionable guise of hybridity, taken from its original context, only masks

its dangers, and more significantly, deflects attention from the critical necessity to reconsider the 

relevance, impact and place of theoretical constructions of hybridity in Hong Kong visual art.



,  ,  : 
   
 

Figure 1. Lee Ka Sing, City at the End of Time, 1992, digitally altered photograph



Presently, there are two primary conceptions of hybridity as invoked on a curatorial and critical

level with regard to Hong Kong visual art that is defined as “contemporary,” that is, art created

within approximately the frame between the years just prior to the handover until now. There is

the utterly simplistic East/West binary that has been around since the 1960s that conceives of

hybridity as nothing more than a visual equation of disparate artistic styles or traditions. Many,

such as critic and arts administrator Oscar Ho Hing Kay, observe that this conception of hybridity

dates back to the 1960s where it was tied to the institutional agenda of the government to promote

the difference of Hong Kong as a commodified site on an international level.2 In the early 1990s,

the use of so-called “Western” media by Hong Kong artists was explained only through this binary

that seemed to fit with the visual appearance of the works. Art historian Carolyn D. Muir writes 

in the introduction to City Vibrance: Recent Works in Western Media by Hong Kong Artists, a 1992

exhibition at the Hong Kong Museum of Art, that “in their choice of Western media, they [Hong

Kong artists], exemplify the mingling of East and West that is so typical of Hong Kong. In fact, one

might say that this very mixture is, in itself, one of the most distinguishing features of this place.”3

Such thinking about Hong Kong art is, unfortunately, still alive and well today and is mostly 

evident in the promotional materials published by commercial galleries whose interests do not lie

in upsetting the comfortable notion of the binary relationship, and in the thinking of non-local

critics and curators, sometimes as a result of what critic Geeta Kapur states is a matter of ingenuity

learned to ride the market.4 It is also evident in the large-scale exhibitions held by government-

funded institutions like the Hong Kong Museum of Art. In a roundtable discussion published in

the 1998 Hong Kong Art Biennale exhibition, well-known American critic Eleanor Heartney dis-

cussed how many works looked at “the nature of Hong Kong as a gateway between East and West”

and how those works that referred to Chinese tradition did so “in a way that looked back towards

the West and considered the conflict and also the constructive dialogue between the two.”5 The

designation of the city as a hybrid site in these examples mimics the behavior of the tourist or the

guide, both of whom seize upon perceived difference, and whose purpose it is to seek out these

differences to be consumed or sold when there are none to be found.

While this tourist approach is hardly limited to critics and curators from the West, nor are all 

individuals happening to work or live in Europe or the U.S. necessarily afflicted with this

approach, it is arguably the key problem of writing on Hong Kong visual art in non-Chinese 

languages which often subscribe, or allude to the tourist’s gaze even when the task at hand is to

reject it. As the poet and critic Leung Ping Kwan (Ye Si) points out, writing can be just as much a

tool of the tourist’s gaze as any snapshot.6 Indeed, I am hesitant to even use the phrase “Hong

Kong art” or even Hong Kong for it betrays a perspective that considers the art under discussion 

as different or exotic. It points to the fact that “contemporary art” is almost immediately assumed

to be European or American, but that contemporary art in Asia must be explained with an 

indication of national origin. Contrary to the description of the city as an amnesiac site, the 

non-local viewer constantly reminds the artist from Hong Kong of his or her local condition,

although these reminders are hardly ever heeded.

The flip side of this imposition of difference is its assertion, which was highly visible during the

period immediately surrounding the 1997 handover. Little effort was spared in the promotion of

this difference under the rubric of “Hong Kong identity” or “Hong Kong-ness” within certain 

literary and artistic circles. Arguing against the political hegemony of either London or Beijing,

a notion of hybridity derived from postcolonial theory began to emerge in critical writings on

Hong Kong visual art. Although an impetus for this application of hybridity was the then





widespread vogue of the term in general contemporary art circles, but a more plausible reason was

Hong Kong’s situation as a seemingly permanent colony, shuffled from one national regime to

another. As suggested by artist Rapheal Chan in the 1997 exhibition Pre-97 Special Arts Zone,

origins became less an object of study than the present condition.7 Moreover, there was a reflexive

effort to resist institutionalized ideas of hybridity as the East/West binary that in actuality, had

very little to do with visual art as it was being conceived and produced. Critics like Leung Ping

Kwan wrote extensively to nullify the paradigm of binary opposites upon which popular ideas of

Hong Kong were based. In a 1993 catalogue essay for photographer Lee Ka Sing, Leung begins by

rejecting a Taiwanese photographer’s desire to find the “real” Hong Kong, the authenticity of

which was defined as a place untainted by commercial development.8

Joining these efforts on a different level was a parallel delineation of Hong Kong as a site separate

from all sites, a concept that was translated into multiple variations on the idea of the third space,

or of a desire to break away from the hegemony of the East/West binary. In naming the artist-run

exhibition space Para/Site, which was founded in 1996, for instance, co-founder Warren Leung Chi

Wo refers to Chow’s description of borders, or para-sites “that never take over a field in its entirety

but erode it slowly and tactically.”9 For fellow Para/Site co-founder Kith Tsang Tak Ping, a practicing

artist and critic, the third space and its provenance as an idea rooted in postcolonial theory was

important “if only for the reason that it allowed for critical distance to happen.”10 For Tsang, the

agenda was to break away from critical hegemony of any kind, a clear symptom of discontent with

the prevailing, straitjacket-like conceptions of visual art in Hong Kong.

An explicit articulation of hybridity in reference to postcolonial theory is art historian David

Clarke’s essay on “varieties” of cultural hybridity. In considering the paintings of Wucius Wong

and Luis Chan and sculptor Antonio Mak, Clarke sees the notion of the hybrid as a conundrum.

The artist is seen as having to safely navigate a path between a binary of evils: a parochial isolation

from Western modernism or an excessive capitulation to its totalizing narrative.11 His critique of

hybridity echoes Kapur’s reading of Homi Bhabha to the degree that the theory of hybridity as 

the effect of colonialism and thus a discursive device to decode the condition of postcolonialism,

although Clarke’s analysis revolves around formal comparison. The tone he assumes, however,

is not as strident as other criticisms, such as those posed by Rasheed Araeen, who argues that 

“the triumph of the hybrid is in fact, a triumph of neo-liberal multiculturalism” which coincides

with the growing numbers of postcolonial and/or Marxist theorists like Gayatri Spivak, Michael

Hardt and others who see the celebration of hybridity as powerless, even complicit, in the further-

ing of new manifestations of imperial power.12

Nevertheless, Clarke’s essay provides a point of departure for further discussion, namely on two

counts: that he recognizes that there are several kinds of hybridities and also how the term easily

plays into essentialist perceptions that mimic those of the colonial past. Clarke, however, perceives

hybridity as problematic in that it is fraught with the anxiety of having to “reconcile the incompat-

ible” and like Araeen, but in milder vein, he finds fault with its tendency to reify essentialist 

thinking.13 My own view is somewhat different for where he sees the dangers of hybridity in its

furthering of crystallized narratives about the West or China, I argue that the construct of hybridity

has already emptied of meaning by essentialist thinking uncertain in its direction. In my view,

the theory of the hybrid in contemporary visual arts discourse has been excessively iterated to the

point where it eventually becomes neutralized, almost emptied of meaning. Such iteration shuts

out other interpretations of the city, even when they are explicitly expressed in visual art that takes

the city for its subject.





Thus, one of the more serious problems with the kind of hybridity deployed with a consciousness

of postcolonial theory is that it has become based upon a certain kind of essential thinking

premised upon an oppositional relationship between the colonizer and the colonized. Ironically

enough, such thinking mirrors the imperialist celebration of the privileged native voice for 

postcolonial readings of hybridity frequently presume that only those from, or within the borders

of Hong Kong, the local site, are said to have any claims to reflexivity at all. At the same time, such

readings are often unaware of what literature scholar Shih Shu Mei describes as the possible 

complicity of anti-colonial thought with the nationalist zealotry endorsed by the mainland

regime.14 And last, but not least, postcolonial-inflected theories of hybridity do not address the

colonial aspect of Hong Kong itself, not only in terms of the neo-colonial identity of capital-rich

Hong Kong towards the mainland as delineated in the analysis of those who argue “northbound

colonialism,” but also in terms of Hong Kong’s imposition of its urban self, or the tyranny of the

city onto the individual.15 Here I am thinking of the visceral graffiti markings of Tsang Tsou Choi,

the self-styled “King” (or sometimes “Emperor”) of Kowloon, the message of protest hardly 

desisted with the evacuation of the official presence of the British colonial regime and Tsang 

continued to deface various public structures even after the Handover. By using the word “deface,”

I emphasize the effect of his blunt words and visually stark, handwritten texts to erase, or perhaps,

efface the face of institutional power regardless of its origins, a metaphorical protest against the

colonization of the individual forced to operate according to the conditions laid out by the city.

The violence of Tsang’s thick black characters is also an acknowledgment of the futility of resistance

to the regime that is the city itself, which will reshape and redirect all individual trajectories that

lie within its boundaries.

Partially due to the essentialist kinds of thinking behind it, the construct of hybridity as influenced

by postcolonial theory does not do enough to emphasize the ongoing marginalization of

contemporary Hong Kong art within a larger context of contemporary art, although critic Nikos

Papastergiadis has acknowledged that the value of the hybrid fluctuates on the dual axes of

inclusion and exclusion.16 The currency of Hong Kong art in the capitalist art market is practically

non-existent because it lacks the kind of perceived and acceptable signs of authenticity demanded

by the imperialist nature of the capitalist art world market. Foremost among these signs is the

indication that the work was made by a Chinese artist bodily present within the geographical

space of China. Symbiotically related to this is the necessity of having to include explicit, sometimes

excessive indications of a political consciousness, something which Hong Kong artists have only

been credited with during the time of the handover. There are also other supporting reasons 

for this exclusion, including the exclusion of Hong Kong on the basis of its regional difference,

the scarce documentation available in English on contemporary Hong Kong art and the startling



Figure 2. Jamesen Law, Getting Used to Run, 1998, video stills



absence of art criticism or art publications in Hong Kong, save for sundry newspaper reviews

more akin to descriptions and the limited circulation of what Tsang Tak Ping deems “experiments

in art publication” like the defunct publications Workshop and Dislocation, both of which focused

on photography, and E+E.17

In addition, Hong Kong visual art is rarely included in exhibitions of Chinese art. Even in the

recent Guangzhou Triennale which was less a short-term survey than an exhibition that confirmed

the existence of a canon of contemporary Chinese art, there were no displays of work by Hong

Kong artists at all, despite the proximity of Hong Kong to Guangzhou, the large numbers of Hong

Kong artists with ties to Guangdong, and the staging of its opening symposium at the Hong Kong

Museum of Art. An exception to this unspoken rule of exclusion was the seminal Inside/Out,

curated by Gao Minglu, which had a section on Hong Kong art, although its addition was awkward

and inadequately conceptualized. In the catalogue for the exhibition, gallerist and curator Johnson

Chang Tsong Zung observes the existence of a dilemma positing “modern” Chineseness against 

a marginalized “Hong Kong” Chineseness.18 His observation implies that there is a common bond

of Chineseness in operation, but the singularity of how that Chineseness has been alternately 

interpreted in Hong Kong art puts it at odds with what is presumed to be Chineseness of a regular,

mainstream and thus, of a manifestly acceptable nature without the burden of modifying prefixes.

Here, the subimperial relationship between the dominant of the dominated and their periphery

posited by Marshall Johnson and Fred Yen Liang Chiu seems to be at work, a contradiction to

“northbound colonialism” that strikes a severe contrast to the economic disparity between 

Hong Kong and the mainland.19 

This said, however, Ip Iam Chong warns that this exclusion of Hong Kong has been often been

interpreted to serve a kind of “victim” mentality that is subsequently glorified, an interpretation 

he strenuously opposes.20 I agree with Ip’s cautionary statement but less on the basis of rejecting

the valorization of the victim margin mentality per se, than the potential of this rejection to force

other considerations of hybridity for Hong Kong than that which has been articulated within 

both postcolonial discourse with its language of polarity and struggle as well as the older, and thus

more entrenched kind of nominal hybridity that thinly conceals the East/West binary. Depictions

of the city in contemporary visual art nihilistically repel the imposition of any models of rational-

ization, including the kind of systemized logic behind more incisive uses of the construct of

hybridity. London-based critic Sarat Maharaj writes of the untranslatability of the other, but I

wonder whether there is any text to translate at all, for text implies a level of readability which



Figure 3. Kacey Wong, Drift City, 2001, installation views from the 2001 Hong Kong Biennale



often does not exist, whether through literal illegibility or paradoxically, through the extreme

porousness of a given work deliberately left open to any interpretation.21 Chow, in discussing 

the poems of Leung Ping Kwan, uses bricolage as a term to describe the fragmented nature of his

poems which mirrors the similar rapid cut montages found in a disproportionate number of

works based in video or photography.22 I do not challenge her reading, but in visual art, it is the

void of indecipherability produced by this bricolage that is of note, rather than the blending that

bricolage itself suggests.

Accordingly, what is more evident in Hong Kong visual art is an enactment of the void of illegibility

constructed from several elements, including, but absolutely not limited to (to the point where I

hesitate to mention the following lest they be digested as the only characteristics of Hong Kong art)

colonial impositions whether Chinese, Japanese or British, the relationship of the artist to the

notion of the city and much less frequently the nation, a deep, personal specificity, and a viscerally

mutative kind of identity. Lee Ka Sing’s City at the End of Time (1992) is a digitally altered photo-

graph made for Leung’s book of poems of the same name with a multiple layering of images 

ranging from aerial maps of the city to iconic Chinese figures of divinity (fig. 1). What results is 

a visually unreadable work. The images are jumbled, pieced together with no easily discernible

rationale, forming a kind of illegibility that does not simply pay homage to postmodern 

consciousness, but that is a response of resistance to what Johnson Chang calls the overall “trans-

parency” of the city as it is grounded in obvious pragmatism.23 This illegibility is also a kind of

opacity, reflective of the opacity produced by the apathy found in the city, and which was paradox-

ically borne out of the transparency which Chang speaks of. As Lee states, “my works are not 

political…they deal with a lot of grey area[s], personal feeling[s], friendships…But I must admit

that everything is political and [so] they are very subject to those kinds of interpretations.”24 The

postcolonial term for this statement might be “ambivalence” but the apparent contradiction in

Lee’s statement is more rooted in a perceived need to resist the transparency of certain external,

political agendas to which the city is vulnerable, but also to the indifference from within.

Hence, while there have been many persuasive allegorizations of Hong Kong in film, I have 

reservations of the validity of these discussions as applied to visual art. This is because most visual

artworks, unlike many films, pledge allegiance neither to the polemicism of political challenge 

nor the expectations of what the viewer desires Hong Kong to be. In Jamsen Law’s single-channel

video from 1998, Getting Used to Run, the artist uses archival footage of scenes of the city taken

from the 1960s and 1970s and at certain junctures, the work assumes the appearance of anthropo-

logical montage frantically spliced together (fig. 2). The speed of the moving images operates as a

symptom of the extent to which the search for an urban identity, and possibly its futility, is denoted.

There are plenty of scenes of the city, to be sure, but the general evocation of high velocity move-

ment only allows the viewer an instantaneous glimpse that quickly dissolves into optical effluvium.

In my previous essay, I read the work as a symptom of hypermobility and insinuated that Hong

Kong was defined by a lack of commitment to the city.25 This reading was concomitant to the

almost overpoweringly alluring notion of Hong Kong as a site of disappearance as invoked by 

cultural theorist Ackbar Abbas.26 Now, however, I feel that this reading was mistaken because of

its possible allusion to the idea that Hong Kong can only be defined by its relationship to outside

national powers.

To be sure, the impact of external regimes cannot be ignored, but I strongly assert that the city

cannot be read in terms of an exclusive relationship to these regimes unless we are satisfied with a

deeply myopic perspective on the city. Many, if not most, contemporary works, particularly video





and photography, are heavily predicated upon the process of the search, or of the act of wandering

as delineated in Local Orientation, a video work completed in 1998 by Sara Wong Chi Hang.

Here, the artist attempts to walk a straight line from Para/Site, located just west of the central 

business district in Sheung Wan, to various equidistant points. Rather obviously, this proves to be

an impossible task since buildings, walls, streets and structures designed to regulate the flow of

traffic are always in her way. The work is a performance of how different narratives, as denoted by

the structures, streets and people that obstruct her walk, have imposed themselves upon the city in

no fathomable order. Yet Local Orientation circumvents the tendency of the invocation, or rather,

given the collective appeal of hybridity in most discussions of Hong Kong culture, incantation of

hybridity to highlight the difference of the city. The artist states that she is not interested in a

direct reading of the city:

I started this work because I asked myself, “where is Para/Site?” But I didn’t want to answer my own

question in such a straightforward way because that’s not interesting to me. I think that you can get a

more accurate and deeper reading of a place by its side elements, its secondary elements, the things

that are overlooked [and] not the main, or core aspects.27

Wong chooses to launch her exploration of the city from its metaphorical inside (the space of

Para/Site which is in some sense, of her, or part of her) to the outside (streets, buildings, a scene 

of Victoria Harbour), but the trajectory is barely recognizable, even to those whose sense of the

contemporary is specifically framed by the places she films. Consequently, the work denies the

tourist’s gaze that inflects even postcolonial formulations of hybridity.

In this work, the city is framed solely by the artist’s own line of vision, both figuratively and literally.

But by this, I am not referring to her position as a “native” of Hong Kong for I want to avoid the

pro-nativist leanings that Ip criticizes in his readings of other cultural theorizations of Hong

Kong, namely Chow’s privileging of postcolonial self-writing and Leung Ping Kwan’s elevation of

the marginal narrative as the only true kind of Hong Kong story.28 I am only trying to underscore

the personal nature of the work that elides the epic narratives of colonization and capitalism in

which the work might easily be collapsed. In this regard, Leung’s enumeration of the resistance of

the marginal narrative to its more epic counterpart is helpful, for it illuminates the scale of Wong’s

narrative and perhaps even the identity of the city as a dominant regime that threatens to engulf

the individual. It could even be argued that the city performs the role of the colonial state to the

extent that it attempts to impose its presence on every aspect of the urban dweller whereby even

the most simple of activities, such as walking, becomes a veritable obstacle course, a contest of

wills between the individual and the city.

Local Orientation, however, greatly differs from the marginal voice that tries to augment its visibility

through a rhetoric of denial that capitalizes upon Hong Kong’s denied cultural presence. Many of

Wong’s works are derived from her occupation as a landscape architect and the formal description

of marginality in her works is the slippage that occurs when a two-dimensional city plan is rein-

scribed into a work showing that plan in three-dimensional imagery as in Local Orientation

or vice versa, as is the case with the follow-up, Internal Orientation (1999). In the latter, the image

appears to be a geometric pattern applied onto a broad space, but Wong comments that the pattern

is actually a map of the city, the lines corresponding to streets, and the shaded blocks to the partic-

ular contours of various buildings. She notes that “the works are meant to be read in any way. I

wanted the audience to look at the city from a variety of angles, and approaches. I don’t want to

force an interpretation onto the viewer.”29 Although almost all theorists on Hong Kong have taken

pains to point out the complexity in theorizing any notion of the city, they have also tried to 







systemize the city via notions of the third space, disappearance, and the like that presumes a

degree of clarity absent in Hong Kong visual art that takes the city as its subject. Paradoxically,

Wong’s intent to render the work hyper-legible inadvertently produces an image of the city that is

entirely illegible.

In Kacey Wong’s Drift City, this same kind of openness results in the resistance of the city to any

particular reading (fig. 3). The work is a combination of performance and interactive installation,

the former comprised of Wong’s masquerade in a cardboard skyscraper costume which he calls his

“Personal Skyscraper.” In the exhibition of this work at the 2001 Hong Kong Biennale, Wong

paraded in this costume in the museum floor, encouraging passerby to build their own villages 

or cities with wooden blocks and glue provided for this purpose. The end result that was the “city”

built by the audience was an amorphous, convoluted structure with no end or beginning, but a 

definite sense of the act of enthusiastic construction. As the artist comments with regard to his

reasons behind staging the project:

It’s [Drift City] the only time you can really build anything. Normal citizens can’t build in Hong Kong

because of building ordinances. Who can build, then? Architects can build, real estate developers,

people with zoning permits. And they are controlling the world we live in, it’s not like living in a village

where there’s no law and I can build my house, you can build yours and the space between our houses

is the street.30

The work runs a definite risk of being conflated into the privileging of the native criticized by Ip,

as it stresses the importance of having each viewer build his or her own home as a progressive 

gesture of grassroots resistance against the regulated urban regime that refuses organic growth.

Another risk it runs, through the subsequent wanderings of Wong as the “Personal Skyscraper,”

is the reification of the mobility paradigm, similar to the risk incurred by Getting Used to Run.

This paradigm threatens to become complicit with the construct of hybridity as a bridge between

East and West.

But although there is present a consciousness of the site of Hong Kong and the tyranny of the city

as manifested by conditions such as the inability to build unless one has the privilege of capital or

regime-granted access, and the desire to see the city in terms of one facet of its identity as a port 

of call, there is no explicit reference to any of these aspects at all. It is the idea of the city that is

paramount, and the shadow of its dominance submerges its inhabitants. Returning to the notion

of illegibility, there is a palpable tension between the knowledge that Wong is basing his work 

on his experience of Hong Kong versus the anonymous form of a city that his experience finds

expression. The result is a perennial abyss between the two, produced by a lack of adherence to

either side. The abyss, or the emptiness, is almost utopian in the sense that it is beholden to 

nothing, although Wong confesses that “although the city is inescapable, we don’t want to really

want to leave the city. It is way too convenient, [and] exciting.”31

When it comes to discussing contemporary Hong Kong visual art that takes for its subject 

Hong Kong, then, is the construct of hybridity defunct? Is its efficacy as a strategy of postcolonial

resistance threatened by the voracious gaze of the tourist and genericized by eager overuse? Or

have they already been permanently emptied of meaning altogether, their usefulness beyond

recall? Can hybridity be saved as a useful theoretical construct? Although the meaning of hybridity

has been diluted in curatorial and critical circles to the degree that the viewer must constantly

question the motives and reasons behind its use, I do not believe that hybridity should be 

discounted altogether given that the rationale behind its initial use is still very much present.



But whether to discard the construct does not seem to be the point. What is more pressing at this

moment is how new critical possibilities might be generated through its vigorous reconsideration.

Such reconsideration must also happen in order for the construct of hybridity to more accurately

reflect the kind of subjectivities discussed in visual art that talks of the city and of the kind of

contemporaneity in which they function.
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The term “globalization” was first used in economic circles before being expanded and penetrating

into other fields. In today’s world, where all knowledge and behavior are being globalized, contem-

porary art is apparently not an exception. Before delving into artistic issues, we have to look at

economic and even political factors to gain a clearer understanding of the relationship between

globalization and contemporary art. There have been numerous discussions about globalization.

To comprehend globalization, consider, as a convenient example, Hello Kitty—a hot item Taiwan

shoppers feverishly rushed to purchase last year. Originally designed in Britain, Hello Kitty attained

its maximum popularity in Japan, which acquired the right to develop the line. Hello Kitty toys

were then manufactured in and exported from China and marketed and sold by the American-

headquartered McDonald’s to receive an unprecedented and overwhelming response from 

the Taiwan public. We can come up with some important concepts about globalization:

1. It is both commercial and cultural. Vendors’ efforts to create, through the media, an accepted

and identifiable image of trueness, happiness, youthfulness and nobility have driven consumers to

buy into the image.

2. It is both international and local. The imported Hello Kitty can wear traditional Chinese or

local dress, and can strike a pose on Chihsi (the Chinese Valentine’s Day), to satisfactorily display

its localized meaning.

3. It is both imported and exported. It is a result of following market mechanisms and free trade

rules, as multinational corporations move their capital across the borders of states and nations.

Hello Kitty is not an openly avowed product of globalization—unlike Nike, McDonald’s, Coca-Cola,

IBM, and Microsoft—which can, with the help of globalization, reach out further without impedi-

ments. These international brands, however, have been part of our lives ever since our childhood.

They should no longer pose a threat to us. Why, then, are people so concerned and uneasy about

our joining the World Trade Organization?

In the past few years, a focus for discussions has been the advantages and disadvantages of

Taiwan’s participation in the WTO, which is actually a “transnational” economic union of nations

under American auspices. By stressing openness, freedom, and development, and by opposing

closedness, monopolies, and exclusiveness, its purpose is to break down the boundaries formed 

by regional and national borders, allowing commodities and goods to flow between nations free 

of obstacles.

Facing a combination of carrot and stick, shall Taiwan join the WTO? We have, in fact, no alterna-

tive. If we elect not to join, we will be excluded from the international market and eventually be

marginalized out of the WTO. On the other hand, if we decide to join, we will be subject to the

existing rules made up by the world powers and will inevitably be “tamed.” Of the two, the latter

still leaves us room to survive. It is, therefore, more realistic and practical to remain obedient.

   
  
-  ⁄    





In relation to the question to join or not to join, many people are optimistically positive in terms

of national growth and media opinion. Nevertheless, a large number of people remain pessimisti-

cally suspicious as far as social and cultural studies are concerned. In the contemporary art 

community, it seems that globalization has not yet been the focal point of discussion. No strong

voices—either for or against it—have been heard. Perceptibly, we have long been involved in 

globalization without even being aware of it. Or, we are just slow in understanding or perception.

  

Internationalization and globalization differ because the former deals with nation-to-nation 

relations, while the latter has overstepped national boundaries with little regard for nation states.

As the Internet becomes more popular, information interflow more frequent, market dependency

more intimate, economic ethics more homogeneous and cultural interchange more pervasive, an

architecture where nation states occupy the center positions has been gradually disintegrating.

When nation states are decentralized, the world will come to be a big, harmonious family.

By promoting freedom and obeying market mechanisms, globalization aims at dismantling the

rules imposed on markets by states and societies. Consequently, different “localities” will be estab-

lished. Those who support globalization often emphasize thinking locally and acting globally. This

mode of basing a global perspective on local identification not only respects cultural differences

but also paves the way for a symphonious performance. Who can say no to such an approach?

The highly developed information media has eliminated the spatial distances, while the advance-

ment of capitalism has freed the flow of monetary transactions. Ubiquitous networks and markets

are the results of quantum leaps in technologies and economies. As the outcome of an historical

evolution, they can neither be regulated nor disobeyed. Each locality will swim with the tide to

survive and grow, becoming part of a globalized world.

  

Globalization should be specifically referred to as a globalized market or hegemony. Any history,

culture, time, or space that hinders the free market operation will be removed. Adhering to this

conceptual vision will result in marketized nations, politics, societies, and cultures. Art, of course,

is no exception.

From a relativity perspective, freedom and hegemony must have their opposite parts to form a

complete market. In a globalized system, the United States and other G8 nations enjoy—as the

central core—absolute freedom. They are the active rule-setters, while nations in other regions just

passively follow the rules. The decline of nation states happens to developing and underdeveloped

peripheral countries. Meanwhile, are the superpowers who inspect human rights conditions and

weapons possessions in other nations and force countries to legislate intellectual property laws

and frequently implements economic sanctions, getting ever stronger?

The globe is a huge market. Small countries sell their manual labor, whereas large countries sell

their intellectual power and rights. Even in light and service industries, only a few top nations can

own such multinational brands as Kentucky Fried Chicken, Starbucks, Giorgio Armani, Barbie

Doll or Sotheby’s. Products can be manufactured by the multinationals in Thailand and sold in





Indonesia, produced in Taiwan and sold in Japan, or even fabricated in China and resold in China.

Globalization, as the United States views it, is a guarantee for unrestricted market access.

In addition to access channels, product globalization depends on brand image and sales strategy.

Novelty, originality, popularity, intelligibility, rapidity and consumability. All these are best 

mastered by the Hollywood movie industry, which constantly creates such popular attractions 

as The Time Machine, Robocop, Jurassic Park and Harry Potter. Only those movies produced 

by Hollywood sell well across the globe. The success achieved by Ang Lee and the red-hot status

gained by Jet Li and Yun Fat Chow are all because they are part of the system.

    

With the advent of a globalized hegemony, contemporary art has entered the logic of a market 

that seeks out and pursues novelty, variety, and speed. By organizing internationally renowned

biennales and expositions, artists from all over the world are brought together to communicate,

in their own accents, and to discuss issues of common concern.

These international biennale forums accentuate multiplicity and diversity. Yet, to share ideas,

people from different regions have to use accented American English in their conversations. At 

the request of curators, many local features are incorporated into exhibitions. Art biennales are

run like expositions, where non-local artworks have to be mutated into market priced cultural

commodities in order to be circulated. As a result, they resonate within a similar language.

Contemporary art stresses globalization. Although coming from all parts of the world, art works

are created with a very homogeneous desire and in a very homogeneous environment and include

fantastical formational structures, pleasurable interactive participation, dialectic narrative 

techniques, and representational cultural collages. Visitors to various biennales leave with a similar

impression, finding only minor differences in a largely identical world. This resembles what

McDonald’s has done to highlight local taste in its menu.

As contemporary art moves closer to the homogenization movement in Western culture, extremely

heterogeneous or even “reactionary” thinking and behavior will be accepted, modified and 

integrated, during those biennales into essential elements of globalization. The differences in 

culture not only complement the comprehensiveness of globalization but also justify the morality

of globalization in conquering new frontiers.

  

It is enjoyable to hear such beautiful phrases as: “establishing a platform that facilitates cross-

national exchange and dialogue,”“building up numerous spaces that embrace multiplicity and

diversity,” and “creating cultures that belong to both global and local populations.” These sound

like calls from Awakening from Delusion. Yet, we have to examine those words before putting 

them into use.

1. Globalization means a platform for the worldwide commercialization of culture. Most deals

made on this platform are unequal. The strong exploit the weak and the periphery collapses into

the center. In the nineteenth century, Karl Marx complained about the loss of personal indepen-

dence and characteristics in capitalist societies dominated by capital. “It has resolved personal





worth into exchange value, and in place of the numberless indefeasible chartered freedoms, has set

up that single, unconscionable freedom: free trade.”

2. The establishment of a platform for interchange has been a wish of the weak nations.

Around a round table sit the West and the East, the white people and the people of color. With

economic powers sitting as hosts, the former neither understand, care about, nor deal equally 

with the latter. For example, what will be the consequences of opening up the entire movie 

market? Is Taiwan capable of exporting movies? Only Hollywood has an unlimited capacity to 

sell its movies internationally.

3. Just like in the regular commercial market, a globalized cultural industry must also tend to be

standardized to allow easy measurements and transactions. During the Ministerial Conference of

the WTO in December 1999, protesters in Seattle streets raised signs reading: “The world is not a

commodity” and “People are not just consumers.” Art should not move towards homogeneity,

which often forms the basis for building a “platform.”

Not long ago, the faces of Chinese and Third World artists began to regularly show up at interna-

tional biennales, together with African-American, Asian and Latin American curators. It is quite

evident that the once-peripheral cultures and arts have squeezed onto the centre stage. Most of

them, however, have been able to participate internationally only because they have presented

themselves in universal languages and uniform patterns. Consequently, biennales held in different

cities share a similar look and are flooded with theme-park-type merchandise. Actual lived feelings

and differences are replaced by wonder and entertainment; peoples, homelands, social groups,

and sentiments are watered down, emptied or even terminated, resulting in highly homogeneous

contemporary art and a fading art world.

Out of respect—or curiosity—towards foreign cultures, or out of consideration for reinforcing the

economic dynamics of globalization, cultural differences are pleasantly featured in each biennale.

Those grand exhibitions, however, often satisfy the needs for information flow, entertainment

spending, image simulation and identification at the expense of banished individuality. In a sensual

daze of images, styles, wonders, puzzles and expectations, our understanding floats only on the

surface of consciousness. Thus, communicating with others seems more like comforting each

other with exoticism. During such interchange sessions, the deep structure of history, society, and

identity is subtly translated into activities in “an imaginary realm.” Such globalization processes

leave little room for real interaction, diversity, and heterogeneity.

In order to reach each and every corner of the world, the globalization of goods lays special

emphasis on localization. But, under the ridiculous spin of globalization of culture, localities 

have lost their own spirit of identity. They are colonized—in an unconscious state—by commercial

logic keeping things fresh and ever changing; being quick and cheap. Local people are being

reduced to mere consumers. Since Taiwan began to promote “industrialized culture and culturized

industry,” all organized events—whether Taipei’s International Art Festival, or Kaohsiung’s

International Container Arts Festival, or Kenting’s International Peninsula Art, or Hualien’s

International Stone Carving, or I-Lan’s International Children’s Folkgame Festival—appear to

have connected global and local efforts in their production of space. In essence, however, these 

festivals are art carnivals of little historic weight, geographic attachment, or cultural identity.

They are no different from the Taipei Biennale, which involves paid environmental experiences

either economic or cultural. They are neither local—similar shows are duplicated in different 



locations—nor global since very few artists participate, though they are featured in worldwide

exhibitions. If the government withdraws its generous financial support, the pillars of both 

globalization and localization will crumble to dust.

   

Globalization has gained the momentum of a rolling tsunami. We are told by famous scholars,

businesses, and the media that globalization is a tide of history that cannot be reversed. It has been

brought about by advancements in technology and the economy. On the other hand, we are also

informed by a number of social and cultural researchers, agricultural, industrial and environmental

organizations, and marginal academic publications that globalization is a way to rationalize market

tyranny. By dismantling nations and exploiting the weak, globalization carves out an unlimited

space for capitalism.

Different ways of thinking lead to different behaviors. In general, there are three major ways to

respond to globalization. First, we can follow the trend of globalization and become part of it,

which will enable us to catch up. Second, we can join and participate in the globalization process,

while protecting our own personality and culture by resisting hegemonies. Third, we can keep

away from the tide of globalization by not dancing to its rhythm, and hold our ground for individual

development in an absolutely free manner. Nonetheless, no sharply divided lines can be seen here

and no straightforward resistance is suggested. We are, after all, living in a globalized age.

Getting back to the topic of contemporary art in globalization, there are no more than the following

three ways to respond. First, we can acknowledge that the advanced regions are leading the current

trend, and push ourselves in the direction of global efforts. Second, we can join and participate 

in the current trend, while emphasizing our national and societal interests. Based on our national

and rural communities’ strength, we can confront the logic of global institutionization and 

marketization. Third, we can return to the basics of art by stressing personal inner experience and 

practice. To globalize or not, it involves a “system” extrinsic to life itself, which is by no means a

criterion in creating art.

The enthusiastic embracing of globalization is represented by mainstream contemporary art in

Taiwan. The Taipei Biennale and the International Art Village are two manifestations of this

enthusiasm. Globalization differs from the older forms of colonialism. It is difficult to manage, yet

not absolutely so. As long as we have the right strategies, proper implementations and sufficient

supports, it is probable that we can jump into the lead in the globalization process—even surpassing

such powers as America and Britain. Today, contemporary art in Mainland China is quite a 

phenomenon, so are the biennales in Istanbul, St. Paul, and Havana. Contemporary artists like 

Cai Guoqiang and Gu Wenda are rare finds even in the United States. The journey of globalization

is truly magnificent, but full of crises. Although, in the real world, dramatic success stories are 

not often heard, this is the most common and most desirable way to success. Unfortunately, an

even larger number of people will sacrifice their lives as cultural cannon fodder or bog themselves

down along the journey.

We should first join the globalization process before criticizing it, figuratively thrusting at its shield

with its spear. By appropriating the language commonly used in globalization, we can dig deeply

into life, living, and the environment to speak out for the times and social groups we are in, rather

than make general or vague statements. In this respect, contemporary artists in Mainland China

have created applaudable achievements. Among others, A Family of Three and One Hundred Signs







of the Demolition by Wang Jinsong, the series They by Hai Bo, Never Forget the Class Struggle, and

Bandi and his Panda by Zhao Bandi, all point out issues in their homeland, society, and history,

eliciting enormous resonance. In Taiwan, contemporary art has also made remarkable progress.

As an example, G8 Public Relationship and Consultation of Art Corp employs a farcical but sober

approach in its Ke Tsi-hai Show to push further the readymade concept originated by Marcel

Duchamp through the use of unusual people and events in Taiwan society. Is the emergence of

a “readymade man” a big jump forward or backward for contemporary art? It remains a question

worth pondering. As the discursive space of art criticism in Taiwan is increasingly rash, brief,

narrow, and flat (also globalized), no further studies have yet been done. The most powerful

means to address the globalization issue is to meet the challenge by using the logic of globalization.

This is what Chinese contemporary artists do best and what will most likely be the direction in

which we are heading.

Globalization does not necessarily extend to the whole globe. The mainstream exists because the

periphery exists. If some artists, despite the reality of globalization, adopt a non-participation and

non-resistance strategy in an attempt to avoid globalization, can their contemporary art subsist

and grow? History tells us that an art form surviving at the far edge or periphery will probably

become the future avant-garde art. However, artists must be able to bear solitude in creating this

kind of art. Zhou Sicong maintains a simple and elegant style in her ink paintings. Wang Keping

expresses his criticism in his wood sculptures. Shih Chin-hua practices his religion with his body

movements. Lin Chuan-chu paints stories about his family. In the Chinese world, there are quite 

a few artists willing to stay away from the mainstream. Faithful to themselves, they will not drift

with the tide. This legion of non-conformists is the reason why Chinese contemporary art has

been so impressive and diverse.



In this age of globalization, it is impossible to shut the door and keep everything out. Global 

interdependence is a fact that cannot be shied away from and must not be disputed. Then why

criticize globalization? Today, globalization advocates hold up the banner of freedom, equality 

and fraternity. In reality, however, they are chasing after an interest-oriented hegemony. There is 

a huge chasm between what they say and what they do. This elusive globalization has molded 

a lot of delusive contemporary art. From a Chinese or Taiwanese perspective, to raise reasonable 

questions and stage resistance seem indispensable. By criticizing the current globalization process

with a higher vision, we are not only in pursuit of a wonderful new world of diversity and equality,

but are defending the value of our own individual independence. This should also lay a foundation

for artistic quality.



During the development of Chinese contemporary art, architecture has long been overlooked.

The main reason that architecture has never been on display at any Chinese art exhibition in 

the past five decades is that architecture has always been considered an urban construction form

rather than a vision-related art form. Two architects, Tadao Ando and Zhang Yonghe, appeared 

at the Shanghai Biennale in 2000, marking the return of architecture within the category of art.

At the Biennale in 2002, one third of the participants were architects hailing both from China 

and abroad.
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Liang Shaoji, Six Directions, 2002, installation: cement, metal, bamboo. Courtesy of Yibo Gallery



The construction junction of a building

reflects the important constructional

character of a building and thus becomes

a key part of architecture. Like construc-

tion junctions, historical turning points

and cultural changes also play an 

important role. In architectural design,

functional and constructional junctions

are the basic factors but, in reality, they

have always been neglected. Junctions are

important, especially in the meeting

points of different components, materials,

structures, colours and forms, as well as

being the point where the new and the old

meet. Meanwhile, there are also junctions

of history, cultures, nationalities, religions

and regions. The “junction” is a point

d’appui that supports the building’s 

structure as well as its spirit. It is also 

the academic theme of the exhibition

Architectural Experiment of Chinese

Contemporary Art whose dual purpose is

to re-connect art and architecture and to

show artists’ understanding of architecture

and their attitudes. Artists are able to follow their imagination without the pressure of any 

commercial influence in their pursuit to connect architecture with art. How to incorporate China’s

contemporary art into architecture, and the reverse process, are very important to architectural

art, and thus have become the academic goal of this exhibition.

The historical changes of architecture of yesterday, today and tomorrow are the key links of

contemporary architecture, as well as architecture’s intersections with politics and economy. All 

of these architectural junctions form the basic landscape of Chinese cities. But reality conflicts

with ideals in the junctions between the East and the West, history and real life, public and private 

ownership, power and individuality. These conflicts exist in the current urban planning and 

construction in China, especially in the present-day tidal wave of real estate development. European

architectural style has been introduced in big and medium-sized Chinese cities, even in towns and

in the countryside. Western style has been incorporated into original urban planning and Chinese

traditional architecture in an awkward way. Why has this so-called “Western style” become so 

popular in Chinese architecture? Is it because of the Chinese people’s admiration, imagination and

dream of Western classical culture and modernization? Is it for self-comfort and self-satisfaction,

or does it represent the common aesthetic standards among the Chinese? If so, it is the reason 

why Chinese lack confidence in their own tradition and human-friendly architecture? 

Architecture has two meanings in China today. One is the sweeping modernization taking place

from the big cities to the countryside. This process involves urban planning, re-structuring 

and distribution of land resources. With the appearance of new gathering centres, office hubs,

commercial circles and entertainment centres, city centres and outskirt areas have expanded.

In these terms, architecture is linked closely to those large or symbolic buildings that are the 



Shi Yong, Expression When Flying High, 2002, installation (AV Technology by 
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outcome of urban planning and construction. Secondly, in the past ten years, the purchasing of

a house or of an apartment has become an increasingly relevant issue among common people’s

lives. With the development of old parts of a city and the improvement of the living environment,

buying a new apartment or house is on the agenda of almost every family and individual. We are

currently witnessing the largest house purchasing movement in Chinese history. To most people,

architecture here is not “architecture” but a “house” or “apartment,” which is so intimately related

to everyone. In the past, people either had their own houses built or they were distributed by the

government; now they buy houses like they would buy any other commodity. However, most 

people still don’t have a complete concept of architecture; in many people’s eyes houses are simply

homes to live in. Why? It is because to most people a house or an apartment, either with two 

bedrooms and a living room or with three bedrooms and two living rooms, is just a shelter for a

family and they care more about the space available rather than the aesthetic factors.

The Chinese architectural industry now enters its golden age and the country, from north to

south, has become the largest construction site in the world. The process showcases the prosperous

national construction, but also reveals the fact that the new buildings are set up at a great cost: the

loss of regional cultures and historical characteristics. Architectural industry development boosts

the growth of other related industries including materials, transportation and labour force. It also

combines political characteristics with architects’ individualities and regional features. Another

long existing problem in China is that small and medium-sized cities copy the big cities, counties

and towns copy the cities and villages copy the towns and counties. Once there is a problem in 

the urban planning and construction in the big city, it will immediately spread to all the cities,

counties, towns and villages and influence the decisions for planning and construction there.

China used to be proud of its different architectural characteristics and styles in different regions

and among different ethnic groups. Today, the uniform model in urban planning and architecture

has been killing both Chinese culture and traditional architectural styles. The contradiction

“inherent within the construction of new buildings and the preservation of the old ones is the

Ai Weiwei, Crossing Long Tables, 2002, installation. Courtesy of Yibo Gallery





most serious problem in the current Chinese

architectural industry, which involves

numerous issues of culture, history, religion

and customs.

A typical example is Suzhou City. Streets,

lanes and stone bridges as well as the old

buildings of the Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing

dynasties built along the several-kilometer-

long river were all torn down to give way to 

a new main road running through the city.

Thousands of Suzhou citizens wrote to the

National People’s Congress to stop this

absurdity. China Central Television Station

also invited famous scholars to call for an

immediate action to preserve the old city. All

these appeals were in vain. The irreplaceable

historical remains in the city were still torn

down in the end. The UNESCO officials

stressed during their inspection visit to Suzhou that based on the fact that the city tore down the

historical buildings and streets to build the new road, UNESCO would not accept the city’s 

application for “World Cultural Remains” in the name of “Suzhou Ancient City.” The new road

not only cuts deeply through the city’s more than 2,500 years of history, it also impedes tourists

who want to trace old Suzhou City by following the “Ping River Map” of the Song Dynasty.

Suzhou is known for its wandering canals and the old buildings built along the banks, but now,

all these are replaced by a modern transportation system. Is this situation, awkward to both the

past and the current, the junction of history and reality? 

Meanwhile, in Shanghai, the urban architecture with its centenary history is widely known 

as “The International Fair of Architectures,” where varied architectural styles and distinctive 

cultural features form the main character of the city. Throughout China’s architectural and 

historical transitions, the variety of Shanghai’s architecture is especially prominent and stands out

for its incorporation of Western architectural patterns in modern and contemporary eras. With 

an open attitude, locals live, work, and have fun in these various dated buildings representing

styles from all over the world, and diverse life-modes and residential customs have come into

being. If “modern Shanghai” is the mark of Shanghai in the 1930s, then in recent decades Shanghai

seems to inherit this essence, and has miraculously created a unique modernity alongside the

Huang Pu River.

In this fast changing era, architecture in my memory represents the cognition of architectural 

history’s remains and the recollection of the history of relations between people and architecture.

However, nowadays the urban architecture in Shanghai erected during the past century has been

removed step by step, causing historical architecture and roads to fade away every day. Therefore,

many buildings, which are the symbols of Shanghai and also the masterpieces of its architectural

history, have lost their positions in Shanghai due to a lack of rational planning. For example, the

Park Hotel, which stood as the highest building in China for more than a half century, is now 

surrounded by a group of brand new buildings of poor-quality, and this splendidly stretching

building suddenly crouches like an old lady; the Grand Theater, the embodiment of art deco 

Xiao Yu, People Walk Up, Water Flows Down, 2002, installation. 
Courtesy of Yibo Gallery





architecture, looks shabby and out of date with so many houses and billboards clustered around it.

In a location less than fifty meters to the former Racing Club, rises the highest building in Puxi,

Tomorrow Square, shaped like a rocket, and Ciro’s Plaza, also a piece of deconstruction architecture.

They should be the buildings symbolizing different times, and should have been able to add glory

to Shanghai, but, isn’t it ironic that when these buildings stand together, they end up offsetting

each other’s value and significance? It can be concluded that those newly raised buildings are a

visual breach to Shanghai’s outstanding architecture in modern and contemporary times, as well

as representing a destructive subversion to the culture of Shanghai’s old city zone layout. Is such

linkage among these old and new buildings also the ideal junction for Shanghai’s urban planning

and its architecture?

I used to attribute the problems of

China’s architectural design to the

tough restrictions imposed on

Chinese architects by administrative

system and decrees. However, during

the last two years, through my 

observation of architectural designs

or design proposals of the so-called

successful architects and excellent

young architects currently in China,

as well as various exhibitions related

to architecture, I feel disappointed.

Why? These architects themselves are

full of collegial worship of books and conceptualization as well as stylization of the contemporary

architectural theories, while they lack distinctive creativity and artistic style. The present overall

level of the architectural circle is similar to the stage when we imitated Western contemporary art

during the ‘85 art movement. Both the architectural concepts and their practice seem more 

imitative than imaginative, and have not reflected the characteristics of the present developing

trail of Chinese architecture.

In view of such a cultural background, Architectural Experiment of Chinese Contemporary Art has

invited fifteen contemporary Chinese artists to discuss the central issues related to architecture

such as: architecture’s relations to people, society, life, concepts, future, and ideals. Giving full play

to artistic imagination, the artists are to deeply study architecture and its link to humanity from 

a non-architect angle. Such practice of contemporary artists is different from that of architects 

and its importance lies in unrestrained imagination and the possibility to create and improve

architecture. Thus emerges the significance of artists joining the contemporary architectural tide,

which indicates that the mutual conjunction between art and architecture can be perfectly 

incorporated. This is the invisible junction.

Just as this is an initiative of China’s contemporary art to conduct its incorporation with architec-

ture, the same situation applies to Chinese real estate agencies’ incorporation with the enterprise

culture. It has been ten years since the establishment of the Shanghai Lian Yang Group. This group

holds a leading position in Chinese real estate circles through its strategic transition from a 

comprehensive utilization of land to the incorporation of culture and ecology in real estate 

development. During recent years, Lian Yang Group has collected a lot of domestic and overseas

artwork, which has caught the attention of all circles of society. It has also built the Lian Yang
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Architecture Art Museum, which is inaugurated today on the group’s tenth anniversary. This is a

very rare investment in enterprise culture within China’s real estate circles. Knowing that cultural

construction investment is limited in China, what makes a real estate agency, most often seen as 

a ruthless wealth seeker, so willing to invest in the construction and development of this 

architecture museum?

Speaking from the economic point, during the initial period of accumulation of capital, profit can

be rapidly enhanced only through fierce exploitation. However, estate entrepreneurs with great

foresight usually take into account not only the present opportunities and profits; they also consider

the junction between architecture and the future, which is of course culture. The investment in

enterprise culture can, on the one side, promptly improve the enterprise’s image and quality in

society; on the other side, and this is from the viewpoint of enterprise development, it represents

an investment in the enterprise’s future, adding vitality and impetus for it to develop under the

cultural effect. If that is true, then the Lian Yang Architecture Art Museum should be the illustra-

tion for Chinese contemporary enterprise culture. Therefore, it serves not only the need for a 

positive image of enterprise culture, but also the need of Shanghai to find its pattern for cultural

construction as an international metropolis. After Shanghai’s successful bid for World Expo 2010,

the junction of Shanghai’s urban construction has extended from 6 million km of its urban area to

63 million km of its whole territory. At the same time, the junction of the metropolitan economic

circle in Shanghai expanded a further 15,000 km, including Suzhou, Wuxi, Changzhou and

Jiaxing. It will also reach out to the whole area of the Yangtz River Delta with 90,000 km. As a

result, the magnetic elevated trains or light rails from Nanjing and Hangzhou to Pudong Airport

will be brought into a “one-hour circle.” As the junction of Shanghai’s urban construction and

economic circle stretches out every day, Shanghai will lose many beautiful and vivid junctions if

there isn’t a parallel and simultaneous growth of art and culture. From this perspective, Lian Yang

Architecture Art Museum has already become one of the cultural junctions for constructing the

future metropolis of Shanghai, and from now on will steadily release its own fascination and

potential far beyond the initial enterprise, until it will eventually turn into the foundation for the

incorporation of Chinese contemporary art and architecture.

Yan Lei and Fu Jie, Project II, 2002, installation. Courtesy of Yibo Gallery





Over the last decade, Asian artists have gained substantial recognition in North America and

Europe with more visibility in museums, galleries and auctions than ever before. Although the 

reasons for this are manifold, one contributing factor has been the proliferation of biennales and

triennales outside of the usual art centres. These exhibitions have had the effect of decentralizing

art production while also introducing Asian artists to new international audiences. Examples of

this include the Fukuoka Asian Art Triennale in Japan, Asia-Pacific Triennale in Australia, Kwangju,

Media City, Seoul and Busan periodical exhibitions in South Korea, Guangzhou Triennale and

Shanghai Biennale in China and the Taipei Biennale in Taiwan.

In addition to exhibitions, critical writing has also developed exponentially. As guest editor for a

recent issue of Art Asia Pacific, I decided to extend the usual group of writers and artists involved

to include thirty curators, critics and scholars who each selected three artists to write about. The

sheer number of participants and their diversity of interests indicates a depth in the field perhaps

not possible nearly a decade ago when this magazine first began.

In recent years, New York has also witnessed a similar shift. One measure of this is the rise of Asian

and Asian American artists in museum and non-profit gallery exhibitions, which has seen an

increase of seventy-eight percent between the years 1992 and 2002. Over the same period, private

galleries in New York exhibited Asian and Asian American artists, with a survey of over two 

hundred galleries revealing two hundred and thirty-eight artists exhibited in 1992 and 993 artists

in 2002. Another relatively new development is the number of galleries that now focus exclusively

on Asian contemporary art, with the majority of these specializing in Chinese art.

The first Asian Contemporary Art Week staged in November last year across New York comprised

exhibitions, lectures, receptions and a major symposium staged at Asia Society titled “Looking

Ahead: Dialogues in Asian Contemporary Art.” The symposium hosted a wide range of speakers

including collectors, curators, artists and scholars from Asia, Europe and America.

The keynote address at the symposium was a conversation between Okwui Enwezor and Apinan

Poshyananda, two influential curators of international art. The rationale for this event was that

curators have been some of the key agents for change in the visual arts, notably the inclusion of

non-Western artists in exhibitions. This conversation, moderated by Vishakha Desai, Director of

the Asia Society and Museum, sought to explore some of the key issues in curatorial practice

today. For example, how do histories inform the way we look at contemporary art and to what

extent do exhibitions illustrate social, political and artistic ideas? Enwezor and Poshyananda’s

responses are significant for the personal insights they provide, with comments ranging from how

they became curators (since Enwezor studied political science and Poshyananda as an artist) to

their aesthetic values. The following transcript is an edited version of the conversation.

Melissa Chiu
Curator, Contemporary Art
Asia Society & Museum, New York
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Vishakha Desai: Good evening and welcome to the Asia Society. It’s really a great pleasure to see all

of you here this evening. I should say that it was almost ten years ago to the day that we organized

our first roundtable on contemporary Asian art. That moment was one of those moments when

you almost feel like, “My God! I wonder where we will go from here?” Little would we have

thought that we would be here today with as many of you interested in contemporary Asian art.

It’s a great honour for me to introduce two friends and colleagues, both of them truly stars in their

own right. Apinan Poshyananda is an artist and an art historian, one of the most distinguished

curators in contemporary Asian art, who has been involved with more exhibitions of contemporary

Asian art across the globe than almost anyone else. He has been a commissioner of biennales and

triennales whether you go to Japan, or Argentina or Brazil. He was a commissioner for the Asian

section of the São Paulo Biennale. He is a scholar and he’s also a prolific writer. He received his

Ph.D. from Cornell University and in fact it was soon after he received his Ph.D. and went back 

to Bangkok is when I had the opportunity to meet him in 1991. He was a member of the first

roundtable exactly a decade ago. He was also a curator of our own highly acclaimed

Traditions/Tensions exhibition and he will be curating our upcoming exhibition on Montien

Boonma, one of the very fine Thai artists who unfortunately passed away. Apinan is going to be

joined with Okwui Enwezor. I think it’s very hard to introduce Okwui because he truly has become

an international star. As some of you know, it was more than twenty years ago when he came to

this country. It was not to study art. It was to study political science. While Okwui was studying

political science, he started writing poetry and art criticism. As he started writing about art, soon
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Figure 1. Okwui Enwezor and Apinan Poshyananda, “Looking Ahead: Dialogues in Asian Contemporary Art,” Asia Society and Museum, New York,
November 8, 2002. Photo credit: Elsa Ruiz



it had to do with being around art and before you knew it, it was to really begin to organize 

exhibitions. He was, in fact, the art director of the Second Johannesburg Biennale and he has 

been involved in a number of other exhibitions. The one in New York you might be aware of is

Global Conceptualism in which he was the co-curator for the African section. He has also been a

founder and one of the editors of one of the most distinguished African art journals that began 

in the 1990s. Of course, he is most well-known for being the art director of Documenta XI,

the last Documenta. As a number of art critics have said, Documenta is to contemporary art what

Olympics are to the world of sports. So please join me in welcoming Apinan Poshyananda and

Okwui Enwezor.

Vishakha Desai: These two told me that one of them was going to come in a wheelchair. It has to

do with whether curators are actually challenged people, because they travel so much, both of

them. I thought I would start with the beginning of the awareness of contemporary art because

you really can’t talk about it as the beginning because as we all know, the contemporary art world

in the non-Euro-American centres has been going on for a long time. So it’s really only the 

beginning for the western art world, perhaps, in the 1990s. Both of you started more or less at that

time and I wonder if you might go back to that moment and talk a little bit about what it was like

then. How did it feel? Okwui, you were already in New York then and Apinan, you had just gone

back to Bangkok. What was your perception? What was it like? 

Okwui Enwezor: Well, it’s rather difficult to go back to the beginning because it means that by

going back one has to leave a number of things behind, in order to talk about the beginning. You

know, I think that for me the trajectory of coming to where I am today as a curator really is not

one straight path. It was many different paths, many different attachments, multiple attachments 

if you will, intellectually, culturally, politically and otherwise, and so in a sense I come to where I

am today with the idea of these multiple attachments deeply entangled with each other, and

informing the sense that in order to think historically in the present, that one in a sense has to

begin from the process of unlearning certain ideas that makes it quite burdensome to get into this

very incredibly heady space called the contemporary art world. I come from Nigeria and I come

from a place that has absolutely no museums such as we find in New York. I don’t think many

people here would appreciate that, especially from the perspective of what it means to think and 

to really look at art thoughtfully in a way that allows the possibility for that art to have an impact

on the way you experience it. So I must really say that the 1990s is not a beginning as it were. It is a

beginning only in terms of the way in which people’s trajectories are suddenly mapped, you know,

you arrive fully born, already fully formed and not as an infant. So I might say that it is an art

world I confronted, I engaged with, looking with a sideways glance, looking with a great sense of

preservation, a great sense of, shall I say, frustration, shall I say, envy, if you will, because I come

from a place that does not have a museum of modern art, that has no right in any sense of the

form to demand a critical space in those discourses that one saw in all those different museums.

What I saw was great and also what I saw was a world that seemed to me to have a certain type of

historical amnesia. My work as a curator began right from there. I mean, it was learning on the

job but to learn one has to really sort of come up with a makeshift toolkit, if you will. You have to

try whatever works in order to begin.

Vishakha Desai: Like guerrilla warfare?





Okwui Enwezor: Well, in a sense. I don’t quite see it as warfare in the sense that I really had no

sense I would end up being the curator I am today. It was really just, you know, a matter of a very

ad hoc movement—I get to make a slight intervention on behalf of my contemporaries, if you

will. I had lived in the United States since 1982 and I had worked in as many different kinds of

jobs you can imagine, you can say that I’m the quintessential American story, if you will. The

immigrant who comes and makes it, in a sense. So this is for me the beginning, the beginning of

really thinking, reading, and I saw the world in a transversal manner. I didn’t see the world in a

straight, rigorous, narrow manner. I saw the world in the context of the multiplicity of perspectives

that were right before me in New York, and that’s where I started working.

Vishakha Desai: Apinan, for you it’s about you really being in this part of the world and 

then going back.

Apinan Poshyananda: Like Okwui, I think I have to do a fast rewind back more than a decade

because I was born in Bangkok—we do have one or two museums in Thailand—but I left

Bangkok when I was ten, was sent to England to a prep school and forced to talk with a stiff upper

lip. Then I did my degree at Edinbourough University, a fine art degree which was a mix between

art history and fine arts. I did return to Bangkok wanting to be an artist actually. At the age of

twenty-eight, I won three national awards at the National Exhibition of Art and I thought my

career was going to be an artist. Then, mistakenly, I was given this fellowship to do a Ph.D. at

Cornell and I spent another five years there and I had to return to Bangkok because I had to repay

my university. That was 1990, you see. I met my wife at Cornell, got married. I was going to be a

civil servant, a teacher, an artist, a little bit, then something happened because this one curator

came along. I didn’t really know what it meant. I thought a curator was supposed to cure an artist,

you know? You know, massage the ego. I later found out it is vice-versa. Anyway, I had a trial of

curating at the National Art Gallery in Bangkok with seven Thai artists in 1991. And the second

exhibition I curated was representing Thai artists at the Sydney Biennale. Then I bumped into

Vishakha Desai in Bangkok and my life changed. It’s been a really great experience. During that

time I was working for the APT, the Asian Pacific Triennale in Brisbane that was going to open in

1993. The conference we had, in fact I was here almost ten years ago giving this similar speech, I

mean I was much younger then, but it was an experience—the roundtable discussion, because it

was so lively, so vibrant, and there was a lot of expectation in terms of what was going to happen.

During the two days of meeting at the roundtable discussion, it was almost like getting to know

you but not quite. Almost this gap where the testing the water was such that sometimes it went

very lukewarm, there were other times it went very hot. Because, you know, in these early days,

names, translation, ability to represent or not represent the passwords such as local, global, were

not clear. Vishakha suggested that something could happen in terms of exhibitions here in 

contemporary art. Here, ten years ago, I actually was quite rude because I ended my speech saying

to the Asia Society it’s about time to show living art. It’s time for art and Asian art to talk back 

and it talked back. Ten years since then it has really talked back and I’m so pleased and so proud 

of the Asian artists, the amount of leap—and I would call it leapfrogging—that they have done.

Vishakha Desai: I think that’s in a way what both of you are suggesting. This notion that “beginning”

is really something that is just beginning here but it is as you said, something fully arrived, kind of

an adult, but people don’t always treat you that way because of the historical amnesia. I wonder if

you could talk a little bit more about that notion of historical amnesia that you refer to Okwui,

and I think to some extent that idea as if the art in other parts of the world hadn’t happened until

somebody else discovered it.





Okwui Enwezor: Well, for me the most instructive experience coming to the United States is first

and foremost learning that I was a minority and it really is, I think, something that transforms you

but at the same time in many ways remains disturbing, if you will. I’m in an exhibition The Short

Century which was here earlier this year and want to say, picture this, that in 1945, more than

three-quarters of the world were colonized. I mean, this was not three hundred years ago, this 

was in 1945. The sheer numbers of people, billions, and to think that post-1945 that the idea of

self-determination was not just simply a question of politics. It was a question of the affirmation

of a sense of self-understanding that has clear cultural, social and moral import. I think that 

coming to the United States was the challenge that I met. I come from a post-colonial world in

which people like Chinua Achebe and many other people were writing with such incredible force

and clarity that their work has also transformed what is known as literature in English. And why 

is that possible and not in the visual arts? This is a question and this is for me the gap of

understanding in talking productively in a trans-cultural sense that is the difficulty of this historical

amnesia. If anything I’ve been constantly insubordinate to the idea that my passage through the

contours of the so-called western society is one that I ought to be completely grateful for. I saw my

work as a possibility to open up a space of dialogue and equations and also to confront the limits

of the institutional domain within which we work. I carry some of these equations with me all of

the time because I think that it is ethical and demanding of us to think much more critically and

historically when we engage the world. When we make judgements about art, we do not really 

necessarily understand the motivation for making those works. What many people, I’ll use an

example, what many people may call political art here may in fact have a whole different historical

basis from which it arose. So what do I do? I don’t always begin by reading people’s catalogues. For

example, for The Short Century, the title came from my productive reading of Eric Hobsbawn’s

book The Age of Extremes. That’s where the title came from, The Short Twentieth Century. I wanted

to just imagine that if the twentieth century was that short, how short will the post-colonial world

be in this sense, post-1945? So this is for me the work across disciplines, to think productively

across genres and not to become too fixated on the idea that one singular way of experiencing 

and understanding art is passing through the wall of established categories.

Vishakha Desai: It’s sort of an interesting segway into curatorial practice and this idea of how one

makes decisions and what is the space of curatorial practice, especially in the kind of world we live

in today. It has as much to do with decisions artists make about the kind of work they make and

decisions that curators make about the kind of work they select and for whom and where and then

the decisions art critics make as well as the audiences make. I wonder if you, because you’ve kind

of referred, Okwui, to this notion of the gap that somehow in literature doesn’t seem to exist the

same way, but in the visual arts we seem to have an idea because it is historically determined, that

art must be transcendent. That art must be as, in fact, sometimes people have said “sublime.”

Therefore while we think about its historical basis, it must be beyond history at the same time. So

how does that work out? Especially in the contemporary art practices where things are colliding,

colluding and connecting at so many different levels. I wonder if, Apinan, you would talk about

curatorial practice.

Apinan Poshyananda: Yes, but before I forget, I’d like to return to amnesia because I think in Asia,

and we discussed this also, regarding that short period of colonization and the wounds of imperi-

alism still throbbing and many Asian countries which were colonized do want to forget this very

painful period. So it becomes a longing for nostalgia, the return of the pre-colonial period where

the ancestors, the forefathers, were there and this return actually leapfrogged back to that time 

of pain in order to reinvent what they had been missing and longing for. I think that for many





countries in Asia this time has also became a time of reinvention. This is where art and culture

came in and government created policies to promote certain kinds of art that could revive these

ideas of going back and looking at our own “true art” with pride and in a way creating a sort of

Asiancentric view of non-western purity and focusing on privileging what has been in the past.

This actually leads to how government has a certain control of what is to be presented and the

Asian Orientalist discourse by those who were in power at that time. [They] actually created a sort

of blockage where they were trained to look at contemporary art, in this case contemporary Asian

art, as something derivative. We have two prongs here where the western discourse may look at

contemporary Asian art as not excellent or third-rate from third-world but at the same time we

get the kind of feeling of inferior art within the Asian countries. But at the same time, there was

this idea of Asia as one that remerged. “Asia as one” or “unity within diversity” actually became a

motto for many countries that wanted their pride back, this period after, of course, independence.

They actually wanted to have art that became nationalistic so in that way if artists want to be 

successful, a lot of them have to be quite safe, quite on the right side, right track in order to be

promoted and when in the early 1990s this Asian spectacle exploded, that became something that

challenged what was happening or what was being placed in the infrastructure, within those 

governments. So we can talk about that a little later.

Vishakha Desai: That opens up a place in which curatorial practices changed in the 1990s.

Apinan Poshyananda: Yes. Because “curator,” when it is translated in each country it has many

meanings, a lot of the times like those “who look after art objects” and a lot of times it becomes

those who only do that, and the word, as you know, has changed a lot.

Okwui Enwezor: I must say, in regards to curating, I am fixated on this notion that all discourses

are located, they come from somewhere, and that they have in that location a sense of how it sees

itself being transformed when it confronts other worlds and so on. So in this sense, I think that

when I make an exhibition as a curator I come with two things: with the idea of the historical

awareness of the space in which the exhibition is going to be made, making it in the United States

or in Europe. It is very important to understand the art traditions there. What are those traditions

and what are the parameters of visual experience and how do institutions work with these bodies

of knowledge? Consequently, one has to then try to find a space within such a discourse in order

to say something from whatever position you come from. So in this sense, I think it needs repeating,

especially in this age of endless dislocation and fragmentation and movement and so on, nothing

is really located, nothing is authentic anymore, that ideas themselves are not that tangible. You

cannot just simply take them and immediately put them in a space and voila it will have the same

value. What I try to do in exhibitions is really say that both for the public and for the institution 

it is a process of engagement that requires a great deal of giving of oneself. Beyond that, I think

that my ambition as a curator has never really been to go and to make the great exhibition of

Rembrandt, the great exhibition of Pollock. That does not mean one cannot aspire to do that,

but I believe there are so many people doing such great exhibitions and that I can be a different

kind of voice in order to be able to shape and define what is contemporary in our experience.

I think this is really the question of how the presidia of the curator has to be understood and 

people have to make the choices of what it is they want to contribute.

Vishakha Desai: But to some extent, one is always juggling between understanding the context and

changing it. For example, Documenta, on the one hand, has a special importance in the world of

contemporary art. One might argue that you, and Catherine David before you, did actually try to





do something in which that institution of Documenta would be changed by the very curatorial

practice you brought to it. In that sense, one might say you are an inside subversive, which is the

way I describe myself. That you understand the institution but you also try to change it at the

same time. And Apinan, in your case, it seems to me that you were also thinking about this issue 

of how to change the institution itself through the curatorial practice that you bring to the table.

Both of you, I’d like you to talk a little bit more about this idea of how to define “contemporary”

in the contemporary art world and what would be your strategy to put it into practice. If you 

don’t want to do the Rembrandt show, what is the strategy by which you redefine the notion of

contemporary? What would you want people to think about as contemporary art in 2002? 

Okwui Enwezor: Well, again it depends on

the space and I think as you mentioned with

Documenta, I fully believed from the very

beginning that Documenta ought not to be a

museum even though everybody christened

it the “museum of one hundred days.” I think

it is a space of a different kind of experimen-

tation and I don’t think it is really that 

possible to be subversive—simply because

they will just hire the next person! So 

everybody just has to do their thing. And 

I think that the work I did for me, really,

follows in the long tradition of what

Documenta has been and I’ve tried to

respond back to Documenta historically. I’ve tried to do that by attempting to be a good student

of Documenta’s history, looking at its historical speciality, looking at the way in which it was

founded on the basis of a national reconstruction or reconstitution. What to do with that? I think

these are really clear issues in Documenta and I began by studying them. You mention Catherine

David, but let me just simply say, I categorically decided that there are three periods of

Documenta. The first period to my thinking, I called the Arnold Bode years from 1955 to 1968,

because these were the Documentas that were really obsessed with the historical avant-garde. The

second period began with Szeemann and this is very important because I believe that Szeemann’s

Documenta was really the first time in a large-scale exhibition of that nature, a temporary exhibi-

tion, where the subjectivity of the curator became feasible. It was no longer just simply an arrange-

ment of people’s taste, an arrangement of sovereign judgment. It was the imperative of the curator

that was in full display and that’s what made it such a seminal exhibition. Consequently, I think

from Szeemann to Catherine David, I believe that this period between Documenta V to X really

represents a second period. In as much as I see clear intellectual outlines between my project and

Catherine David’s, I see also a point of departure that in a sense I think Documenta XI is really the

third period because finally post-1997, one could say that the very notion of globalization had

come to a space of visibility in which it was no longer something that one could simply call a

theme. It had some very, very serious contemporary repercussions and so for us, how do we really

think about some of these transitions, or this world of permanent transition? This is the way I

think of the contemporary—that the contemporary is a world of permanent transition and so

how do we come to terms with that? In a sense, many people will say that Documenta XI was very

documentary. Whether it was or not is a different issue. One of its key questions was about the

social life of the world and how communities of ideas and practices in different places are formed

and what do we do with that? This was our challenge. So we decided that Documenta could begin

Figure 2. Vishakha N. Desai, Okwui Enwezor and Apinan Poshyananda,
“Looking Ahead: Dialogues in Asian Contemporary Art,” Asia Society and
Museum, New York, November 8, 2002. Photo credit: Elsa Ruiz





by being extraterritorial in order to engage and confront its own limits and this is, for me, one 

way I can begin to talk about the contemporary. That it is this world of permanent transitions,

however large, that we want to say is a civilizational one. I don’t believe it is.

Apinan Poshyananda: I think there is this institutional burden that is always going to be with the

curators, especially those who work at various institutions when they do curatorship independently.

I think in Asia and the Pacific, these so-called triennales or biennales have a young history but

already they have a burden within those particular decades, I mean in the past ten years. As you

know there have been an emergence, explosions of so many biennales in Asia. We ask how do they

define contemporary art in that region in order to give it a counter-balance to what’s been hap-

pening in the west, in Europe and America? By inventing these cultural spaces, they actually have

their own adventures, inventions, as well as restrictions. I’m sure we’ll talk about censorship and

self-censorship later on, but everywhere there are certain amounts of restrictions, wherever you

are, in China, Korea or Thailand. I think the audience is so important—the specificity of the place

and the locale. You bring certain artists from within the region or outside of Asia to show to

whom? To show to certain artists, to a certain audience who we know that in some places have 

different agendas. The variety is so great in terms of expectation and novelty, innovation. I was able

to work with the Queensland APT Gallery Asia Pacific Triennale for several of their triennales.

On the second APT, which was in 1996 in Australia, I was invited to do the Australian section so

they were giving this a new slant. This Thai curator could come in and look at Aussie art from a

different angle, which was an amazing experience. I learned so much. Destiny Deacon was one

person who I admired for her ability to create art. I visited her in Melbourne in her studio, at her

house, and we had a long conversation and I thought wouldn’t it be nice to bring her sitting room

to Brisbane to show it as a part of APT and we did that. In São Paulo, when I organized the Asian

section in 1998, we had to consider the Brazilian audience.

Vishakha Desai: Let me just stop you there. Does that mean that you always think about what will

play well in the audience and not actually give a full voice to the range of expressions that might

exist in contemporary Asia because you are constantly, one might argue, playing with what would

play well in a particular community?

Apinan Poshyananda: You have to consider at a certain level—it depends on the budget also—you

can’t do everything, you know! They tell you, “Sorry Apinan, congratulations—you do this section

but we only have this amount of money but do it well.” Now we come to smaller shows and I like

to do smaller shows and individual artists as well. The Japan Foundation has been great in pro-

moting art, just to move on from Australia to Japan a little bit. They’ve created many international

shows within Asia and without. They had this policy, you know, especially in the 1980s, of sending

Japanese artists to South-East Asia and literally selecting without consulting. I felt there should be

a counter-balance there. They didn’t like that, of course, but things change. They actually changed

in the sense that they work more with South-East Asian curators to create an arena where ideas

could be exchanged. I was pushing it a little bit further in terms of small exhibitions. I thought

why not invite some really well-known Japanese artists to Bangkok, individual ones. I started with

Nobuyoshi Araki and that was bad news for the Japan Foundation. Luckily, Araki came and we

had a really big show and he created a new series of works in Bangkok. Then we invited Yasumasa

Morimura, who spoke on the last night of the show, but this time it was backed by the Japan

Foundation, which was great. So after Araki, the following year I did Yasumasa Morimura in

Bangkok and Morimura was so kind to come over. He showed many works as well as did the per-

formance in Thailand. Not only that, he invited artists for individual shows from without Asia.





Vishakha Desai: I think partly what you’re talking about is that the role of various different arenas

in which artists get seen and art gets seen and all of it is fodder for looking at globalization as a

phenomenon where often people have import/export model in which things come from that part

of the world to what we call the centres of contemporary art. I know, Okwui, you’ve thought a 

little bit about this notion of centres, imagined or real, and I wonder if both of you who’ve travelled,

and you’ve travelled because of the Documenta platforms to India and to other parts, if you would

talk a little bit about the energy of contemporary art centres that are outside of the Euro-American

axis, and your sense of what is going on there and how does that play out when you come back to

a place like New York.

Okwui Enwezor: Well, just to pick up a little bit from what Apinan said about biennales, triennales,

their proliferation. I happen to be one of those people who really think that it is great that there

are so many biennales and triennales. I have no problem that there are so many of them simply

because one has to understand the circumstances that made them possible. For many places 

outside of Europe and North America, these proliferations must be understood in relation to the

ongoing questions of modernization in many of those places. I think that these are powerful 

contexts within which some of these biennales are being formed. I’ve traveled to many of them

from Fukuoka to Dakar to Cairo, of course, Johannesburg, and so on. I think that what’s interesting

in all these questions is not only just simply that the exhibitions were great, they also offered

moments where people could really begin to think about art being produced within these regions.

They could begin to write about them, speak about them in intelligent ways. They could begin to

produce ideas around them. I think it’s not so much that one makes an exhibition, of course 

people always make exhibitions, but they provide opportunities for other activities around art. It

creates contexts for artists to be aware of each other, aware of what’s happening elsewhere and

spurs on new conversations and so on. So even though some of these biennales may ultimately 

not be as good as we would wish for them to be, they also do provide very serious services and

questions that linger on in places where they have been done. In relation to the ideas of centres, I

truly believe it’s complete nonsense to talk about a centre or centres because there really isn’t such

a thing. Maybe ten, fifteen, twenty years ago, one could talk about a centre. Let me just say very

briefly, in the place I come from, Nigeria, 1986 was a year of incredible catastrophe. Catastrophe

came in the guise of the Structural Adjustment Programme which the government signed. I’ll tell

you, between 1986 and now, ninety percent of active producing intellectuals have left the country.

Now that’s a disaster, right? I think they are spread all over the place. What is happening today is

there’s a kind of understanding in which people do not want to see themselves nudged into the

idea of a centre. Going to India was very instructive for us because it suddenly showed the distance

between Kassel and the rest of the world. Kassel became that much more isolated. That much

more disengaged. In a sense, because the Indians had this uncanny way of converting everything

into an Indian problem, particularly a problem that they had already dealt with twenty years ago.

They said to us, “you guys are coming here to talk about it now.” But it was very interesting to be

confronted with the vitality of ideas that were being produced. We were there for five days. Of

course at the end of each day, we would run out of time because it was no longer possible to 

continue a conversation. We always had to go outside to continue. This is particularly interesting

because the idea I learned much more clearly was the idea of the artist intellectual. The model

could be really from the few Indian artists I met in the audience because of their worldliness,

because of their breadth of their ideas and knowledge. This was particularly good for Documenta.

As the volumes from the different platforms come out, it begins to really say clearly that the very

question of talking about centres is no longer for me the way that is most productive to work, but

really how to work on a multi-lateral transcultural basis.





Vishakha Desai: We’re going to move to a different question and then we’ll open it up to all of

you in the audience. I want to actually have you talk a little bit about art itself. What kind of work 

really excites you both, that interests you? The kind of art you really like to look at. And, if you

were to project out five-ten years, especially in light of what the world has gone through in the last

year since September 11th, what do you think the world of contemporary art is going to be like

when we move out, especially from the perspective of non-Euro-American contemporary art? The

first part I’d love for you to talk a little bit about the kind of stuff you like to look at and what it is

about that kind of work.

Apinan Poshyananda: I like to look at artists…because they make art. You know a lot of the time 

I have to look at the art I don’t like because that’s the profession of curators. You don’t just look at

the art you like. You really have to look at the art you don’t like as well, and a lot of it. You have to

ask yourself why you don’t like it. Because otherwise, everybody’s prejudiced. But it’s to the point

where, because we do so many shows and so many audiences, it’s very reciprocal at different

places. Sometimes you have to—one example, I just did the Irish Biennale earlier this year in

Limerick. And in the end, we showed seventy artists. A lot of the northern Irish, from Northern

Ireland, as well as from the Republic but juxtaposed with Asian artists as well as European artists.

Part of the deal was that I had to look at a lot of Irish art. You have to be objective to a certain

extent, in the end when you cut the pile you have to decide. But you have to open to such a point

where you have to be able to appreciate what you don’t like and ask yourself why don’t you like it.

What you didn’t like five years ago you now may be really fascinated and you see the development

of the artist so you look again and again. Some artists may have a bad period, and they need a

period of time to become a good artist. You have to follow their career. You can’t follow everyone’s

career. You talk about India and you talk about the artists that really excite me, Nalini Malani.

Vishakha Desai: Who is here? Is Nalini here? Where are you Nalini?

Nalini Malani: Here.

Vishakha Desai: Hi! She’s actually going to be at the new museum next Tuesday.

Apinan Poshyananda: I visited Nalini’s space in Mumbai and was so fascinated with the way she

works and her development has been so impressive. I always talk about leapfrogging. In Traditions/

Tensions she showed really beautiful sketchbooks and she’s a beautiful painter. But at the APT 4 

in Brisbane, two weeks ago, I saw this installation of Remembering Toba Teka Singh (1998-1999).

That’s the third time I’d seen it and every time it moved me so much. When you talk about the

sublime and you may talk about faultlines, her installation really blended the two together to the

point where I just stayed there for so long because every time I look at it, it moves me. If I’m

moved a lot, that artist must be good, no?

Okwui Enwezor: Well I must say I never use the word “like.” At least in my professional evaluation

of what I look at, if that’s the way you wish to put it. I do use the word “like” for things I live with

at home and I think there’s a marked distinction here. The responsibility of the curator in a public

setting is really such that it cannot just simply be about objectivity or subjectivity, like or don’t like

and so on. I must say that the idea of confining what it is that one is working with only to what

one sees is in itself a problematic one given the diversity of strategies and the range of ideas that

are contained in what artists do. So in this sense, I think that I really—the critique that I’m only

talking about ideas and not art—is true to the degree that I am not presenting work in a public





context only to show what it is that only excites me. I want to build in the work that I do, a body of

ideas that have relationships of production and form and so on that really allows so many different

people to enter into those works. Particularly since I work a lot with artists whose struggles are

always against the grain of that which one sees and, you know, and what one is looking at. Be that

as it may, I think that it’s very difficult to say what it is that excites you when you look at art. For

me, it is never an epiphany. It has never been an epiphany. It’s a slow process of getting acclimatized

to the other worlds of artists and their ideas and their values and their equations and their forms

through which they express what it is that they do. So this slow process is what I want to show in

what I do and the way in which I think about the work of the artists. You know, for example, about

Documenta, there have been a lot of remarks about the fact that somebody used a very silly notion

of “camera art” and so on, and I take exception to that kind of definition or that kind of reduction.

I truly believe while in most parts of the world many people may not be literate but truly in the

current context in which we work, many people are visually literate simply because of the expanded

horizon of visual images in the world. People who cannot read and write can read images and I

think this is really quite instructive in the kind of categorizations that we make about what is a

good image and what is not. For me, one has to ask what sort of information are people looking

for in images, in a painting for example. People talk about “the meta-reality of painting” and all

that is “painterly” and ok, it’s wonderful and so on and I think that one can also learn to write

meta-reality and painterly and all sorts of things that are much more formal issues. I would like to

say that in as much as I am very appreciative of the formal equations because I think it is formal

that allows one to get to the conceptual basis of the work. I would like to put both together. There

are affinities between the conceptual and the formal and are very important for how a curator

understands the intentions of what the artist is trying to communicate and so on. One example in

Kassel was Steve McQueen’s film Western Deep and I think you need not know about the miner’s

history to appreciate this incredible visceral world we are plunged into in the work. It is a film but

McQueen begins with a literal blanking-out of the image. It is a blank screen but it is alive, blank

and throbbing. Now that for me is beautiful. Before the images come. And I think it is possible to

describe it when you experience it. But not to package it and reduce it to a soundbite, you know,

I’m really looking for all these qualities because artists are making so many different kinds of

things. At least for contemporary art. Maybe if your talking about specific type of genres, a specific

type of medium it will be something, if you’re talking about sculpture or painting then we begin

to enter into the questions of: “Where are the limits of painting? Where are the limits of sculpture?

How do we define the relationship of the viewer to such forms?” and so on. I cannot give you a

straight answer, what it is. I’m looking for but I like to think the model that I’ve worked with,

which is a long term model of discussions and dialogue with the artists, is really the way I like to

approach art and this is where I feel I have learned a lot from the artists.





Juxtaposed against a pristinely simple, almost ascetic 
exhibition arrangement of antique Chinese furniture,
Chambers Fine Art (a New York Chelsea gallery) displayed
over twenty works by seven contemporary Chinese artists.
The show was based on the namesake exhibition Too Much
Flavor curated by Gu Zhenqing that was previously on 
view in Shanghai and Singapore. The condensed selection 
transmitted the original exhibition’s theme of extreme artifi-
cialization in an increasingly consumer-frantic contemporary
Chinese society. Although the selection made by the gallery
director Christophe Mao mirrored the various approaches to
this over-arching topic, the works on display fell short of
projecting the internal dynamic of the original exhibition.

To a New York audience, the theoretical underpinning of 
this show might seem outdated. Most people in Europe and
North America will have developed a certain protective
“deadening of the senses” despite an awareness of the
immense saturation and synthesization of their consumerist
societies. To them, increasing commercialization has 
been gradual yet relentless. In the cities of Mainland China,
however, it has hit society with extreme and merciless
speed. Just thirty years ago, the country emerged from the
upheavals of the Cultural Revolution. In the coastal cities of
today, the one must-have accessory is not longer the Little
Red Book but the latest Nokia cellular phone. The multitude
of material and sensual inputs emanating from the displayed
works by Hong Hao, Jin Feng, Qiu Zhijie, Shi Jinsong, Weng
Fen, Zhou Xiaohu and Zhu Fadong emphatically reflects 
contemporary Chinese urban life and addresses the conflicts
this rapid change has brought about. Some of the works 
are visually, some of them intellectually blunt. Some are 
up-front while others project their ideas through a screen of
romantic melancholy.

A romantic melancholy is most apparent in the two color
photographs b placing a person either “inside” or “outside.”
By sitting on or peering over the wall, the young girls inhabit
the “space in between” physically as well as psychologically,
leaving behind the sphere of childhood and entering that of
adulthood. The subliminal identification with the young girls
evokes a romantic yearning towards the new and at the
same time infuses the viewer with a sense of melancholy for
the passing of the old. The strongly transitory and con-
sumerist nature of present-day society evokes s placing a
person either “inside” or “outside.” By sitting on or peering
over the wall, the young girls inhabit the “space in between”
physically as well as psychologically, leaving behind the
sphere of childhood and entering that of adulthood. The 
subliminal identification with the young girls evokes a
romantic yearning towards the new and at the same time
infuses the viewer with a sense of melancholy for the 
passing of the old. The strongly transitory and consumerist
nature of present-day society evokes similar emotions in 
the urban resident. As such, these photographs represent 
a powerful yet subtle approach to the topic, one that 
transcends its inherent physicality.

Alternatively, Hong Hao’s three displayed photographs 
represent a more overt criticism (fig. 1). The densely packed
labyrinth of assembled goods, arranged so as to create 
visual patterns through both shapes and colors, deflects and
refuses passage as the viewer’s gaze tries to penetrate it.
At the same time, these tightly crammed surfaces evoke a
feeling of claustrophobia. Ranging from pots of color to soft-
drink cans, from empty toothpaste tubes to a measuring
tape, the photographed assemblage of goods does not 
differentiate between daily household and luxury goods. It is
their multitude in general and the wasteland they create that
is the object of criticism. But does his critique go beyond 
the obvious? Being entitled My Things, Hong Hao seems to
not simply denounce society but also his own active partici-
pation, therefore not putting himself above the behavior he
criticizes. This personal and self-reflective approach makes
the criticism more effective and more real. Through this, the
artist is able to evoke an introspective thought process in
the viewer.
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Figure 1. Hong Hao, My Things No. 3, colour photograph





While Hong Hao focuses on the multitude of consumer
items, the four sculptures by Shi Jinsong scorn the excessive
importance of branding in consumerist society. All four
sculptures are displayed on antique tables. Logos of Nike,
Motorola, Mercedes Benz, and Citroen, cast in steel, are
lying on leathered skin that is marked with drawings, writing
and other schemas. The set-up aims at imitating the display
accorded to archaic artifacts. In this way, Shi Jinsong 
comments on the paradoxical development of notions of
value triggered by the fixation on Western consumer goods.
The almost deifying reverence with which the urban 
nouveau-riche entrepreneurial class treats these items
seems frightening and—as intimated by these works—
absurd; a whole value system gone awry. Cool Weapon, the
series title of these works, evokes notions of aggression,
violence and death. These lethal attributes can equally be
accorded to the global marketing and distribution strategy of
these name-brand products. Shi Jinsong’s critique is both
poignant and direct.

Some of Zhu Fadong’s works in this show also addressed
issues of branding. In two large-scale photo-prints, the artist
is dressed in a red lace bra and briefs, sits on an antique
Chinese chair and holds a jar of Nescafé in the one and a
Mercedes Benz star in the other image. His body is glistening
as if it had been rubbed in oil or covered in sweat. It seems
that the artist aims at criticizing the prostitution-like behavior
of the Chinese urban population to acquire the much
sought-after Western goods. His attire leaves one wondering
if a gender-specific undertone is intended. In the three
woodcuts on display, Zhu Fadong addresses more general
and global issues such as human rights, environment and
wildlife protection. Though less glossy, the visual statements
of these works are equally unequivocal and explicit. The
brash bluntness of Zhu’s works displayed at Chambers Fine
Art differs from his usually more creative and refined modes
of expression.

The Shanghai born artist Jin Feng showed four photographs
in Chambers Fine Art’s Too Much Flavor. All of them are 
entitled My Figure is Disappearing and distinguished only 
by their numerical codes. The series extends over a number
of years; the earliest work in this show was created in 1998
and the latest in 2001. As such, it attests to the artist’s 
continuous interest in the problematic of identity in present-
day China. The Chinese title of the series—Wode xingxiang
de qingshi guocheng or The Process of My Forms’
Eradication—is very descriptive of the process depicted in
these photographs. The artist’s face, reproduced sixteen
times, is consecutively obliterated by objects or by writing.1

In My Figure Disappearing II, for example, Jin Feng is stand-
ing behind a clear screen facing the picture plain. The initial
photograph is reminiscent of a mug shot, the artist’s identifi-
cation details written on the screen. During the subsequent
fifteen stages, Jin Feng proceeds by writing his personal
information on the screen repeatedly, line by line and then
row over row until his face is totally obliterated. The artist’s
official identity designation overwhelms his individuality and

physicality. As such, these works are a strong evocation of
the individual’s insignificance vis-à-vis the official drive for
modernization.

Qiu Zhijie and Zhao Xiaohu both contributed video pieces 
to the show, entitled Syndrome and The Gooey Gentleman
respectively.2 While Qiu Zhijie’s work focuses on mental
images, Zhou Xiaohu’s animated video pays attention to the
corporeal. In Syndrome, Qiu Zhijie inundates the viewer with
an ungraspable multitude of images from daily life, historical
and contemporary events as well as a disarray of words—
such as evolution, God, danger, nation, ductile—and sounds.
Some of these images race by, others linger on. A rapid,
ceaseless yet reflective flow of thought is emulated. At the
same time, one immediately associates this inundation to
the visual over-saturation presented by mass media. In 
The Gooey Gentlemen, the tone and pace are very different
(fig. 2). Accompanied by a crackling tune of a children’s
song, a male torso becomes the image plane as well as an
active character and prop in a cartoon story. The story is 
literally projected onto the artist’s body. A female character
is willed into existence by the artist step by step and is 
dramatically obliterated at the end. The story told is seemingly
that of a courtesan, prostitute or stripper. Sexuality and the
“social evils” that accompany it—many of the driven by
increasing commercialization—are hot topics in the urban
centers of the People’s Republic of China.

All of the works displayed in the Chambers Fine Art Too
Much Flavor show addressed issues that may be coined as
“hot topics” in the urban reality of contemporary Mainland
China. The increasing conditioning of their society by artificial
systems concerns numerous Chinese artists and therefore
finds its way into many of their works. As Gu Zhenqing puts
it in his exhibition’s catalog: “Too Much Flavor has already
become a daily experience we can hardly avoid.”3 The calm
and spacious setting gave breathing space to the displayed
works and allowed for them to be viewed individually.
Concurrently, their respective messages were able to 
unfold without interference. But the thus accorded visual
independence also made the lack of an internal dynamic
more apparent and thereby exposed the show’s nature as a
selection. Nevertheless, the show did provide an interesting,
informative, and challenging array of works by a number 
of Mainland China’s leading artists.

February 6 - March 8, 2003

Figure 2. Zhao Xiaohu, The Gooey Gentleman, video stills

Notes
1 The arrangement is in a four by four format.
2 The author is using the English title presented in the video as 

opposed to the gallery title, which was The Honey Gentleman. The 
disparaging connotations of the word “gooey” seem important to 
the author in the context of this work.

3 Gu Zhenqing. Too Much Flavor: An Exhibition of Contemporary 
Chinese Art (Hong Kong: New Art Media Ltd., 2002): 24.





           

  
  
  

What is it, exactly, that constitutes the identity of a Chinese
artist? Do we understand it as the expression of a 
recognizable style? Must there be an ethnic, indeed a racial,
identification of the artist accompanying subject matter
deemed suitable to our category? Given the complexity of
contemporary identity, in which the diasporic experience
often longs for the certainty of an indigenous art, it proves
hard to lay down parameters that would clearly define what
we mean by Chinese contemporary art. The complexity of
self we see evident in so much work today is made more
intricate by the interwoven experience of homeland and 
emigration and the elaborate interaction of a personal style
and individuated identification with a racial identity that may,
or may not, adhere to what we expect of a particular group.
Things have evolved, however, to the point where it may in
fact prove possible for someone not necessarily of Chinese
background to appropriate the lineaments of a particular
painting style so completely that he or she may be regarded
as a Chinese artist despite a difference in origin. While 
identity, a source of worry and inspiration in contemporary
Western art for at least a generation now, is not so fixed that
such a possibility is impossible, it is harder than one might
think to wear a style as one might a coat, to be worn or 
taken off at will.

So it is clear that the assumption of a self as artistic identity
is freer in the current atmosphere of stylistic and conceptual
freedom, even as it is also true that our categories die hard.
In Mainland China, I asked Beijing artists what they thought

of the reputation of an artist such as Xu Bing who, despite 
his long stay in America, continues to make installations and
other cutting-edge works that inevitably address Chinese,
often classically Chinese, concerns. The Beijing artists replied
that Xu Bing had now become an international artist; clearly,
they saw him as no longer being part of their sense of group
identity, a situation that would most likely puzzle Xu himself.
It is no longer clear how to sharply define identity in a world
culture in which affiliation seems more a less a matter of
taste. While this matter, at least in America, has been heavily
discussed for decades, we appear no closer to agreement of
just exactly which attributes make for a universally acceptable
ethnic self. Xu may see himself as quintessentially Chinese,
but his psychological affiliation is questioned by the “real”
Chinese artists—those living and working in the Mainland.
One can only speculate on how the hyphenated identity of
the Asian-American painter is viewed from Shanghai or
Taipei; often the Chinese-American falls through the cracks,
fitfully belonging to both cultures.

The atmosphere of identification has in fact become freer,
especially in New York, where hundreds of cultures rub
shoulders with one another. In theory, one may stake out
whichever identity one finds appealing, justifying a change 
in aesthetic sensibility on primarily personal grounds. The
consequences of such permissiveness are sometimes bizarre
but always compellingly interesting; it is a romance of 
otherness, of belief in the elastic ability of culture to provide a
spiritual background that may well have little if anything to
do with one’s own affiliations. Puerto Rican-born, New York-
based artist Miguel Trelles has cheerfully appropriated not
the content of Chinese painting but rather its style as made
evident by certain outstanding painters, reserving for himself
the right to render what he knows best—in this case the
landscape of the Antilles. What sort of values does the meld-
ing of a tropical view with the hand of a culture to which 
that view does not belong represent? Should the viewer
worry about the intentions of the artist, who may not 
necessarily have conceived the project in good faith? Is the
imitation a form of praise or something more self-regarding?
It is the responsibility of Trelles to convince his audience 
that his use of the Chinese manner has been undertaken in
good faith, without which his art may be perceived as merely
a curiosity or worse.

Trelles, who studied Chinese art at Brown University, where
he was an undergraduate, and then again for a year at Yale,
comes to his task prepared. Indeed, he sees his approach as
deeply Chinese, justified intellectually as much as visually.
And as the Chinese art scholar and curator John R. Findlay
points out in his insightful catalogue essay, Chinese art itself
is characterized by “written theory as much as painterly
practice.”1 Trelles’ bravado has precedents in the very culture
he appropriates from; Findlay writes of painters influenced by
Dong Qichang, the late Ming Dynasty painter, calligrapher,
and critic: “It was the goal of Dong’s followers to effect a
great synthesis of previous styles, based on their study,
copying, and creative transformation of the achievements of
selected masters of the past.”2 In his often inspired render-
ings of art in a style not his own, Trelles whimsically follows
the tradition of the culture he borrows from. He echoes both
the form and the practice of the Chinese painters, who 
themselves set about mastering their medium through the
studious, sometimes inspired copying of work from the past.
The parallel is more than superficial; Trelles wishes to inhabit
a place in which the imitation begins with homage but 
proceeds to define itself as a new version of what preceded
it, deeply in keeping with the imitator’s esthetic.



Miguel Trelles, Apocryphal Fan Kuan, 1992-1993, oil and enamel on paper,
244 x 122 cm  



Trelles’ orientation toward his Chinese forbears is highly 
evident in an early painting Apocryphal Fan Kuan, a large oil
and enamel painting, done on paper in 1992-1993 (fig. 1).
The work is at once an imitation and new version of a major
Northern Sung painting, done circa 1000 by Fan Kuan. Often
discussed in art history surveys of Chinese art, the hanging
scroll, entitled Travelers Among Streams and Mountains,
consists of a high mountain with trees on top of rocky 
outcrops, hanging over smaller hills also with trees and a tiny
procession of horses and figures near the bottom of the 
composition. Findlay points out that Trelles’ version, nearly
equivalent in dimension to the Fan Kuan painting, reproduces
the structure of the Chinese work, with an emphasis on
broadly expressed brushstrokes that come close to being
calligraphic gestures. Trelles’ imitation comes with consider-
able independence as the brushstrokes are far more raw
than the subtle hand seen in Travelers Among Streams and
Mountains. Apocryphal Fan Kuan is the work of a young
painter who at the same time works with insight into a visual
culture outside his own, prefiguring his future development.

Trelles does not intend to dissemble—in fact, the title of 
his show is Chino Latino. He remains close to his Chinese
sources; according to Findlay, the artist “has used the 
relatively small black and white images of Dong’s album as
sources for almost all the landscapes of the Chino Latino
series.” Trelles’ copies also follow the Chinese tradition of
copying copies rather than the originals. In Evening Kiss
(2001), a scroll-like painting twelve feet long and four feet
high, the imagery reads horizontally from right to left, much
like a Chinese scroll. In this painting we encounter Trelles’
extravagant sense of colour; the ground on which the bluish 
mountains sit is purple, with an orange-yellow hue highlight-
ing the rocks. In the central foreground there is a small island
of rocks and simple trees, some but not all with foliage; to
the right is another group of rocks and trees, while in the
background there is a horizontal range mostly lacking foliage
but including the effects of sunlight on water on the far left of
the painting. Although this work is a re-formation of Chinese
painterly values, it is clear that Trelles brings his own prefer-
ences to the work. In some ways it is an eccentric work of
art, but the idiosyncrasy is parallel with the Chinese prefer-
ence for the odd and asymmetrical. Once again the Western
artist both alludes to and walks away from the work that has
inspired him.

With the black-and-white, ink-in-paper painting Ubiquitous
Palm Trees (2002), Trelles’ audience can clearly see how he
has subordinated the landscape of his homeland to an
essentially Chinese style. Mountains are quickly described by
black outlines, trees by single vertical strokes with horizontal
dabs of black representing their foliage. Like his Chinese
counterparts, Trelles allows broad areas of unpainted ground
to occur. The exercise is remarkable for both its similarity to
Chinese painting and its careful suggestion of a tropical land-
scape, something not available to the painters Trelles has so
carefully followed. One of the most striking characteristics of
his painting is the way in which the stone masses in his
painting appear to be unmoored in relation to their ground,
infusing the works with a sense of liberated motion. In Orient
(2001)—an oil on canvas—the rock formations seem to
sway unanchored, so that the entire painting seems to be
alive. It recalls how Chinese artists have seen dragon energies
in mountainous landscapes, as if the hills they painted were
living things. In Orient, one experiences the tan-coloured
mountains as free from any encumbrances, floating in a
world in which everything, even inanimate forms, dances.

Bones of Charcoal (2002) comprises a contrast of dark and
light, the craggy hills of the painting represented by ink and
charcoal masses against a mostly white ground. The 
movement in the work moves from the lower left, where the
masses of rock begin, to the upper middle of the painting,
the site of the highest mountain in the landscape. Again the
use of white, or unpainted canvas, is copious; the landscape
really does look like it describes a series of back vertebrae.
Here the starkness of the colours does not link it to the more
tropical paintings. Beatum Ille, a moderate-size oil on canvas
completed in 2001, consists of rocky prominences with 
evergreen trees highlighting ridges and even presents two
scholar’s huts on the right-hand side of the painting, but the
colours—reds, pinks, tans, and browns with a lavender
ground and sky—is much closer to the tropical landscape
which Trelles portrays so regularly. Works such as Beatum
Ille imitate the tradition the artist loves but at the same time
affectionately reference the landscape of his upbringing, and
so it becomes clear that Trelles is a painter who in the
authority of his imagination summarizes effects that both
belong and do not belong to him. This give his art an existen-
tial strength which remains undiminished despite the 
geographical distances of his chosen style and theme, whose
combination argues for a new way of interpreting not only art
but also identity.

Trelles’ sense of self is fluent enough, large enough to contain
multitudes, which in their contradiction argue for a larger
rather than smaller sense of purpose. Perhaps it is overstating
things slightly to view Trelles as a cultural double agent 
who suggests affinities but commits to no single cultural 
production. Yet one seesaws back and forth in the face of a
double allegiance to effects and beliefs with so much space,
geographically and temporally, between them. Trelles proposes
both an affectionate homage to and a knowing interpretation
of a cultural expression that he had made use of even as 
he acknowledges the fact that he does not belong to it. Like
his own position in the world, as a Puerto Rican American,
his art reflects a hybridity that is not easily discarded. His
mixed references quote both what he knows and what he
aspires to, in a way that emphasizes sophistication on 
many levels. Should any doubts remain as to the integrity of
his imitations?

For contemporary purposes, the borrowing of imagery out-
side one’s own culture goes back as least as far as Pablo
Picasso’s Les Demoiselles d’Avignon, painted in 1907. Yet
given today’s exquisitely sensitive sense of culture, it might
be argued that Trelles is too cavalier in his appropriations.
Contemporary art’s sense of cultural boundaries is extremely
fluid, however; it is porous enough to allow the artist to 
participate in ways of being that do not actually involve his
biographical background. Trelles is in some large way a 
pioneer far more than he is someone who usurps, compelling
us to accept his enthusiasm as professional in its implications.
His example doe not harm so much as it embeds a visual
idiom within the dictates of his own style; and this approach
frees him to conceive his goals with something like a sense
of wonder—an attitude we do not always have enough of 
in contemporary art.

January 24 - March 1, 2003



Notes
1 John R. Findlay, “Chinese Landscapes of the Greater Antilles,”

in Chino Latino (2002): 6.
2 Ibid.
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